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Abstract 
 
The discovery of gold in 1851 attracted a flood of migrants to the Colony of 
Victoria, lured by the potential for instant wealth. Contemporary commentators 
stressed however that not everyone was suited to life on the goldfields. Ladies 
who were unfamiliar with household labour were cautioned to remain at ‘home’. 
But genteel women did migrate to gold-rush Victoria, and this thesis explores 
how they responded to the challenges of isolation, transient housing, a lack of 
skilled servants, and fortune or failure by revising notions of genteel femininity. 
It focuses on needlework—work with the needle—a part of daily life for most 
women, and is framed by the research question: how did domestic needlework 
practices of plain sewing, fancywork and the production of clothing contribute to 
women’s identity in gold-rush Victoria? Through this examination it aims to 
situate the products and practices of needlework within attempts to assert, 
maintain or negotiate identity in a shifting colonial society. 
 
This research integrates a material culture methodology with written and 
pictorial primary sources, while drawing on theoretical frameworks of identity as 
culturally and socially constructed. It analyses identity—and the objects and 
behaviour that could realise identity—against the confusion of goldfields living, 
and the highly fluid nature of gold-rush society brought about when the poor 
could be suddenly rich. It contends that in this environment, needlework 
products were culturally meaningful objects and needlework practices were 
culturally significant behaviour, contributing vital elements to the formation and 
performance of identity.  
 
Needlework and Genteel Identity in Gold-Rush Victoria demonstrates how 
women’s sewing—their decorative needlework, household sewing for the home, 
and making or maintaining garments for self and family—could enable them to 
respond to new social and economic landscapes found in Australia. While these 
circumstances generated fractures in experience, identities were reconstructed 
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in new colonial spaces assisted by genteel women’s industry. Through an 
assessment of the ways that different kinds of sewing were deployed in shifting 
or reworking expressions of the feminine, this thesis traces how needlework was 
fundamental for all women, and concludes that it held a critical place for those 
who adapted to the challenges of living in gold-rush Victoria. 
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Introduction 
 
In A Lady’s Visit to the Gold Diggings of Australia in 1852-53, Ellen Clacy (1963 
[1853], p. 151) articulated the ideal female emigrant, counselling her readers:  
To those of my own sex who desire to emigrate to Australia, I say do so by all 
means, if you can go under suitable protection, possess good health, are not 
fastidious or ‘fine-ladylike’, can milk cows, churn butter, cook a good damper, 
and mix a pudding… But to those ladies who cannot wait upon themselves, 
and whose fair fingers are unused to the exertion of doing anything useful, my 
advice is, for your own sakes remain at home. 
Based on Ellen’s experiences of Melbourne and the Victorian goldfields while 
travelling in the company of her brother, her guide was enthusiastically 
reviewed upon publication; London’s Morning Post (1853, p. 3) for example, 
noted that her advice on who should emigrate was “sound, practical, and 
conclusive… of great use and profit to all those who are debating if they should 
leave their native country”. Yet despite her warnings, many ‘fine-ladylike’ 
women did migrate to Australia in the first years of the gold rushes and in the 
decades that followed, and this thesis aims to demonstrate how genteel women 
negotiated, maintained, adapted, or perhaps lost and made anew, their 
identities in new colonial environments. To do so it focuses in on a primary 
responsibility of women and a common thread that ran universally through their 
everyday lives—needlework.  
 
Throughout the nineteenth century, needlework was (beside child-bearing and 
rearing) the defining work of women, central to understandings of womanhood 
and to constructions of gender and class identities. In gold-rush Victoria, 
needlework could be used as a strategy to control the appearance of both 
person and home, manage social position, and perform the genteel self in the 
face of severe dislocations from past lives and experiences. Therefore, this thesis 
examines the ways in which genteel women and their needlework practices 
responded to colonial demands and challenges by analysing needlework as a 
cultural performance. I seek connections between identity and the transfer of 
practices of plain sewing, fancywork, dressmaking and tailoring to colonial 
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Victoria, explore the impact of local circumstances, and examine the resulting 
repercussions on feminine and genteel identities. Searching for insights into 
gentility, I scrutinise the conventional moral, social, gender and class 
implications of undertaking particular kinds of needlework and investigate if, 
and how, these were re-evaluated in colonial Victoria. I further consider how 
different kinds of sewing were deployed in shifting or reworked constructions of 
the feminine, and the way that sewing was positioned alongside definitions of 
‘useful’ and its nineteenth-century opposite, ‘idle’—loaded terms used by 
contemporary commentators, moralists and writers (including Ellen Clacy in the 
opening passage) to encourage women’s productivity.  
 
Research Background 
A universal occupation for women of all ages and classes, needlework—that is, 
the work undertaken with a needle, thread and textile—was part of daily life in 
the nineteenth century. A pervasive, fundamental female activity, it contained 
explicit meanings: it suggested moral character, expressed virtue or frivolity, 
reflected familial duties, indicated economics and thriftiness, and enabled 
creativity. The act of needlework was a means through which women expressed, 
or performed, their very selves. Within the British genteel woman’s domestic 
world the practice of decorative needlework, known as fancywork, 
communicated status and was visible proof of available leisure time to devote to 
this time-consuming activity. Plain sewing was presumed the domain of the 
working class, whether as seamstresses, piece-workers or domestic servants, 
although there was a considerable degree of fluidity in this division of labour. In 
nineteenth-century Australia especially, these distinctions were blurred by the 
demand for, and hence value of, labour, and genteel women often undertook 
much broader-ranging needlework tasks—this unusual development is among 
the issues I examine. 
 
Although manuals such as The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of 
Politeness suggested needlework was central to women’s domestic duty 
declaring “No woman is fitted… for home, unless she is perfect mistress of 
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needlework” (Hartley 1860, pp. 178-9), the implications for their lives and 
identities remained long overlooked. It was only in the 1980s that the practices 
of needlework were first critically examined, motivated by second-wave 
feminism and the women’s movement of the 1960s and 1970s, and the concern 
for the marginalisation and silencing of women’s historical voices. Rozsika 
Parker’s (2010 [1984]) exploration of the transition of embroidery into an 
essential feminine activity triggered a scholarly awakening of the significance of 
needlework. Parker convincingly argues that needlework is worthy of critical 
attention, and that the complex relationship between women and their needles 
deserves rigorous investigation through a variety of disciplines. Paralleling 
Parker’s discussion, Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall’s (2002 [1987]) 
influential work on gender history and the ideology of separate spheres for the 
late eighteenth and nineteenth century middle-class English family, calls for a re-
examination of women’s work with a needle. They point out the lack of written 
evidence on the middle-class practice of needlework as “one of the great 
silences” about women's lives and how their days were filled. Davidoff and Hall 
(2002 [1987], p. 387) suggest that the prevalence of needlework was much 
greater than documented, and that it is necessary to turn to the objects 
themselves to fully understand the enormity of the task and the lives of its 
female practitioners. 
 
New analysis in Britain and colonial societies quickly followed (Arpad 1988; 
Gordon, B 1988; Lieb 1986; Osaki 1988). In Australia, surveys of domestic 
needlework such as those by Jennifer Isaacs (1987) and Marion Fletcher (1989), 
and edited volumes including Hearth and Home: Women’s Decorative Arts and 
Crafts 1800-1930 (Toy 1988), provided firm foundations to build upon. More 
recently, contributions to specific needlework genres and practices in Australia 
include samplers by Margaret Fraser (2008), quilts by Annette Gero (2000, 
2008), the trousseau by Moya McFadzean (1996, 2009), and fancywork for 
charity bazaars by Annette Shiell (2009). This research turns to the material 
culture of needlework to interrogate its importance to women’s lives and 
experiences. Collectively, it argues against the dismissal of needlework as trivial: 
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an attitude promoted by male contemporaries who saw women’s work as 
inherently less valuable than men’s, and by early feminists who considered 
needlework demeaning and so shunned critical examination of the practice 
(Goggin 2009b, pp. 1-2). Together with growing international scholarship, it 
instead proposes that the very factors through which needlework was 
devalued—its categorisation as a feminine craft and its link with the home—is 
what make it meaningful and essential to examinations of the material culture of 
everyday life (Attfield 2000, pp. 72-3). 
 
Increasing critical examination develops an argument that links needlework, 
femininity and feminine identity, character and class. Women’s work is now 
acknowledged as a valuable source for recovering insights into their lives and 
roles, while objects associated with domestic activities, especially artefacts of 
needlework, are of interest in an increasing number of disciplines (Beaudry 
2006, p. 2). The little valued and understudied position of women’s craft work 
has given way to an appreciation of the social and historical significance of this 
work. Beth Fowkes Tobin and Maureen Daly Goggin (2009, pp. 3-4) argue that 
through the very process of making and manipulating objects, women “were not 
only engaged in self-definition and identity performance, but were actively 
engaged in meaning-making practices that involved the construction, circulation, 
and maintenance of knowledge”—and this is the position with which I start my 
study.  
 
Research Methodology and Design  
This thesis explores women’s work with the needle by focusing on the links 
between sewing and identity formation in gold-rush Victoria, and forms part of 
the Archaeology in the Museum project (Australian Research Council 
DP1093001). The project examines aspects of the material culture of an 
emerging Australian middle class in the nineteenth century by integrating 
museum collections and archaeological finds as source material. It searches for 
new understandings of and perspectives on the ‘middle class’ via patterns of 
consumption and their effects on identity in gold-rush society, both on the 
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diggings and in subsequent more settled lives. Project research is based on the 
transformation of colonial society following the first of the Victorian gold rushes 
in 1851, where the possibility of a quick fortune, or at least improved financial 
position, tested familiar class categories. An expanding economy opened up the 
potential for higher standards of living, both for the shrewd squatters already 
living in Victoria and genteel immigrants who recognised potential in the rapidly 
developing economy, and those lower on the social rungs including ex-convicts, 
tradesmen and others who turned gold diggers. Locating my research in the 
colonial home and the recreation of domesticity there, I aim to draw out the 
dynamic connections between women, gender, class and sewing, demonstrating 
the ways in which the developing society enabled some women, and coerced 
others, into redefining the possibilities of genteel domesticity in their colonial 
lives.  
 
I use a material culture studies methodology, combined with historical analysis 
of written and pictorial sources, to place sewing and constructions of genteel 
femininity in mid-nineteenth-century Victoria. The material culture studies that 
has developed over the last 30 years is a response to the rich, evocative and 
expressive nature of many objects, and the recognition that ‘things’ can 
document aspects of lived experiences. ‘Material culture’ is posited as distinct 
from ‘object’ or ‘artefact’; it comprises more than just the physical features of an 
object but seeks the social meaning of artefacts within complex cultural and 
historical contexts (Attfield 2000, p. 35; Harvey 2009, p. 3). As objects are 
integrated into the social world, the relationship between things and people is 
central to material culture studies—it reconnects objects with the people who 
created and used them, and with their cultural function (Labrum 2010, p. 810). 
Material culture occupies a central place in the disciplines of archaeology, 
anthropology and museum studies, while the ‘material turn’ encourages 
scholars in other areas, such as traditionally text-based historians, to explore the 
significance embodied in objects. 
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This thesis is framed around a survey of more than 350 specimens of 
needlework thought to date between the 1840s and the 1870s and believed to 
be made in the home. They were identified via contact with 47 museums, 
historical societies and private collections, and through visits to 35. Primarily 
Victorian examples, the evidence from interstate and British collections were 
integrated to provide comparative data. My research turns to these objects as 
dense primary sources to expose the conventional attitudes of mid-nineteenth-
century society towards femininity and gentility, and to reveal the challenges 
that colonial gold-rush culture imposed on these ideas. As Jules Prown (1982, p. 
1) noted in the early years of modern material culture studies, objects can reveal 
“the beliefs—values, ideas, attitudes, and assumptions—of a particular 
community or society at a given time”. More recent work highlights how 
material culture takes on meaning when it is located “within the shared 
narratives that create cultural identity” (Ireland & Lydon 2004, p. 2). Mary 
Beaudry (2006, p. 7) stresses that material culture is not only epistemologically 
loaded, but ontologically formative: “not just something that people create but 
an integral component of our personalities and our social lives, deeply 
implicated in how we construct social relations”. Chris Gosden (2005, p. 197) 
addresses this through an object-centred approach to agency, examining the 
way that objects can be seen to shape or create people. This challenges previous 
understandings that define people as active and objects as passive, suggesting 
that the material world can be seen as having agency (though not will), and he 
suggests:  
As material culture is relatively long-lasting, people are socialized into 
particular material worlds which exist prior to their birth… People crystallize 
out in the interstices between objects, taking up the space allowed them by 
the object world, with our senses and emotions educated by the object world. 
 
It will be shown that needlework—decorative or utilitarian—comprises a 
productive source of knowledge about women’s time, energy, skills, 
expectations, responsibilities, and thus insights into social and cultural values. 
The application of material culture analysis is important given that objects may 
represent a broader cross section of the population than that which is possible 
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through written expression. This takes on particular importance when not 
everyone was literate, where written personal expression was limited, or where 
writing favoured the elite. Objects become markers of broader experiences 
when this is not always discernible through the written word (Prown 1982, pp. 
3-4). The potential for objects to be more representative sources has particular 
resonance in this research. While many nineteenth-century genteel women 
were prolific letter writers and diarists, extant examples from colonial Victoria 
are limited, and rarely public. Beyond letters and diaries, nineteenth-century 
writing primarily describes the experiences of men and their concern with the 
public sphere, work and politics (Wolff 1990, p. 34).  
 
Where women are difficult to locate in the historical record, material culture 
therefore offers an alternative means for exploring their lives. Needlework is 
significant in this respect as some examples passed through generations of 
women, part of a gendered practice of handing down intimate objects with little 
apparent economic value. The survival of objects of needlework (usually 
decorative over practical) informs our understandings of the behaviour or taste 
of their creator, while taking on new meaning through their connection to the 
maternal line, keeping the memories of female ancestors alive (Evans, T 2012, p. 
208; Morris, D 2011, pp. 4-5; Newell 2014, pp. 12-3).  
 
Material culture studies offers further relevance to this research through the 
ability of objects to provide veracity, particularly when fundamental beliefs are 
so generally accepted that they are not articulated (Prown 1982, p. 4). This is 
especially important for mundane articles of needlework, which were frequently 
avoided in written records due to their commonplace nature. The stitched 
objects then provide material evidence of sewing practices. Their importance 
lies in the very fact that they are culturally and materially representative of 
women’s experiences. In this way, even seemingly unimportant objects can 
reveal insights into the past, leading Daniel Miller (1997, p. 12) to assert that 
“artefacts were often the most effective in social reproduction when they were 
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assumed to be merely trivial and not to matter”—a notion that I unpick over 
following chapters.  
 
Acknowledging the full lifecycle of an object via object biography provides a 
further methodology for analysing material culture, in order to explore shifting 
meanings over time. Gosden and Yvonne Marshall (1999, pp. 169-70) suggest 
that “human and object biographies inform each other”: that people and objects 
through the process of time are constantly transformed and that these 
transformations are closely linked to the humans who engaged with them. 
Objects are made meaningful through social interactions, with these meanings 
mutable and renegotiated throughout the various stages of the life of an object 
as it accumulates history. Integral to object biography is the examination of 
stages from manufacture to disposal, governing the changes in use and meaning 
throughout an object’s existence. A history of use and ownership, of alteration 
and deterioration, for example, are critical to appreciating the dynamic links 
between objects and people. In interrogating how things are used, how they 
change over time, and what happens when they are no longer useful, insightful 
material is revealed (Kopytoff 1986, pp. 66-7).  
 
The strength of object biography to explore the links that exist between objects 
and people, and individual biographies together with a broader historical 
narrative, is now effectively utilised by museums and scholars of material culture 
and collections. Textiles are among the most frequent to be addressed in object 
biography, particularly in examinations of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries as they were often at the edge of global shifts such as contact with 
indigenous peoples, and transnational conflict and relocation (for example, 
Francozo 2012; Hunter & Ross 2014; Peers 1999; Schamberger et al. 2009).  
 
Material culture, however, throws up many challenges that impact this thesis, 
and the limits must be acknowledged. The anonymous nature of most 
nineteenth-century needlework and the difficulties in attributing provenance is a 
primary obstacle in this research. The general absence of maker’s marks (with 
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the exception of samplers, occasionally quilts, and later, the work of professional 
dressmakers), makes identification of creators particularly difficult, if not 
impossible. One of the most significant examples of goldfields needlework, and 
an enduring symbol of the Eureka Rebellion, is the flag of the Southern Cross 
(1854) flown defiantly above the stockade by protesting Ballarat miners (Figure 
1). For decades historians and families have attempted to credit a maker or 
makers to the flag. A number of claims exist, including men as the makers of the 
flag using tent materials (Sunter 2002, p. 89). A group of miners’ wives—
Anastasia Hayes, Anastasia Withers and Anne Duke—are now most frequently 
linked with its production (Corfield, Wickham & Gervasoni 2004, pp. 163, 259, 
550; Wickham 2009, p. 95), however the Art Gallery of Ballarat (2010) cautiously 
attributes it to “unknown makers” while acknowledging that “Local legend 
claims that the Flag was sewn by [these] three local women”. Much of my 
research falls into similarly problematic terrain, and relies on informed 
speculation to reach conclusions on the genteel practices of sewing. 
 
The thorny problem of provenance is further exacerbated by unreliable, 
incomplete or absent provenance. It is rare for textiles from the gold-rush period 
to enter museum collections with detailed provenance records. In many cases 
their origins are unknown, their dating is based on styles and tastes of the 
period, and it is impossible to state with any certainty the location in which they 
were made. When provenance is established is it often founded on family 
attribution, which has the potential to be unreliable or difficult to confirm 
(Winkworth 1988, p. 44).  
 
While a lack of provenance imposes frustrating limits, interpretive approaches 
are employed with success by historical archaeologists to trace both the 
individual and the general via material culture assemblages. On one level, it may 
be possible to recreate biographies by reassociating objects with their likely 
makers. Clues such as initials, a surname, date or location are invaluable. But 
where there is a lack of sufficient detail to connect an individual with a particular 
object, it is still possible to say something specific and meaningful about an 
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Figure 1  
Unknown Makers  
The Flag of the Southern Cross (Eureka Flag) 1854 
Wool, cotton 
260 x 324 cm 
Collection: Art Gallery of Ballarat, Gift of the King Family, 2001 
Photo: Art Gallery of Ballarat 
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unnamed person. Examining the fabric of the artefact—the way objects were 
made, used and worn—may provide intimate markings of that individual (White, 
CL 2009a, p. 12; 2009b, p. 141). 
 
In this light, a number of assertions can be made about the Eureka Flag. Val 
D’Angri mounted the flag for display in 1973 and identified changes in 
needlework style and thread type, indicative of multiple needlewomen. She 
observed that despite evidence of it being made hurriedly and in unfavourable 
conditions, the sewing skills displayed are exemplary (Wickham, Gervasoni & 
D'Angri 2000, pp. 53, 7). Clare Wright (2013, pp. 384-5) further points to the 
necessary physical requirements. Its dimensions demanded a relatively large, 
empty space to lay it out in, and as she observes, there were few places on the 
diggings in which such a sizable textile could be unrolled on the ground, with 
room for a team of seamstresses to work around it in secret. What can be 
established is that these were adaptable women, experienced with their 
needles, who possessed the skills to work rapidly in adverse conditions—in all 
likelihood, a cramped, dark and guarded environment. I draw similar kinds of 
inferences about needle-worked objects throughout the following chapters. 
 
My material culture approach is further complicated by the problem of loss and 
uneven representation. As with much mundane domestic material culture, 
survival is the exception and disappearance the norm. Given this fact, it is 
essential to recognise that the irregular and uncontrolled survival of particular 
objects can create an incorrect representation of the past. Recent investigations 
into the phenomenon of absence provide a framework for analysing the 
apparently contradictory relationship between loss and material culture. 
Archaeology, anthropology and material culture studies, together with studies of 
consumption, gives meaning to absence (Adamson 2009; Bille, Hastrup & 
Soerensen 2010; Hetherington 2004; Meyer 2012), providing resonance to the 
study of the absent matter as it relates to needlework. Kevin Hetherington 
(2004, p. 158) argues that waste and disposal are fundamental in exploring the 
entirety of consumption; that it “makes no sense unless we consider the role of 
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disposing as an integral part of the totality of what consumer activity is all 
about”. 
 
Disposal provides an important dimension in interpreting the survival, or 
destruction, of needlework. Nineteenth-century textiles were more valuable 
than today: they were used then adapted, handed down, cut down, pawned, 
sold and stolen. These transitions attest to the shifting values of textiles in a 
downward movement through levels of use, from best, to daily, to servant use, 
through the second-hand market, to being cut up for other utilitarian purposes, 
and ending as rags. Disposal in this sense is a continuum of consumption, part of 
a fuller object lifecycle. This nineteenth-century attitude to textiles emerges 
from their value, the widespread practices of reuse and adaption, and the 
genteel value of moral economy that will be further examined throughout this 
thesis.  
 
Plain sewing in particular throws up unique challenges. Of the vast quantities of 
utilitarian sewing produced throughout the nineteenth century, few examples 
survive due to the functional nature of their use, alteration, then disposal. That 
very few examples of plain sewing exist in museum collections can be further 
explained by aesthetic prejudice in collecting textiles. Before the emerging 
interest in needlework in the 1980s and the recognition of sewing as essential to 
women’s experiences, some museums avoided collecting it. Viewed as 
mundane, the material culture of everyday life and of women’s domestic world 
did not fit the collection development frameworks which favoured artefacts of 
aesthetic, historical, scientific and social significance. It was only in 1989, for 
example, that the History Department of Museum Victoria began developing a 
new collection relating to women and work in the home as part of a push to 
record the ordinary and everyday (Dale 1989a, p. 103; 1989b, p. 3). As Tanya 
Evans (2012, p. 208) therefore cautions, while material culture opens up the 
potential for deeper understanding of everyday lives, the various influences that 
shape object survival mean that extant examples cannot be considered as 
representative. 
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A tendency for museums to acquire textiles to represent the best examples of 
creative practice further affects this research: the survival of finely worked 
decorative needlework, over less visually engaging or amateur pieces, is clearly 
visible. Similarly, the preference in costume collections is for designer gowns, or 
those reflecting developments in style and technology. The clothing that 
survives from the nineteenth century does so for reasons of craftsmanship, 
beauty, sentiment, or other idiosyncratic value. As a result, surviving material 
culture does not accurately reflect the daily realities for the majority of the 
population as it is ‘best’ dress that is most commonly preserved. Christening 
gowns, evening and designer gowns, wedding dresses and garments owned by 
notable people are strongly represented in collections while everyday garments 
are scarce (Burman 1999, p. 9; Ebbett 1977, p. 44; Maynard 1994, pp. 4, 81; 
Powerhouse Museum 2013, p. 26). The indifferent collecting of everyday wear, 
underclothing and garments made in the home is further intensified by the fact 
that many everyday clothes did not survive the rigours of nineteenth-century life 
(Labrum 2007, p. 114; Malthus 1996, p. 19). 
 
A representation of that which has been destroyed or disposed of, and the 
environment in which this took place, can be attempted by integrating a range 
of other primary source documents: the written expression of diaries, letters 
and memoirs; contemporary publications ranging from newspapers, magazines, 
sewing and etiquette manuals, to gold-rush guidebooks; official census data, 
reports, shipping records and passenger lists, will and probate records; and 
visual representations such as photographs, illustrations, cartoons and paintings. 
Through this variety of sources my research aims to establish a broader 
understanding of needlework products as cultural objects and needlework 
practices as cultural behaviour; as acts of identity formation in mid-nineteenth-
century Victoria through which to chart the maintenance, acquisition or perhaps 
loss of genteel femininity that emerged in the social turmoil of the gold rush.  
 
A shift in the focus of historical enquiry, no longer primarily concerned with the 
elitist orientations of politics or important men, has seen history flourish at 
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many levels. The transforming nature of the discipline occurs alongside a 
conceptual change that acknowledges:  
… the multitude of pasts, the kinds of materials counting as sources, the ways 
of reading sources, the discourses of reality, the perplexing nature of truth, 
the nature of historical knowledge, the different meanings of time—not to 
speak of the great number of ways of understanding history. (Kalela 2012, p. 
8) 
Primary accounts are the fundamental raw material of the past, however is it 
now well established that the facts emerging through primary sources do not 
speak for themselves: as E.H. Carr (1986, p. 16) puts it “the facts of history never 
come to us ‘pure’”, but are interpreted, subjectively, by the historian. Thus, 
historical theory now concedes that there is not one single truth; rather, Mary 
Fulbrook (2002, p. 185) notes, “historical accounts are both potentially infinite in 
number, and yet at the same time subject to the possibility of disconfirmation”. 
 
Primary accounts offer vivid glimpses into the past: they can introduce 
marginalised voices or counter-narratives, or be more inclusive; but they are 
also limited in perspective, contain gaps, contradictions, bias or exaggeration 
(Frost, Lucy 1984, p. 7; Hamlett 2010, pp. 16-7; Hassam 1995, pp. 11-6; Mayne, 
MJ, Pierce & Laslett 2008, p. 1; Taylor 2002, p. 99). Letter writing and diary 
keeping were common practices, yet only a tiny proportion survives from the 
nineteenth century and those that do privilege the middle-class writer. The 
letters and diaries used in this research are in many cases unusual for their very 
survival, what Ludmilla Jordanova (2006, p. 38) refers to as the “accidental 
quality of sources”. They make history personal, contributing individual 
perspectives on the gold rush and colonial society. These traces are equally 
important for what they can tell us about the “construction of selfhood in and 
through historically specific social relationships and institutions”, that is, the way 
that the stories that were told or written are embedded in the conventions of 
particular times and settings (Mayne, MJ, Pierce & Laslett 2008, pp. 2-3). At the 
same time, recent research suggests that writing a personal narrative—whether 
a diary, memoir or letter—can be understood as performance, where a self is 
deliberately constructed by the author, then presented to the reader. This 
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notion of the performance of identity through text offers a framework for 
understanding how class and gender was performatively constituted (Beattie-
Smith 2013, pp. 197-9; DeHann 2010, pp. 108-9; Simon-Martin 2013, p. 226; 
Summerfield 2013, p. 351). Both of these concepts—of reading primary sources 
as a construction and performance of self—inspire my research. 
 
Analysis of nineteenth-century women’s letters, diaries and memoirs provides 
evidence of the attitudes towards needlework practices in the social geography 
of goldfields aspiration, more often determined by failure than success, and in 
the colonial experience more broadly. However some needlework, particularly 
utilitarian sewing, was so routine that it is infrequently mentioned by women 
themselves: often only a passing note, and dismissed with an off-hand remark 
when mentioned at all. Thus its real pervasiveness is radically minimised. That 
everyday sewing was rarely articulated is explained by the status it occupied as 
invisible work. Sewing was hidden in plain sight; in the domestic setting, 
unvalidated by monetary exchange, women’s labour over utilitarian items was 
rendered unseen. Semantics further invisibilised sewing, in that ‘needlework’ or 
simply ‘work’ could cover all forms from plain sewing, home dressmaking and 
tailoring, to fancywork. For example, when Agnes Henty (2 May 1867, 1 August 
1867, 2 August 1867, 3 August 1867, 8 August 1867, 9 August 1867, 10 August 
1867, 14 August 1867, 16 August 1867, 17 August 1867) repeatedly wrote 
“working all day” in her diary from the family’s Merino Downs property in 
Victoria’s Western District, she may have been engaged in various domestic 
tasks and almost certainly sewing—although it is impossible to define the 
precise nature of her work. 
 
Published guides and travelogues provide clues in the search for personal 
responses to the shock of goldfields living and the ways in which both men and 
women responded to new environments and communities, despite the disputed 
authenticity of some. Doubt surrounds the gold-rush narratives of Ellen Clacy, 
John Sherer, John Capper, and others, with suspicion over these authors’ actual 
experiences of the goldfields, or indeed, whether they were ever there at all 
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(Golding 1973, p. 2; Goodman 1994, pp. 131-2; Molony & McKenna 1977; 
Priestly 2014; Standish 2008, pp. 129-31; Theobald 2013). This leads to concerns 
about writing based on borrowed or plagiarised accounts, on pastiches of 
existing gold-rush narratives, and on the reliability of such reports. They do, 
however, remain important sources. Ann Standish (2008, pp. 130-1) proposes 
that the contribution made by Ellen Clacy’s guide as a female author is 
substantial, regardless of the fact that she “heavily fictionalised aspects of the 
story” (including her claim that she married Charles Clacy in Melbourne in 
1852—there is no trace of either the man or the marriage), given that she 
“highlight[s] ways that women were able to exist in the goldfields society and 
remain respectable”. David Goodman (1994, p. 132) suggests that such accounts 
hold importance, arguing “They are the purest distillations of the narratives once 
circulating in Britain and Australia about gold-rush Australia, unencumbered by 
the mere contingency of personal experience”. He stresses that these works 
were based on thorough research, and that in repeating the standard arguments 
and tropes from a variety of sources, were open and inclusive accounts. My use 
of contested gold-rush narratives acknowledges these understandings, and 
considers the writing of contemporary commentators significant for the insight 
offered—whether firsthand accounts or taken from existing literature on the 
diggings. 
 
Other valuable sources come in the form of ladies’ journals and sewing guides, 
together with etiquette and conduct literature. Etiquette writers, for example, 
underlined “the cohesive effect of manners and the importance of creating a 
pattern of belonging”—this was advice intended to help the expanding middling 
sorts fit in to polite society (Maunder 2000, p. 51). In many cases then, manuals 
can be turned to for conventional indicators of what was considered appropriate 
or suitable behaviour for the middle classes—of attempts to define a 
consolidated public image. The novel as a historical source is recognised in my 
research, and is most useful when read as a cultural product that reflects 
accepted social mores of the time in which it was written, and the concerns of 
its author (Hamlett 2010, p. 15; Southgate 2009, p. 8). Therefore literature is 
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examined for the pervasiveness of and connections between women and 
needlework. A selection of visual representations is also consulted. Images are 
frequently expressions of popular, or at least conventional, attitudes and as 
Peter Burke (2001, p. 14) suggests, are an important form of historical evidence 
as they “record acts of eyewitnessing”, even if they are mute witnesses and 
difficult to translate into words. Integrating material culture and other primary 
sources then, opens up rich and textured ground in which to explore nineteenth-
century approaches and strategies towards sewing, in response to the 
relocations—geographic, economic and social—brought about by the gold rush. 
 
Chapter Outlines 
My first three chapters build a foundation for this thesis. Chapter One outlines 
the theoretical and conceptual frameworks that are implemented through the 
following chapters, focusing on the growing scholarship surrounding 
constructions and expressions of identity, particularly feminine and genteel 
identities, via performance and materiality. Chapter Two establishes needlework 
as a gendered practice, before examining the differences between nineteenth-
century notions of women’s employment and women’s ‘work’—the first for 
payment for working women, and the second part of genteel women’s unwaged 
domestic responsibility. Chapter Two then discusses needlework as labour and 
an important source of employment for large numbers of working women. In 
Chapter Three I build a picture around the education of girls in needlework, 
stressing its vital place in the training of girls in domestic and formal educational 
settings, and in doing so shift the focus to the relationship between needlework, 
femininity and gentility. 
 
The second half of this thesis turns to specific needlework genres in colonial 
Victoria, beginning in Chapter Four with fancywork as a critical practice in the 
contest for social standing, and as a performance of the highest-level genteel 
femininity. Chapter Five explores plain sewing as an essential but hidden 
practice, mundane and often despised, but with tangible benefits for the genteel 
family. Given the necessity of plain sewing in the colony, this chapter establishes 
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the moral value assigned to utilitarian work, focusing on it as a valuable activity 
to ensure standards were met in relation to the home and family. In Chapter Six 
I look at domestic dressmaking and its importance to appearance management 
in Victoria, where clothing could clearly articulate social standing. The following 
chapter, Chapter Seven, extends this discussion to clothing made for husbands 
and children and the ways in which women managed their family’s clothing, 
carefully maintaining standards of existing garments or in making others new. I 
complete the thesis with conclusions and observations on the significance of 
sewing in understanding both women’s and colonial history. Before moving on 
to Chapter One, I end my introduction by considering the state of Victoria in 
1851. To provide context for the rest of this thesis, I discuss the impact of the 
gold discoveries on the colony’s society and economy—examining the 
circumstances, sometimes vastly different, that women found themselves in. 
 
Gold-Rush Victoria  
At the periphery of the British Empire, the newly discovered goldfields in the 
recently formed Colony of Victoria sparked global public interest. Until then, 
Australia had been known as a prison outpost and a pastoral settlement 
inhabited by convicts, their gaolers, and some select pastoralists, whose wealth 
controlled land, religion and civic activity (Connell & Irving 1992, pp. 43, 57). The 
first of the gold rushes in 1851 unleashed a madness that characterised 
imaginings of the goldfields and its gold seekers for years to come. The Argus 
(1851a, p. 2) reported, only partly in parody, that “The whole town of Geelong is 
in hysterics. Gentlemen foaming at the mouth, ladies fainting, children throwing 
somersets [sic], and all this on account of the extraordinary news from 
Buninyong”, setting the tone for the enduring stereotype of gold-rush Victoria. 
Negativity to free migration, linked to Australia’s convict past, eased as 
increasing gold discoveries provided a compelling motivation for new waves of 
migrants (Bridge & Fedorowich 2003, p. 3). As gold seekers poured into the 
colony, Victoria’s population rose quickly and sharply, from little over 77,000 
inhabitants prior to the first of the discoveries, to a staggering 540,322 just ten 
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years later (Archer 1861, section 1, p. xiii; section 2, p. 3). This massive surge in 
largely British migration rapidly changed the nature of Australian society. 
 
Many of the early migrants to the Victorian goldfields were young, single and 
male, and planned to quickly make their fortunes before an immediate return 
home. Edwin Booth (20 February 1853) was just one of the men with this 
intention, writing to his mother from Campbell’s Creek, “I hope I shall be one of 
the lucky ones & draw a prize in the Golden lottery & then for ‘Scotland ho’ to 
have some comfort there again”. They intended to exploit the shallow alluvial 
finds, to pluck gold from the ground, and some did this with success (Campbell, 
A 1853; Green, James 1853). Many more experienced only disappointment. The 
indiscriminate rewards were best defined by the metaphor preferred by diggers 
and commentators—a lottery (Earp 1853, p. 5; Maus 1869; Smith, A 1862): 
“Never recommend anyone to come to Australia to dig for gold”, disgruntled 
digger John Green (1853) wrote, “it is a complete lottery”. The chances of luck, 
however remote, remained a powerful lure. Scottish-born Thomas Hoey (9 
January 1854) declared, “It is a rough life this with plenty of hard dirty work, but 
what’s the odds? I may as well try and dig gold out of the bowels of the earth as 
accumulate it by the pursuit of trade”. 
 
Goodman’s (1994, pp. 149-68) scholarship on the goldfields as sites of 
independence, from both societal hierarchies and domestic influence, 
articulates the ways in which gold seeking was considered a gendered activity, 
exaggerating masculine behaviours. For the significant number of men who left 
their wives and families at ‘home’ or were young and unmarried, domesticity 
played little part in their lives on the diggings. The nature of migration changed, 
however, as alluvial gold on small claims gave way to mining of the deep alluvial 
leads and quartz reefs; marking a point where gold could no longer be found by 
small teams of mates (Gatward 1858; Mann, 24 August 1860). The evolving 
nature of highly capitalised mining promoted a growth in towns and cities, more 
permanent settlement, and attracted a new type of migrant—the married miner 
(Fahey & Mayne 2010, pp. 8, 17).  
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Growing numbers of family-men arrived who were prepared to migrate 
permanently, or at least to test out the colony for an extended period of time 
(Westgarth 1857, p. 151). Those who weren’t employed in the newer forms of 
mining recognised other opportunities: good wages together with attractive 
business and professional prospects emerged through the prosperity of the 
colony (Serle 1963, p. 47). Savvy entrepreneurs at all levels recognised the high 
demand for skilled labour and for the provision of services to the miners. 
Goldfields’ shopkeepers and goods carriers could make considerably more 
money in these industries than in digging for gold (Booth 1853; Hart 1851 
[1852]; Korzelinski 1979 [1858], p. 120; Tame 1892, p. 37). Tradesmen such as 
carpenters, boot and shoemakers, tailors, wheelwrights, joiners, smiths and 
glaziers demanded high prices for their work (Clacy 1963 [1853], p. 20), and 
butchers, bakers, grocers, drapers and barbers rushed to new diggings to earn 
their share of the money made from gold (Lees, J, 13 April 1859). Others 
recognised the benefits of working on the goldfields intermittently, combining 
digging with alternative employment such as farming or carting goods.  
 
The levelling experiences of living and working on the goldfields led to 
suggestions of classlessness: “Every one here is met and meets another on an 
equality, lawyers, doctors, prigs and parsons, magistrates and housebreakers, all 
fraternise, addressing one another as ‘mate’”, wrote John Green (1853) from the 
Bendigo diggings. Skill and endurance were considered of greater importance 
than social hierarchies (Prendergast, Prendergast & Prendergast, 13 April 1853), 
and indeed “open[ed] one’s eyes a little to the feature of a working man’s life” 
for men from higher social classes (Booth, 20 February 1853). Manuals 
emphasised the benefits of emigration for the industrious classes (Lang 1852, 
pp. vii, xv), suggesting they were the most capable of the work needed in the 
early years of alluvial mining: digging, lifting, carting and washing (Fahey 2010b, 
p. 154). Men such as labourers or mechanicals—a nineteenth-century term for 
skilled workers such as carpenters, blacksmiths or plumbers (Green, John 1853; 
MacKenzie, RD 1852, p. 56; Maus 1869)—were considered the ideal diggers. But 
working-class men were not the only seekers of gold; those who might have 
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preferred a white collar were willing to accept manual labour for the prospect of 
instant wealth. 
 
The dream came true for Charles and Richard Langridge, whose migration to 
Australia was motivated by a desire to improve on their working-class origins; to 
achieve a “change of fortune” which politician William Westgarth (1853, p. 357) 
noted was the “constant feature of a thriving colony. The change is not always 
for the better, but it is so in the great proportion of cases—a circumstance that 
imparts alike a vigour and exciting novelty to the social picture”. The Langridge 
brothers discovered a reef that yielded gold worth thousands of pounds, 
establishing them as precisely the men that American merchant and journalist 
George Train (1970, p. 150) wryly observed in 1854: “What a wonderful country 
where in a single hour the poorest beggar is worth his thousands, by a happy 
freak of fortune!”. The brothers purchased property (Langridge, 25 November 
1864), a sound decision endorsed by prudent observers who recognised that 
sudden wealth could quickly distinguish sensible men from wastrels.  
 
But where poor could become rich, and rich poor, social instability emerged. 
One emigrants’ guide insisted that “Rank and title have no charms at the 
antipodes” (Earp 1853, p. 9), and John Sherer (1973 [1853], p. 10) noted “All the 
aristocratic associations of the old country are at once annihilated… riches are 
now becoming the test of a man’s position”. Where before, landed property, 
family pedigree and polite education were essential for social recognition and 
conventional indicators of power and prestige, growth driven by a gold-rush 
economy enabled the development of a new group of wealthy individuals. In 
Victoria, the links between wealth, power and gentlemanly culture were 
reassessed: uncultivated men of self-made wealth could possess power, or at 
least influence, in the colony, in spite of their pasts.  
  
Most troubling to contemporary commentators was the swift and indiscriminate 
rise from poor to rich through luck alone (Train 1970, pp. 23, 148), and the 
parallel prospect of downward mobility. Vividly depicted in John Leech’s Topsy 
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Turvey, or our Antipodes (1854), the illustration exposes well-mannered, 
educated men and women forced to wait on coarse gold diggers and their 
doxies (Figure 2), revealing the deep insecurities of role reversal at its most 
extreme. The genteel struggled to accept that Australian ‘gentlemen’ could, and 
did, have dubious pasts (de Chabrillan 1998, p. 132; Ramsay-Laye 1861, p. 154; 
Train 1970, p. 83), and that newfound wealth muddied social distinction. Thus 
Clara Aspinall (1862, p. 32), visiting her barrister brother in the 1850s, found 
Melbourne society comprised of a puzzling mix:  
A stranger, on arriving in Melbourne, is perhaps longer in becoming initiated 
into the ‘Who’s who’ of that metropolis, than I should think in any other place 
in the world. This may naturally be expected in a new gold colony, where so 
many, by industry and fortunate speculation, have made for themselves a 
name. At home, on entering into a gay assemblage, one sees almost at a 
glance, from their manner and bearing, who are the important guests; but in a 
new colony it is a work of time to become completely initiated.  
In novelist Tasma’s (Jessie Couvreur) (1987 [1889]) examination of social 
mobility in Uncle Piper of Piper’s Hill, set in 1860s Melbourne, the title character 
Tom Piper represented the possibility of a rapid rise in fortunes for the coarsely 
mannered migrant. Hard work, and luck, offered the chance of wealth and the 
prospect of independence—leading to the self-made man. In gold-rush Victoria, 
as Piper demonstrated, humble beginnings need no longer determine a man’s 
lot in life, challenging established old world values through the introduction of a 
notion of democracy. While this potential for an extreme jump from poor to rich 
was alarming to the middling sorts, the ambitions of individuals for smaller-scale 
successes were undoubtedly at the heart of much migration to Victoria. Charles 
Fahey (2010a, p. 65) finds that many of the goldfields’ middle class “came from 
the margins of the British middle class—small and struggling traders, tradesmen 
and agriculturalists”. It was this status, he argues, that gave migrants the drive to 
embrace opportunities in their new home. These were precisely the people that 
emigrants’ guides sought to encourage to Australia, promoting the possibilities 
of better lives for those prepared to work (Ballantyne 1871, pp. 12-4; Just 1859, 
pp. 251-3), while new migrants embraced, and reiterated, these beliefs (Hardy, 
W, 22 March 1854).  
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Figure 2 
John Leech 
Topsy Turvey, or our Antipodes 1854 
Etching; watercolour 
21 x 38.4 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H40165   
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Wealth was the ultimate prize, for it enabled independence. A fundamental 
distinction was created by working for someone else; hence removing the 
master/servant relationship was especially meaningful. The Maslen brothers (28 
July 1852) articulated their aspiration for independence as a primary goal in 
digging for gold at Long Creek:  
… we are quite independent of any master now for we are our own masters. 
We get up in the morning and go to work when we like and give up when we 
like and no master to order us about, and we can have all we earn… it is the 
best job ever we done in our lives. 
Similarly, Lucy and John Hart shared this aim in migrating. Their move to 
Australia, their industriousness and their care with money were deliberate 
actions “so that my husband should not always work under a Master”. It was 
Lucy who encouraged John to try the Mount Alexander diggings, and his labours 
were successful: “5 weeks after he left, I received a letter from him containing 
the joyful news that he had… won [a] share 200 pounds worth of gold” (Hart, 3 
May 1851). With it, John purchased two horses and a dray to cart stores to the 
diggings, realising his ambition for independence. 
 
Women in Gold-Rush Victoria 
Lucy Hart remained in Adelaide while her husband tested his luck on the 
diggings, a pattern repeated through the early period of the Victorian gold 
rushes, resulting in much of the history written by men, about men, focusing on 
the male-dominated communities that emerged: a folklore of diggers and their 
mates, and the perceived egalitarian democracy that built the nation. Elisha 
Noyce’s illustration Emigrant Prior to and After Departure (c.1855) is typical of 
images of the gold rush; while women were acknowledged in the process of 
migration, the lithograph admits only men to the adventure of life on the 
diggings (Figure 3). This uneven representation makes visible the gendering of 
the gold rush. Men appear as the obvious and natural participants, glossing over 
the reality that women too were present. These dominant goldfields narratives 
come at the expense of alternative histories: the lives of women and families on 
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Figure 3 
Elisha Noyce  
Emigrant Prior to and After Departure c.1855 
Lithograph 
18 x 14 cm each 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H40398 
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the diggings, and the possibilities for richer understandings of intimate daily 
life—to which my research aims to bring us one step closer.  
 
Increasing interest in women’s lives on the diggings and on their domestic and 
social worlds demonstrates their wider participation than has been recognised, 
adding depth to goldfields history (Anderson 2001; Asher 1985; Wickham 2007, 
2009; Wright 2008, 2013). New research on family and community life on the 
diggings (Fahey & Mayne 2010; Holst 2008; Lawrence, S 2000; Martin, S 2007; 
Mayne, A 2010), and the contrasting experiences of women left behind 
(Twomey 2002), acknowledges that though fewer in number, women and 
families made real and substantial contributions to Victorian gold-rush 
communities.  
 
Men outnumbered women in Victoria, a situation that intensified during the 
early years of the gold rush. From 67.4 women to every 100 men in 1851, 
numbers were further destabilised as men swarmed into the colony. On the 
goldfields themselves, the disparity was especially visible. Henry Mundy (c.1912, 
p. 225) recalled that the Fryer’s Creek goldfield in 1852 was made up of “mostly 
men very few women”, although digger James Muir (22 December 1852) noted 
that same year a larger than usual presence of women on a part of the 
Castlemaine diggings, resulting in its name—Petticoat Flat. In 1854, women in 
Victoria numbered nearly 81,000 with men close to 156,000 (Hayter 1871, 
section 3, p. 6), while on the goldfields that year colonial statisticians recorded 
just over 14,000 women and more than 52,000 men (Campbell, N 1854, section 
1, p. 15).  
 
Marriage prospects induced an influx of single women to the Victorian diggings, 
drawing attention such as John Leech’s satirical depiction Alarming Prospect The 
Single Ladies off to the Diggings (1853a) (Figure 4). For many it was a successful 
strategy. Wright (2013, pp. 107, 66) notes that single women “had a remarkable 
power to pick and choose their mate”, leading her to suggest that “the fact that 
women of humble birth could make discerning… choices about their prospective 
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Figure 4  
John Leech  
Alarming Prospect The Single Ladies off to the Diggings 1853 
Etching; watercolour 
21 x 30.2 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H81.35 
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partners bordered on the subversive”. Emily Skinner (1995, p. 65), who 
emigrated from London to Victoria in 1854 to marry her fiancé, observed just 
this on the Woolshed Creek diggings in 1856, explaining that some of the young 
women who worked in the hotels and restaurants “made very good marriages, 
and in a few years were the leading members of society in the town”.  
 
Other women travelled under the protection of a family group or with their 
husband, experiencing varying levels of female companionship. Charlotte 
Perrottet (14 May 1856) corrected her mother’s assumption by telling her that 
“you are very much mistaken in thinking there are no females here, there is an 
abundant supply of that” while on the Ovens diggings with her husband. At the 
same time however, Emily Skinner encountered isolation on the Bucklands 
goldfield. Despite her family’s company she noted “one time I was a whole 
month without seeing a woman of any description pass by” (Skinner 1995, p. 
93). Women still comprised less than half of all men on the goldfields by 1861, 
but by 1871 the figures had begun to stabilise with 115,000 women to 155,000 
men (Hayter 1871, section 3, p. 32). 
 
The relative comforts of urban environments were considered preferable for 
women and children. Rebecca Greaves (1851) wrote to her uncle from her 
family’s farm on the Plenty River that “there is not a man or boy to be seen in 
the town even the gents at the bank are ‘off to the diggings’”. Two years later 
Ellen Clacy (1963 [1853], p. 137) observed, “To wander through Melbourne and 
its environs, no one would imagine that females were as one to four of the male 
population; for bonnets and parasols everywhere outnumber the wide-awakes 
[broad-brimmed hats]”. Much greater separations were experienced when 
wives remained in Britain, their husbands intending to stay in the colony for a 
limited time and return rich (Gatward 1858; Lees, J 1847-1867; Tame 1892, p. 6), 
a homecoming illustrated in S.T. Gill’s Lucky Digger that Returned (1852b) 
(Figure 5). For the women left behind, ‘grass widows’, their experiences could be 
of comfort or struggle. Some were forced into paying work to provide a home 
for themselves and their families, such as one woman who advertised:  
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Figure 5    
S.T. Gill 
Lucky Digger that Returned 1852 
Lithograph 
20 x 15.5 cm  
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H7826 
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A respectable female, whose husband is at the diggings, wishes a situation as 
Housekeeper, Nursery Governess, Needlewoman, or any light capacity; 
reference given; her child, of three months old, a quiet disposition, would be 
required to be with her; no objection to a few miles in the country; salary not 
so much an object as a comfortable home. (Argus 1853b, p. 1) 
Others were permanently abandoned, and the desertion of wives and families 
and their subsequent destitution became one of the most significant social 
issues generated by the gold rush (GBW 1861, p. 3; Lake & Kelly 1985, p. 49; 
Twomey 2002; Your Reporter 1855, p. 6). 
 
For women of genteel expectation, the goldfields presented rough and 
uncomfortable living conditions, not to mention the very real possibility of being 
confronted by women of questionable virtue. Martha Clendinning, determined 
to travel with her husband, Dr George Clendinning, to the Ballarat diggings, was 
told by her brother-in-law that “the diggings was no fit place for any respectable 
woman” (Clendinning n.d., p. 6). For Jane Petford, described by her husband 
James as “from a very respectable family”, the diggings community was “rough 
and rude” (Petford, James, 22 October 1862; Petford, Jane, 16 June 1863). Some 
women wrote home of their dislike of the goldfields, and of the colony in 
general, and hoped their stay would be only as long as it took their husbands to 
make a fortune, or to tire of trying (Perrottet, 14 May 1856; Prendergast, Jane, 
28 January c. 1853-54).  
 
Yet despite the privations and the quality of society on the goldfields, genteel 
families were drawn by the prospect of wealth. Some established relatively 
comfortable homes in makeshift surroundings, and genteel observer Elizabeth 
Ramsay-Laye (1861, p. 19) witnessed high standards of living and dress in the 
ladies of Castlemaine, regardless of the difficult conditions. Journalist and author 
Mary Fortune (1989, p. 111), who arrived on the Victorian goldfields in 1855, 
noted though the potentially massive ruptures in experience for genteel women, 
particularly in the face of failures on the goldfields, writing of one: 
… not more than twenty-three or four, with a dress on that had once been of 
very elegant make and material, but was now neglected and untidy… ‘To think 
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that I have been brought to this! I was brought up like a lady, with servants to 
wait on me, and everything I could wish for at hand, and now I am eating my 
food and making my bed on the cold ground, no better than a pig. Oh, Heaven 
help me!’ 
Clearly demonstrating the dangers of migration, this example reflects the often 
complete dependence of genteel women on their husbands and the dire 
consequence when they could not, or would not, reassess their genteel 
standards in Victoria.  
 
What then were the realities for the middling sort on the goldfields? As Fahey 
(2010a, pp. 64-5) points out, little is known of actual lives beyond what is 
evident in the public sphere. Some genteel women took the opportunity to defy 
expectations. Martha Clendinning and her sister opened a small grocery store, 
selling a variety of goods including tea, sugar, flour, tobacco and candles 
(Clendinning n.d., p. 7). While Martha chose to work (and had to insist on it in 
the face of opposition by her husband and brother-in-law), many women 
experienced the severe financial uncertainty of gold seeking. Rather than 
electing to work they were forced to, and responded by opening small schools, 
working as domestic servants or nurses, in the service industries of refreshment 
houses and inns, taking in needlework and washing, and selling small luxuries 
like hosiery and fancywork materials. Yet others worked in prostitution or sly-
grog (Hamilton, 26 September 1867, 25 July 1867; Skinner 1995, p. 68; Wickham 
2009, pp. 78-82).  
 
Other women felt the lure of gold; some as actively involved in gold seeking as 
their husbands while simultaneously caring for children (Clacy 1963 [1853], p. 
86). Celeste de Chabrillan (1998, p. 95), wife of the French consul-general wrote 
in 1854, “The women work like men, and the children like-wise. There is not an 
idler to be seen: gold obsesses them”. In a single day on the Mount Alexander 
diggings, Sarah Davenport and a female companion found seven ounces of 
alluvial gold (Davenport 1841-c.1854, p. 23). Young Lucy Hannah Birchall (20 
August 1855) proudly told her grandmother that she had washed herself “about 
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a penny weight of gold besides a matchbox full of specimens” at Sailors Gully, 
Bendigo. But gold seeking was hard work; John Sherer (1973 [1853], pp. 13-4) 
met an Irish woman going to the goldfields with her husband and considered her 
“fitted for such an expedition… [as she] had been reared to potato-digging in her 
own country”. Furthermore, women were vulnerable on the diggings, leading 
Sarah Greaves (1851) to question:  
If I were only a young man would not I go gold digging? and even now I feel 
half inclined to dress in men's clothes and go. I am certain if I could not dig I 
could rock the cradle only I should be afraid they would know I was not a man 
as I should not like to part with my curls. 
 
This new relationship to work extended beyond the diggings, and manuals 
advised British women considering emigration to Australia to prepare for harsh 
colonial conditions and physical exertions. John Capper (1852, p. 18) instructed 
women that a life of industry was the outlook in migrating to the colonies, 
cautioning unmarried women that “The drawing-room accomplishments of 
singing, dancing, painting and crochet, would stand no shadow of a chance 
against the highly-prized virtues of churning, baking, preserving, cheese-making 
and similar matters”. Women’s own writing from colonial Victoria reveals an 
active participation in tasks that they had been unaccustomed to at home, 
especially those on the land, where factors such as isolation, financial 
uncertainty, and a shortage of servants forced them into wide-ranging tasks 
most often associated with the home but sometimes beyond it (McLeary, Dingle 
& Currie 1998, p. 27; Midgley 1967, p. 55; Selby, 5 July 1841). Historians 
therefore argue that despite British ideals of genteel women’s roles and 
behaviour, their labour was invaluable and unquestioned in Australia. They see 
the ideology of separate spheres, particularly in rural contexts, as overstated 
(Alford 1984, p. 8; Grimshaw 1980, pp. 41-2; Grimshaw & Willett 1981, p. 137; 
Lake 1985, pp. 178-9), a transition so far-reaching that it led to the emergence of 
a shifting female ideal where “colonial culture began to reflect models of 
women as healthy and capable, a reversal of the British model of vaporous 
female” (Bowes 2011, p. 27). 
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The social and economic landscape encountered by female migrants to Victoria 
tested the boundaries of their everyday competencies. For those who could 
adapt, these new spaces enabled identities to be reconstructed. Hetherington 
(1998, p. 105) contends that identity is shaped by location and circumstance. He 
suggests that sites become significant when they are the place for the creation 
of certain identities, and where the values and practices associated with a 
particular identity are performed. This is an understanding with clear application 
in gold-rush Victoria. My thesis thus turns inside the colonial home, 
acknowledging the increase in domestic labour for genteel women in town, 
country and goldfields locations. I interrogate how women maintained or 
revised the steps to gentility through their needlework and aim to demonstrate 
that as a result of enormous pressure on traditional class and social hierarchies, 
conventional needlework practices were tested—a shift that had ramifications 
for identity. 
 
Needlework expressed a range of genteel expectations throughout the British 
world: domesticity, femininity, morality, thrift and women’s ‘work’. These 
expectations were heightened or challenged in Australia by the often-trying 
environments in which they were conducted. The products and practices of 
needlework were therefore meaningful, and the following chapters examine 
why needlework was important to gentility in gold-rush Victoria. I question how 
women were defined by their needlework and how what they produced with 
their needles can be examined as expressing real and aspirational class values 
and behaviour. Given the testing of both personal and social identity in gold-
rush Victoria, Chapter One examines the ways in which identity may be defined 
and considered. It establishes a theoretical framework around how identity is 
constructed and performed, before turning to the links between identity and 
materiality. 
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1. Identity and Material Culture 
 
Writing to his mother-in-law in 1854 from his cottage in Collingwood, an area 
housing many gold-rush migrants less than two miles from the centre of 
Melbourne, James Hoey (22 September 1854) declared:  
I wish you could just see the three of us sitting round the ‘wood fire’ just after 
tea, enjoying our smoke and our crack [conversation] and Maggie sewing or 
knitting—you would say we were more to be envied than pitied even although 
we are 16,000 miles away from all old friends and associations.  
James, married to his recently-arrived fiancée, promoted a picture of domestic 
happiness despite the gulf between Australia and their Scottish homeland. 
Through this description of domesticity, James also articulated nineteenth-
century gender and class identities. That James and his younger brother Tom 
smoked while Maggie sewed or knitted reflected the gendering of these 
activities: smoking, a masculine pleasure in the nineteenth century, was avoided 
by respectable women, while Maggie’s needlework affirmed her femininity.  
 
Beyond the gender implications for these actions, certain types of smoking and 
needlework were leisure activities that suggested social status. The popularity of 
cigars and pipes for gentlemen gave rise to a smoking culture through which 
emerged demarcated spaces—clubs and rooms—together with specially-
designed attire in the form of smoking jackets and caps. In contrast, decorative 
needlework was an accomplishment of genteel women and in colonial Australia, 
as in Britain, images of comfortable domesticity focused attention on their 
engagement with conventional gentle pursuits. The activities of the Hoey family 
demonstrate that even in the face of social dislocations or geographical 
isolations, the continuity of certain behaviours was important in the 
maintenance of identity. 
 
Through exploring the practice and products of women’s needlework, this thesis 
looks to constructions and expressions of identity in gold-rush Victoria. It draws 
on a range of disciplinary approaches, from sociology and gender studies to 
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history, and is underpinned by material culture studies. In this chapter I examine 
these frameworks, beginning with identity, specifically gender and class identity, 
and how identities can be performed. In order to do this I consider definitions of 
class and gentility, and the ways in which class identities were constructed. I 
then draw on the body of research that connects identity, consumption and 
material culture to provide a foundation for my research. I explore the literature 
that links the expression of identity with objects and set out how examining 
objects made in specific historical contexts and locations can reveal traces of 
identity performance. 
 
Identity and Performances of Identity 
A complex concept with multiple meanings, identity refers to who we are, both 
as individuals and as part of a group. The elements that constitute a person’s 
conception of self at a particular time can include class, gender, age, religion, 
sexuality and ethnicity, among other less concrete factors (Austin 2005, p. 1). 
The literature surrounding identity is vast, and the study of identity 
encompasses a range of concepts and theoretical frameworks. In this chapter I 
focus on three critical aspects of identity: its changing nature, its social 
construction, and its performativity.  
 
Identity is dynamic; its shifting and multi-dimensional nature results in identity 
being neither fixed nor absolute, not static nor coherent, but changing over time 
in response to circumstance (Goggin 2009a, p. 18; Smith, L 2008, p. 160). Steph 
Lawler (2008, p. 104) interrogates “how we achieve identity, under what 
constraints and in what contexts”, and this question had resounding implications 
in gold-rush Victoria, where working men and women could spectacularly rise 
above their humble beginnings, and conversely where gentlemen embraced 
physical labour and genteel women stepped outside conventional modes of 
feminine behaviour. The fluidity of identity in mid-nineteenth-century Victoria 
and the resulting contestations of standing and hierarchies, created the 
unparalleled social anxieties touched upon in the introduction to this thesis. 
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The unease that surrounded the seemingly indiscriminate rise of some working 
people, and the fissure between their behaviour and demand for certain social 
positioning, indicates the way in which identities are socially formed. Identities 
are not shaped in isolation nor belong solely within an individual, but are 
negotiated or contested until understood collectively. They are formed by and 
within the social world, produced between people, by interaction. Identities are 
recognisable, conforming to accepted social rules; they are co-constructed and 
understood (or sometimes misunderstood) by both subject and observer 
(Fowler 2010, p. 353; Goggin 2009a, p. 19; Lawler 2008, pp. 7-8, 104, 43; Smith, 
L 2008, p. 160).  
 
The social nature of identities builds on Erving Goffman’s (1990 [1959]) work on 
how we perform ourselves. He proposes the notion of the dramatic 
performance—using ‘performance’ to refer to the activity an individual engages 
in while in the presence of a particular set of observers—as an element of social 
encounters, arguing that individuals perform communicative, non-verbal acts or 
behaviours to guide others in how they want to be perceived, and thus to 
validate and strengthen their social identity. Identity performance, Goffman 
(1990 [1959], pp. 15, 32) emphasises, is achieved not only through actors, but 
relies on a public stage and an audience to make visible its claims. His 
dramaturgical approach demonstrates how performances of identity are focused 
on spectators; as the effective performance seeks to convince others of our 
presentation of self, the audience must understand and respond appropriately 
(Summerfield 2013, p. 346). It is this link between subject and observer, and the 
understanding of the nuances of performance, which has opened up a 
particularly fruitful framework for examining women and their needlework 
during the nineteenth century. 
 
Gender Identity 
References to gender in Australian history before the second wave of feminism 
defined women and their contributions through conventional roles, which 
implied that the female experience was a subset of a much broader narrative. In 
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this regard, Marilyn Lake (1988, p. 8) points out that the very concept of 
‘women’s role’ is problematic: “its use suggests that the larger historical drama 
is masculine, a masculine theatre, in which women now have a role, a walk-on 
part, occasionally a speaking part”. A new concentration on women’s lives 
developed through the growing research into women’s history from economic, 
labour and feminist perspectives. In Australia, the work of historians such as 
Katrina Alford (1984), Patricia Grimshaw (1980; 1981), Beverley Kingston (1975) 
and Elizabeth Windschuttle (1980b), together with Lake (1985), strove to 
provide a more complete picture of society via a focus on women’s experiences.  
 
This growth was conditioned by critical philosophies of second-wave feminist 
theorists such as Dorothy E. Smith. Smith (1987, pp. 11-2) acknowledges the 
importance of the alternative standpoint—women’s—to shift the perspective 
away from the power relations that favour men’s thinking and interest, or as she 
terms it, the “relations of ruling”. These relations are gendered, dominated by 
men and patriarchal structures. Masculine readings of history are inherently 
biased; a position that privileges the outside, public world of men while ignoring 
and devaluing women’s experiences. Smith’s (1987, pp. 175-6) deployment of a 
method defined as the “standpoint of women” is concerned with creating “a 
space for an absent subject, and an absent experience that is to be filled with 
the presence and spoken experience of actual women speaking of and in the 
actualities of their everyday worlds”. Hence this thesis deliberately sidesteps the 
practice of past historical inquiry that sought to record the lives of the people 
(almost exclusively men) who were distinguished in public spheres: in 
government, business, finance, education, and the law. It examines instead the 
everyday lives of seemingly unremarkable women, and focuses in to scrutinise 
the minutiae of their lived experiences via their sewing practices. This work 
relocates women into the historical narrative, gives voice to their experiences in 
order to assert their relevance, and positions them as significant players in the 
fabric of society.  
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With that aim in mind, how are gender identities formed and expressed? When 
Simone de Beauvoir (2009 [1949], p. 293) suggested “One is not born, but rather 
becomes, woman”, she located what gender and identity scholars would grapple 
with over following decades and continue to explore. Joan Scott’s (1986, p. 
1067) definition of gender has gained significant traction since she outlined, 
nearly 30 years ago, two distinct but connecting propositions: “gender is a 
constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived differences 
between the sexes, and gender is a primary way of signifying relationships of 
power”. Gender, as distinct from biological sex, is expressed through acts and 
behaviours that are culturally constructed and socially learned, and which are 
defined by and conform to discrete categories of masculinity or femininity 
(Keddie 2005, p. 85; Kimmel 1997, p. 1; Smith, L 2008, p. 160). Candace West 
and Don Zimmerman (1991, pp. 13-4, 6) refer to this as the ‘doing’ of gender, a 
complex series of activities that express masculine or feminine natures, 
constituted through interaction with others who are oriented to this conduct. 
Gender, they assert, is the product of social doings. 
 
Judith Butler’s (1987, 1988, 1990, 1993 [2011]) thinking has significantly 
influenced the way in which gender is considered. She argues that gender is not 
something we are born with but is culturally formed, repeatedly enacted to 
normalise a product we know as identity. This repetition of acts that conform to 
recognised scripts of gendered norms, suggests that gender is constantly 
reiterated rather than an internal, independent reality. It is, as she argues “not 
passively scripted on the body, and neither is it determined by nature, language, 
the symbolic, or the overwhelming history of patriarchy. Gender is what is put 
on, invariably, under constraint, daily and incessantly, with anxiety and 
pleasure” (Butler 1988, p. 531). Identity can thus be regarded as performatively 
constituted within a wider social world that recognises and approves such acts; 
this series of acts consolidate being a man and masculine, or a woman and 
feminine. It is a framework that can be applied to the nineteenth-century styling 
of feminine bodies, as I do over the following chapters, and one that forms the 
basis for recent scholarship from a range of disciplines, to add depth to 
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examinations of gender identity (for example, Beaujot 2009, 2012; Goggin 
2009a; Moon & Ogle 2013).  
 
Performativity is distinct from performance: a performance involves enactment, 
while performativity is a constitutive process of recognisable acts and their 
effects. Butler (1993 [2011], p. xii) situates her work firmly within the concept of 
performativity—despite being herself recognised as sliding between the two 
terms (Salih 2007, p. 56)—arguing that “performativity must be understood not 
as a singular or deliberate ‘act’, but, rather, as the reiterative and citational 
practice by which discourse produces the effects that it names”. Yet 
comparisons can be drawn between the frameworks offered by Butler’s 
performativity and, outlined earlier, Goffman’s performance. Both accentuate 
that we become what we repeatedly and compulsorily perform; both consider 
identity as done rather than owned; both emphasise the notion of identity as a 
process; and both problematize the distinction between being and acting 
(Lawler 2008, pp. 118-21)—ideas that I tease apart in the social turmoil of gold-
rush Victoria. Yet their thinking is also dissimilar. Butler avoids engaging with 
social structure or institutions, a primary focus of Goffman’s theorising (Brickell 
2005, pp. 36-7), leading my research to draw on Goffman’s (1990 [1959], pp. 45-
56) concept of idealised performances in the expression of class. 
 
Class Identity 
Identity encompasses who we are and conversely who we are not. Hence much 
of the literature on class identity draws on differentiation—in behaviour, 
appearance and taste—to establish social boundaries. Class identity, as gender 
identity, is based on the manner in which people define or project themselves as 
members of a particular social group (Reicher, Spears & Haslam 2010, p. 45). It 
also builds on other identities; in fact, Beverley Skeggs (1997, p. 99) argues that 
in the nineteenth century gender and class identities were closely bound. She 
proposes that femininity was classed, and that by the end of the century 
femininity was established as a key to middle-class womanhood. Working-class 
women failed to be feminine in that they were too robust and hardy, and 
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through the forms of physical labour they undertook, were too masculine. Ariel 
Beaujot (2009, p. 179) extends this notion, suggesting the styling and 
maintenance of the feminine body was a means through which middle-class 
identities were constructed. The body became a meaningful site against which 
middle-class women could judge other classes and femininities against their 
own. 
 
Lynette Finch’s (1993, pp. 12-3) work on class identity proposes that the 
articulation of a recognisable working class in the nineteenth century was a 
construction of the middle class. She traces this emerging distinction to the 
social surveys on the urban poor starting in the 1830s and 1840s, which 
observed moral, not economic, characteristics brought about divisions within 
the working class itself—into the respectable and the non-respectable. It was 
especially the behaviour of women, and their role as wives and mothers, which 
determined their categorisation. While these surveys conceptualised the 
working class through measurable categories, they also operated as a means by 
which the middle class could separate themselves from the lower orders. As 
Finch (1993, p. 9) finds, the surveys:  
… provided the middle class with a set of standards against which they could 
measure themselves and understand their own emerging distinctiveness as a 
grouping… [They] sketched out an ‘abnormal’ against which the middle class 
could explore the dimensions of their own ‘normality’. 
 
Identity as a means to associate with, or differentiate from, others is now central 
to the analysis of class as a category of being. Identity presupposes the 
identification of and differentiation from the ‘other’, through which boundaries 
of behaviour are fostered (Smith, L 2008, p. 161). This reflects the comparative 
nature of group memberships, and the way that identities are defined in part 
through reference to who we are not. Commonly assessed through value 
comparisons, positive differentiation which favours one’s own group is set 
against negative or critical judgements of other groups (Reicher, Spears & 
Haslam 2010, pp. 48-9). As Lawler (2008, p. 142) argues, middle-class identity “is 
forged through both an association with others who are also middle-class, and a 
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repudiation of those others who are not”. She employs the notion of ‘disgust’ to 
examine how the middle class distinguish themselves from those below. 
Positioning disgust in opposition to taste, a mechanism through which the 
middle class set themselves apart, Lawler (2005, p. 438; 2008, pp. 141-2) 
suggests that their own good taste was affirmed while they simultaneously 
rejected those who lacked it. 
 
It is an idea that finds resonance in the writing of nineteenth-century gold-rush 
commentators who were aghast at the social aspirations and the vulgar taste of 
the newly wealthy “rioting in extravagance and folly” (Westgarth 1853, p. 151), 
and who employed this notion of disgust to distance themselves. Ellen Clacy 
(1963 [1853], pp. 20-1) emphasised that money could not buy taste, noting that 
some Melbourne stores were “very fair; but the goods all partake too largely of 
the flashy order, for the purpose of suiting the tastes of the successful diggers, 
their wives and families; it is ludicrous to see them in the shops”. Seweryn 
Korzelinski (1979 [1858], p. 22) observed that diggers who struck it rich spent 
their money as quickly as possible and with little real consideration on gold 
necklaces, watches and rings for their female companions, echoed in Elizabeth 
Ramsay-Laye’s (1861, p. 166) observation of “the most absurd caricature of a 
digger’s wife” who contrasted her husband’s digger costume with an 
extravagant ruby-covered velvet gown and a shawl fastened by a large nugget 
brooch. Here was a woman literally dripping in the material display of her 
husband’s wealth. Contemporary observers perpetuated the stereotypes of 
waste and luxury for the wealthy digger and the complete disregard for money: 
eating £20 bank notes with bread and butter, lighting pipes or cigars with other 
valuable notes, and perhaps most notoriously, the trope of the digger’s wedding 
(Clacy 1963 [1853], p. 23; Just 1859, pp. 86-7; Sherer 1973 [1853], pp. 184, 339; 
Westgarth 1853, p. 346). 
 
It is a notion that had application before the gold rush when negotiating a place 
in society was critical for new migrants to Victoria. They did so as both actors 
and spectators, gauging similarity and difference to establish social position. 
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Penelope Selby arrived in Port Phillip in 1840 with her husband and sons, 
exchanging her genteel English background for the uncertainty of life in the 
colonies. Penelope was determined to improve her family’s status—to achieve a 
“comfortable independence” (Selby, 26 December 1840). In 1845 she wrote to 
her sister from Port Fairy of a two-class society. She distinguished between ‘us’ 
and ‘them’: us being “the particular ones from the old country” and them 
“colonial and quite different to at home” (Selby, 1 March 1845). Effectively, 
Penelope recognised the separation between the nouveaux riches colonists and 
those who had gained their knowledge of behaviour and taste, their cultural 
capital, from a genteel British upbringing.  
 
As articulated by Pierre Bourdieu (1984 [1979], 1986), cultural capital comprises 
certain expressions of taste, knowledge and behaviour, and a mapping of the 
distinctions categorised by differences. The middle class is legitimized and 
privileged by this knowledge, and their identities distinguished from those of the 
working class. Despite the adoption of the titles gentlemen and ladies by newly 
wealthy colonists, Penelope Selby (1 March 1845) detected a coarseness, a lack 
of delicacy, and an absence of knowledge as to how best, and correctly, raise 
their children. To respond to the challenges thrown up by colonial ‘ladies’ and 
‘gentlemen’, she turned to the intangibles of cultural capital—behaviour, 
manners, etiquette and education—to articulate what constituted true gentility, 
and to confirm her belonging to the superior grouping. Her attachment to such 
markers despite her family’s continued financial struggles exposes compromises 
in class identity, where certain indicators were privileged over others—
behaviour that continued over following decades in genteel migrants to the 
colony. 
 
The Making of the Middle Class 
Debate over the middle class, or middle classes, has long engaged scholarly 
discussion. Even the starting point, a definition, generates contradictory 
responses. G.H.D. Cole (1955, p. 98) notes the “exceedingly elusive” concept of 
the middle class, asserting: 
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Clearly membership of the middle class, or classes, [is] not simply a matter of 
income, either absolutely or of relative income within a particular social 
structure. Nor is it exclusively a matter of the nature and source of the income 
received, or of profession or calling. Nor again is it exclusively a matter of 
education, or of manners; for no definition based on these will avail to mark 
off one part of the middle classes from the upper class or another from the 
working class.  
Tracing the origins of the middle class, middle classes or middling sort, continues 
to prove problematic. Some historians argue that the middle class developed as 
early as the seventeenth century, but that it was not until the nineteenth 
century that they emerged as an influential social group, and even then it was 
far from unified (Cruz 2011, p. 3; Gunn & Bell 2003, pp. 6-20). The concept of 
social class was predated by society split into ranks, orders, and degrees—social 
differentiation based on inherited status. In English society of the eighteenth 
century, the hierarchy between the poles of common people and nobility was 
made up of grades of skilled artisans, a growing number of middling sorts, and 
the sub-noble gentry (Briggs 1983, pp. 3-4). Limited opportunities for social 
mobility resulted in more clearly defined, and more strictly controlled, 
boundaries. By the nineteenth century this situation was rapidly changing, and 
the broad grouping known as the middle class was, as Simon Gunn (2005, p. 62) 
finds, “the result of accumulated ‘middles’ or spaces between—between 
aristocracy and working class, land and labour, highbrow and lowbrow, 
provincial marginality and metropolitan power”. This makeup of multiple 
segments resulted in varied middle-class experiences.  
 
The traditional indicators of class—pedigree, profession and income—are 
especially troublesome middle-class markers. Although a middle-class lifestyle 
depended on a certain minimum level of financial resource, wealth was not a 
reliable indicator. A middle-class income in the early nineteenth century was 
often defined as at least £300 a year, yet a wide variety of middle-class 
professions were paid less than this, some considerably less (Calder 1977, pp. 
28-9; Harrison 1973, p. 131). Therefore scholars have suggested alternative 
middle-class income brackets: between £100-300 (Branca 1975, p. 45) and £200-
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500 (Hamlett 2010, p. 2), whose difference can be understood more intuitively 
that realistically.  
 
A preference for the steady and cumulative income of the middle-class 
professional is additionally at odds with the experiences of individuals and 
families who continued to identify as middling following a reduction in 
circumstances; in the social environment of gold-rush Victoria, Annie Baxter 
Dawbin’s diaries provide evidence of this (Dawbin 1998; Frost, Lucy 1992). 
Likewise, probate records indicate sharp variations in the assets of colonial 
‘gentlemen’: Ernest Leviny had considerable success in business and real estate 
in the Victorian goldfields town of Castlemaine, and left an estate valued at 
more than £14,000 (Best & Son 1905), while miner Daniel McAuslan’s real and 
personal estate in nearby Chewton was valued at £75 (Singleton 1896). That 
both men identified as gentlemen is evidence of what John Hirst (1988, pp. 61, 
73-4) defines as “The social distinction most readily available to the aspiring 
colonist”; in Australia, gentlemen could work with their hands, as squatters did, 
while the title extended to men who had enough money, even if it was self-
made, and possessed polite manners. Yet this range indicates a vast difference 
in standards of middle-class living, with material consequences for the family, a 
point I return to later in this thesis through the needlework of Ernest Leviny’s 
wife Bertha and Daniel McAuslan’s daughter Jane. 
 
An increasing body of work highlights the worth of investigating alternative 
markers of the middle-class experience. Approaches to defining and considering 
the middle class are now made via a frame of conspicuous consumption and 
consumerism (Cruz 2011; Fernandez 1999; Martin, AS 2008; Smith, WD 2002; 
Young 2003) with a focus on women as consumers (Branca 1975; Coffin 1994; 
Fernandez 1999; Tobin 2009); by placing them in their homes (Calder 1977), and 
examining specific rooms such as the parlour (Logan 2001); through a shared 
material culture (Hamlett 2010); tracing the emergence of the middle class in 
particular countries (Cruz 2011; Young 2003); to the global perspective of the 
middle class as a transnational phenomenon occurring in multiple countries 
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around the world (Lopez & Weinstein 2012). These authorities show that the 
home and the possessions within it, the employment of servants, and the 
symbolic work undertaken by the female members of the household constituted 
keys of middle-classness, along with the intangible elements of taste, behaviour 
and values. 
 
Work and Leisure 
Work and leisure are fundamental components to the analysis of class. Leonore 
Davidoff and Catherine Hall explored new ground when they sought to 
reposition women in eighteenth and nineteenth-century middle-class families. 
Defining the ideal of the middle-class household, they drew on the 
contemporary ideology of separate spheres: the divide between public and 
private made visible by a husband who went out into the workforce and a 
leisured wife who remained at home (Davidoff & Hall 2002 [1987], p. 33; Hall 
1992, p. 95). Unlike the rentier aristocracy, the nineteenth-century middle class 
was defined by a need to work for a salary—and it was to men that this 
obligation fell. To accommodate the ignobility of having to earn a living, work 
was invested with a noble morality, whereby not working was condemned as 
decadent behaviour, a criticism that could be applied to the idle rich. Middle-
class men worked in white collar roles, with their minds not their hands; mental 
labour was contrasted with manual labour as a powerful source of class division 
from those below (Gunn & Bell 2003, p. 7; Young 2003, p. 17).  
 
The public work of men was balanced by women remaining in the home. 
Thorstein Veblen (1970 [1899], p. 68) noted that unlike the leisured class where 
both men and women were free from employment, it was middle-class women 
for whom notions of conspicuous leisure were transferred: “there is no pretence 
of leisure on the part of the head of the household… But the middle-class wife 
still carries on the business of vicarious leisure, the good name of the household 
and its master”. Thus the connection between men, work and the public sphere, 
and women, leisure and the private sphere constructed overt gender 
connotations. This shift is traced to the increasing wealth and concomitant 
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consumption which began to emerge in the seventeenth century and was 
furthered by the rise of mass production. The result limited women’s activities 
outside the home, and intensified the ideal of womanhood existing primarily 
inside the home (Hall 1992, pp. 62, 75). The gendered division of the middle-
class world, and the leisure and work dichotomy, solidified in the nineteenth 
century, and J.F.C. Harrison (1973, p. 143) suggests it provided: 
… a strangely restricting and debilitating role. Dependant on her husband, 
whom she did not see all day, relieved of many of the old household chores by 
servants, and barred by the conventions of ‘refinement’ for all but a few 
occupations such as sewing, embroidery or playing the pianoforte, the middle 
class wife had difficulty in avoiding a life of utter triviality and boredom.  
 
While the separate spheres ideology has been vigorously challenged with 
assertions that women did more public work than it recognises and conversely 
that men had more to do within the home than has been assumed (Hansen 
1999, pp. 101-2; Morgan 2007, pp. 74-106; Shiell 2009, pp. 83-4, 175-6; 
Windschuttle 1980a, pp. 57-9), it remains a useful framework for exploring 
women’s experiences. The separate spheres concept is a valuable tool for 
interpreting class and gender cultures as it relates to the division of labour, and 
the shifting of male and female roles within the domestic economy (Attfield 
2000, p. 179). 
 
Veblen (1970 [1899], p. 68) asserted that the ‘leisure’ of the middle-class wife 
was not simply an expression of idleness. Rather, her leisure was practiced in the 
name of work, household duty, or social function regardless of the essential fact 
that this ‘work’ was not of a truly practical nature. A critical factor was that the 
‘work’ of middle-class women was not for money, and their labour in unpaid 
roles within the home focused on their reproductive responsibilities and the 
care and welfare of family (Davidoff & Hall 2002 [1987], pp. xv, 33; Hall 1992, p. 
64). Some female activities deserved an elevation in status to ‘work’; raising 
children and managing the household were essential tasks, often difficult and 
time consuming, while other activities were a less comfortable fit (Young 2003, 
pp. 17-8, 73).  
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This in itself leads to a recognition of the limitations provided by the narrow 
definition of ‘work’ in the traditional economics of paid labour. It fails to 
adequately recognise women’s domestic contributions, and broader 
acknowledgement of their support to the family and home is necessary beyond 
confining ‘work’ to activities that receive financial remuneration (Alford 1984, p. 
1). Work, Smith (1987, p. 267) maintains, refers broadly to what people do that 
takes some skill, effort and competency and is not always paid. With that in 
mind, work includes activities that are not ordinarily taken into account, 
including unpaid women’s work hidden in the home. She theorises this 
phenomenon through her term “institutional ethnography”; whereby these 
kinds of work processes need to be viewed within broader institutional functions 
(in this case, the home and the family) and can be articulated through the ways 
in which women both produce and are organised by their everyday worlds to 
sustain institutional processes. 
 
However problematic the term ‘work’, a woman’s need, or lack thereof, to enter 
the paid workforce demonstrated the realities of class and status. This is 
unmistakably demonstrated in Henry Mundy’s reminiscences. Mundy migrated 
to Australia in 1844. His father “had been put to work almost in his babyhood” 
(Mundy c.1912, p. 611), and as with many migrants, their move from England 
was motivated by the search for a better life. As a young man, Mundy tried his 
hand on the diggings and in carting goods between Geelong and the Ballarat 
goldfields, while his sweetheart Ann earned “pocket money” making flannel 
shirts (Mundy c.1912, pp. 421-2). The couple married in 1854, and in 1856 on 
Chinaman’s Flat, where Mundy’s work on the same claim for five months 
resulted in little success, Ann proposed that she return to needlework for 
income for the family:  
If we are hard pushed, why should not mother, and I get work off the draper’s 
shops. There is plenty of that work to be got I know, as a woman told me the 
other day who was doing that kind of work, that she could get twice as much 
as she could do. (Mundy c.1912, pp. 657-8)  
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Despite their precarious financial situation and the harsh realities of life on the 
goldfields, Mundy’s (c.1912, p. 658) response to Ann’s offer to work indicates a 
desire for an improved standard of living for his family—his aspiration to a 
middling lifestyle with a leisured wife: “Ann my dear... when I married you I 
knew it was my duty to keep you what nonsense are you talking of taking in 
sewing to keep the house. By God I’ll get a living for us”. Lucy Hart’s (3 May 
1852) letter to her mother reveals a similar aspiration. Lucy supplemented the 
Hart family income by taking in washing and ironing, however, after making 
£200 on the Mount Alexander diggings, her husband John “was then determined 
that I should not work so hard any more. I have no need now… I consider myself 
well off in the world, so I do nothing but my own work now”. 
 
Women’s leisure (or symbolic work) was largely contingent on the presence of 
domestic servants. Having at least one servant in the household was an essential 
middle-class marker, and the number of servants employed could distinguish 
varying levels of middle-classness (Branca 1975, p. 54; Hamlett 2010, p. 3; 
Russell, P 1994b, p. 167; Young 2003, pp. 54-5). This was challenged in Australia 
where it was notoriously difficult to find or keep a suitable servant or servants. 
Social commentators deplored the distinctly colonial attitudes of servants, their 
lack of respect and unacceptable demands (Fortune 1989, p. 160; Meredith 
1865, pp. 105-7; Selby, 15 December 1848, 1 November 1850; Sherer 1973 
[1853], p. 10; Twopeny 1973 [1883], p. 55). William Kelly (1977 [1859], p. 77) 
noted that by the late 1850s, “mistresses were still obliged to do a portion of the 
drudgery—something, too, beyond the light pastry-making, and the Italian 
ironing of their own frills and ruffles”. Ellen Clacy (1963 [1853], p. 151) advised 
that her contemporaries considering emigration to Australia be prepared to do 
some of their own housework, in lieu of a bad servant:  
… those who can afford to give £40 a-year to a female servant will scarcely 
know whether to be pleased or not at the acquisition, so idle and impertinent 
are they; scold them, and they will tell you that ‘next week Tom, or Bill, or 
Harry will be back form the diggings, and then they’ll be married, and wear silk 
dresses, and be as fine a lady as yourself’.  
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These comments reveal the complexities of servant-keeping in colonial Australia: 
they were not biddable; they did not show the correct deference and respect to 
the family they were serving; many were aware only of primitive standards of 
housekeeping, and lacked training in the maintenance of a genteel household; 
and even this standard of servant was difficult to find (Russell, P 1994b, pp. 167-
9; Young 2003, p. 56). Exceptions to British rules of servant-keeping therefore 
developed in colonial Australia, with women forced to manage many of their 
own household duties. In this circumstance, a loss of caste could be avoided 
through removing the social implications of manual work (Hammerton 1979, p. 
63). This would appear to be the case with Jane Hamilton (23 September 1860), 
who noted from the seaside village of Brighton “when one has only one servant 
in a house like this, many a little thing turns out for me to ‘do myself’—especially 
when we have visitors”. Jane, it appears, willingly undertook work to keep up 
appearances in front of her peers, a concept that links with Jennifer Bowes’ 
(2011, p. 5) assertion that continual labour shortages in Australia led to a 
changing ideology of ideal femininity. That is, a shortage of domestic servants 
created a demand for labour from genteel women, resulting in “a new 
acceptance of health, vigour and adaptability of genteel colonial women, and a 
concomitant rejection of weakness, frailty and dependence”. This understanding 
forms an important frame for the following chapters. 
 
Jane Hamilton was not alone in forming a new relationship with household 
labour. Jane Cannan (2013, p. 97), who travelled to gold-rush Victoria with her 
husband, the Melbourne agent for a London firm, was one of many women who 
recognised that “all ladies here must put their hand to, to ‘grease’ the domestic 
wheel if not absolutely to turn it!”. In the Victorian town of Inglewood, Henrietta 
Hearn (n.d.) likewise referred to “learning the art of ‘doing without’ a good many 
things that I used to consider necessities” while her husband built up his medical 
practice, explaining: 
The housekeeping puzzled me a good deal at first, and I still feel sadly ignorant 
in the kitchen; but fortunately the servant we have is a good deal more skilful 
than most country girls, and I find I can learn myself of what I want to know, 
quietly, from her.  
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The increase in Jane Cannan’s and Henrietta Hearn’s workloads were bound by 
some control over their setting; in more trying locations, stepping outside 
conventional work boundaries had far-reaching effects. Murray Walker (1978, p. 
63) proposes that the challenges of colonial living demanded a substantial shift 
in expectations, claiming “genteel ambitions were not paramount—survival was, 
and women did men’s work… women adapted their lives to fit colonial 
necessity”. However, unease continued to surround their work. Emma Floyd 
(1998, p. 92) therefore asserts that genteel women in rural areas adopted a 
strategy of disguising or hiding necessary work through undertaking it 
‘backstage’; an idea influenced by Goffman’s (1990 [1959], p. 56) work on 
idealised performances of self, where inconsistencies between appearance and 
reality may be present. It is a notion that resonates with other scholarship, 
including Beaujot’s examination of the strategies women employed to hide the 
effects of labour on their bodies, primarily through the use of personal 
accessories (Beaujot 2012, p. 10). A careful counterbalance was provided by 
retaining genteel activities and appearances that were markers of British 
women’s assertion of leisure, providing a mechanism to offset an increase in 
domestic labour—thus demonstrating that gentility and manual work could be 
made compatible via careful performance, and contesting the notion that the 
two could not coexist (Floyd 1998, p. 101).  
 
Nonetheless, work that breached particular boundaries was viewed with 
suspicion and hostility, especially when it was in the public sphere and a threat 
to the work of men. Work of this kind did not conform to the expectations of 
genteel women’s behaviour and was considered negligent of social and 
domestic duties (Russell, P 1994a, pp. 60-4). Georgiana McCrae’s attempt to re-
establish her considerable talents as a miniaturist (McCrae c.1824-28) (Figure 6) 
and portrait painter in Melbourne in 1845, for example, were cut short. “There is 
a living to be had here through the art of miniature-painting”, she wrote, but “[I] 
dare not oppose the family wishes that ‘money must not be made in that way’!” 
(McCrae 1966, p. 175). While sketching was acknowledged as a female 
accomplishment, working as a professional artist was censured (Barringer 2000, 
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Figure 6 
Georgiana McCrae 
Self-portrait c.1824-28 
Painting; watercolour on ivory 
4.7 x 3.7 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H89.182/1 
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p. 155). Georgiana’s attempt to work for money constituted a violation of a 
genteel woman’s leisure; payment in exchange for middle-class female labour 
could not be tolerated. 
 
Gentility and Genteel Performance 
Despite the growing research into the nineteenth-century middle class, ‘middle 
class’ remains a contentious concept. Some scholars circumvent the problematic 
reference to middle class through a preference for social positioning via the 
frame of gentility (Floyd 1998; Lawrence, D 2012; Russell, P 1994b). Linda Young 
(2003, pp. 4, 14, 6) uses the term gentility to define the middle class by its 
cultural practice: a culture that encompassed the values, beliefs and behaviours 
practiced by its peers, and that she contends was primarily a product of self-
control of the body, spirits and emotions, of the self in public and of the 
environment. Dianne Lawrence (2012, p. 4) finds this definition of gentility a 
more useful frame of reference than middle class, cautioning against applying 
theoretical statements of class in colonial situations. Lawrence argues that in the 
movement of individuals from their original contexts to new locations, indicators 
of class were eroded: family connections were fractured and material markers 
were unreliable when “in some sites, at some dates, such markers were not to 
be had for love or money irrespective of the household’s income”.  
 
Lawrence’s (2012, p. 3) articulation of gentility as “a system of values, a highly 
nuanced form of knowledge” realises two components. The first is a viewpoint 
from which genteel individuals positioned themselves as superior, expressed by 
women through a restraint of both the outer—the body and personal space—
and the inner. The second was the performative nature of gentility. Lawrence 
proposes that it “found expression through modes of behaviour in conjunction 
with material means [and that gentility] would wither without the material 
means of expression”. This performative aspect of gentility connects with the 
work of a number of scholars (Kingston, B 1975, pp. 24-5; Young 2003, pp. 138-
42), while the importance of the visible signs of class, for which Penny Russell 
(1994b, pp. 2, 58) keys the term ‘genteel performance’, created a distinctive 
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appearance, a common language, shared etiquette practices and moral values. 
The establishment of family gentility was especially the work of women, with 
social status judged by their ability to correctly perform genteel behaviours 
(Floyd 1998, p. 86; Gunn 2005, p. 55; 2012, p. 69). Women upheld sets of rules, 
attitudes, behavioural symbols, practices and systems of material consumption 
that reflected middle-class status and legitimised gentility (Young 2003, p. 4). 
The performance, or display, of gentility was essential for a society which saw 
itself as desirable and exclusive. 
 
Respectability, a related term to gentility, was applied to good behaviour and 
was a concept that could be assigned to both the middle and working classes 
(Fraser 2008, p. 62). Respectability was evidenced through adhering to a set of 
moral values and core concepts that centred on women’s behaviour and 
appearance; characteristics that were largely drawn from restraint, self-
regulation and self-control. It was expressed through religious observance, 
sobriety, cleanliness, thrift, self-reliance and sexuality confined to marriage, in 
addition to domestic capabilities as mother and housekeeper (Whiteside 2007, 
p. 26). Lynette Finch (1993, pp. 12-3,32-7) notes that respectable working 
women were “private, sober, clean, industrious and motherly”; they contrasted 
non-respectable women who were “inebriated, public, dirty, unmotherly and 
lazy”. These were judgements of a moral, rather than economic, nature that 
sought to position women based on their care and responsibility for their 
children and homes, and control of their sexual behaviour.  
 
Young’s (2003, p. 60) use of respectability positions it as a working class 
counterpart of middle-class gentility. She adds that independence was central to 
working-class respectability, situating the concept within specific genteel values 
of self-respect and the pride in productive, regular employment. In gold-rush 
Victoria, genteel women applied the term to working-class women who 
exercised modesty, honesty and respect, and who were tidy and quiet 
(Clendinning n.d., p. 17; Dawbin, 10 February 1859; Fortune 1989, pp. 159-60), 
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and for aspiring working migrants, behaviour that aligned with respectability 
was therefore a central component to their social positioning. 
 
Personal Consumption 
The study of consumption acknowledges it as more than just the acquisition of 
goods based on their utility. Two strands have emerged: one focuses on 
consumption as symbolic, and the second considers consumption as a creative 
act employed for self-expression (Buchli & Lucas 2001, pp. 21-2). It is this second 
frame that my research draws on, as it emphasises the connection between 
consumption and the construction of gender and class identities, and offers 
depth to the study of patterns of personal and domestic consumption that were 
markers of the genteel woman. Consumption was an important medium to 
establish and maintain status, for the visible accoutrements of a comfortable 
standard made an effective communication of status to others.  
 
This was possible for the first time through the fundamental change in the 
production and consumption of goods following the rise of industrialisation. 
From the early nineteenth century the number and variety of household objects 
increased, making objects once only available to the richest classes affordable to 
new markets of consumers (Young 2003, p. 88). The appearance of homes 
changed, and rooms, especially those which invited guests entered, became 
heavily crowded with possessions as the century progressed (Bercaw 1991, p. 
231; Cohen 2006, p. 34; Smith, WD 2002, p. 181). A new range of goods and 
domestic technology altered home life; they made differences to levels of 
comfort and beauty, indicating nicer standards of living. 
 
The status challenge to consumers in the profound increase and availability of 
goods was the selection of the right kinds of goods for desired social positioning. 
Class identity, constituted through differences in taste, forms part of a ‘personal’ 
characteristic that is learnt by upbringing and central to Bourdieu’s (1984 [1979]; 
1986, pp. 17-21) cultural capital framework for the study of class. Certain 
practices of material consumption indicated an apparently innate education in 
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gentility, reflecting a knowledge of taste. Young (2003, p. 4) finds “Knowledge—
the resource of cultural capital—plus goods—underwritten by a certain level of 
income—generated the genteel lifestyle”. Good taste could not be purchased, 
and having wealth alone did not guarantee that of the vast range of goods 
available, the right ones could be acquired (Young 2003, pp. 88-9). Consumption 
could be proof of genteel credentials, and effortlessness in correct purchases 
inferred status. The solidly genteel were most aware of the meaning of 
particular items and of the subtleties of choice, while the purchases of 
newcomers were scrutinised for potential incompetence. Beaujot therefore 
argues that consumption and consumables—in her case studies, women’s 
personal accessories—served to distinguish between classes, making women’s 
assertions of middle-class status real (Beaujot 2012, p. 5). 
 
Identity and Material Culture 
Our relationship to objects is significant, and objects can encode and produce 
meanings. Objects contribute to the formation of identity as the process of 
acquisition is part of an attempt at self-expression; they can be deliberately 
employed to project public identities, and communicate as much about an 
individual as verbal communication can (Attfield 2000, p. 1; Miller 2008, p. 2; 
Sofaer 2007, p. 3; Tobin 2009, p. 3). Therefore Deborah Cohen (2006, p. 63) 
argues that “Things proceeded identity; what you owned told others (and 
yourself) who you were”. The object world is central to the expression of 
identities, but also to the creation of them, leading Christopher Tilley (2009, p. 
61) to pronounce: “Through making, using, exchanging, consuming, interacting 
and living with things people make themselves in the process … without things—
material culture—we could neither be ourselves nor know ourselves”.  
 
Enlisting objects to realise identity had resounding implications in colonial 
settings. Laura Peers’ (2009, p. 55) analysis of material culture and identity in 
Canadian colonial society establishes that: 
The deployment and categorization of material culture was a significant part 
of the negotiations of identities within colonial social systems while also 
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making real the categories of race, class, and gender within colonial society. 
Objects and their consumption performed and articulated identity and status, 
proclaimed allegiance and aspiration, and acted as potent symbols with the 
complex cross-cultural realties of colonial society.  
The strong tie between material culture and identity in colonial cultures is 
further demonstrated by Lawrence (2012, p. 1), whose study of Australia, India, 
South Africa, West Africa and New Zealand asserts that genteel women 
refashioned their identities in new environments, primarily through their 
material culture and related practices. Where social standing could be confused, 
objects took on a mediating role between individuals (and their families) and 
society. Goggin (2009b, p. 3) therefore calls for the theorizing of women as 
active subjects, based on material strategies that she argues shed light on “how 
women produce and reproduce cultural objects as well as communicate and 
transform cultural values”.  
 
Shifting focus from female consumption to female production opens a fertile site 
for the examination of identity (Tobin & Goggin 2009, p. 6), where the creation 
of objects can act to solidify a performance, while the creative act materializes 
identities—it makes them real (Sofaer 2007, p. 2). Needlework and textiles are 
expressive vehicles for this, and by examining the networks surrounding women, 
objects and practice, my research acknowledges the vast social and cultural 
reach of needlework—exploring layers of meaning in the nuanced expressions of 
class and gender identity that were embedded in women’s sewing practices. It 
adds to the scholarship that establishes how the material culture of needlework 
opens new perspectives on the daily lives of women where they are absent or 
suppressed in the historical record, repositioning them from the margins into 
the broader historical narrative (Beaudry 2006; Evans, T 2012; Goggin 2009b; 
Kjolberg 2011; Lemire 2009; Pristash, Schaechterle & Wood 2009; Ulrich 2002).  
 
The study of material culture and its implications for identity, however, is not 
without complication. The representation of identity through objects can be 
problematic, and while museums are among the most fertile sites for exploring 
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identity, the processes for interpretation are complicated (McLean 2008, p. 283). 
In their decisions to collect and display objects, museums are complicit in all 
manner of negotiation: ignoring, challenging, and shaping identities. Similarly, 
while objects can offer considerable insight into a woman, place or practice, it 
must be remembered that a single object offers “a snapshot, frozen in time, of 
her identity performance at a specific time and place in her life, and hence, 
offers but a highly truncated rearview mirror glimpse of a much more 
complicated flesh and blood woman” (Goggin 2009a, p. 34). It is a point I 
acknowledge when confronted with the sparse surviving material culture from 
the gold-rush period. 
 
Conclusion 
Emma Floyd (1998, p. 85) suggests that through the integration of written 
primary sources and material culture “a more comprehensive interpretation of 
the British gentlewoman’s understanding of gentility and the ways in which she 
sought to recreate it in her new environment” is possible. I take up this 
challenge in order to relocate the practices and products of the feminine genteel 
experience into gold-rush Victoria, and in doing so to explore the ways in which 
identity was expressed, tested and perhaps adapted to the privations of colonial 
living. The approaches discussed in this chapter, integrating the frameworks of 
identity, performance, performativity and materiality as they relate to class and 
gender, provide clear applications for assessing the ways in which a middle-class 
culture transferred to Victoria, and specific responses in the formation or 
revision of gentility. I draw on this rich literature to consider the links between 
domestic needlework and expressions of genteel identity, and to question how 
needlework practices were relayed to colonial settings where for many women 
increased workloads became part of daily life.  
 
But first, I turn to women working in the needlework trades in Chapter Two to 
offer a counterpoint to the genteel experience explored in the following 
chapters of this thesis. Needlework impacted the daily lives of thousands of 
working women; for some it was a source of economic independence, for others 
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the shackle that bound them to a life of poverty. As a display of identity, 
involvement in the needlework industry conformed to gendered expectations of 
women’s labour, and was one of the very few respectable employment options 
for women. But as paid employment, it indicated a woman who could not be 
supported by her husband alone and so breached the public/private, 
work/leisure divide of genteel living and the separate spheres doctrine. 
Employment in the vast nineteenth-century needlework industry was clear 
confirmation of a woman’s social status. 
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2. Women, Work and the Needle 
 
Needlework was an essential part of daily life for women in the nineteenth 
century, an extension of a much longer history of women and the work of their 
needles. The first sewing is linked with the construction of clothing. Clothes 
made from animal skins were worn at least 70,000 years ago (and possibly as 
early as 170,000 years ago) to protect against the harsh conditions of the ice 
age, while tools identified as eyed sewing needles appear in the archaeological 
record 40,000 years ago (Kittler, Keyser & Stoneking 2003, p. 1414; Toups et al. 
2011, p. 29). This clothing was essential to human survival, but also 
communicated social, economic and ritual signs and meanings to early peoples 
(Beaudry 2006, p. 5).   
 
Australia’s first needlewomen were Indigenous women. They stitched skins into 
clothing in the cooler temperate zones of south-eastern and western Australia, 
piercing holes using a pointed stick or bone needle, then threading sinew from 
kangaroo tails or legs to sew the skins together (Blacklock n.d.; Museum of 
Victoria 1992, p. 21). By the mid-nineteenth century, commentators noted these 
women were “unrivalled in their skill with the needle in joining the skins” 
(Australian News for Home Readers 1864, p. 4). A small number of possum skin 
cloaks from the nineteenth century survive, including cloaks from the Victorian 
sites Maiden’s Punt and Lake Condah (Gibbins 2010, p. 125). A rare photograph 
dating to 1872 shows an Aboriginal woman wearing a possum skin cloak and 
preparing skins prior to sewing (Museum of Victoria 1992, p. 21), evidence of the 
continuity of needlework practices. Indeed, as Vicki Couzens (2011) explains, the 
traditional cultural practice extends from pre-European settlement to today, and 
possum skin cloaks have reclaimed a role in ritual and ceremonial activities. 
 
Exploring the critical place of needlework in prehistory and history is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. The needle has, as Maureen Daly Goggin (2009b, p. 1) 
argues, “pierced social, political, economic, ethnic, and cultural facets of 
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humanity, rendering it an extraordinarily valuable tool, and its associated 
material practices among the most important for human history”. This chapter 
instead aims to position needlework within a particular historical context—the 
early to mid-nineteenth century—providing a foundation for the following 
chapters. It begins by challenging the gendered representation of needlework, 
acknowledging its links with men, before moving to an exploration of 
needlework as women’s work. It examines the nineteenth century ideology that 
connected work, women and the needle, exploring the dual constructions of 
‘work’: as employment for working women, and as a genteel occupation for 
ladies. It contextualises the significance of the work of the needle for women as 
money-making labour, and one of the limited options available to respectable 
working women, before surveying the conditions through which the poor 
needlewoman became a compelling symbol of female exploitation and suffering 
throughout the British world. This chapter then discusses sewing as a device for 
regulating the behaviour and morality of women of the lower orders, including 
convicts and assisted immigrants. 
 
The Gendering of Needlework 
The popular nineteenth-century manual Beeton’s Book of Needlework claimed 
an inherent link between women and the work of the needle, asserting that it 
had “from time immemorial been the support, comfort, or employment of 
women of every rank and age” (Beeton 1986 [1870], n.p.). A defining female 
occupation, the central place of sewing in the female experience—and the 
complex and conflicting nature of what needlework meant to women—provides 
some of the most fruitful material for examining constructions of womanhood 
and femininity, class and genteel identity in the nineteenth century. This general 
truth, however, overlooks men’s involvement, and the fact that what had 
become by the nineteenth century conventionally related to women had not 
always been so. Embroidery in particular became a feminine activity, despite 
both men and women embroidering in Mediaeval guild workshops, in the 
workshops attached to noble households, in monasteries and nunneries, and 
that until the eighteenth century the majority of embroiderers to the king were 
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men (Parker, R 2010 [1984], pp. 17, 60). The beginnings of a shift in embroidery 
as a feminine art can be found in the sixteenth century, when it became a 
symbol of aristocratic refinement (Morris, B 1962, p. 7). Its move into the 
genteel female sphere continued during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries when wealthy but sub-noble women practiced some embroidery, and 
by the nineteenth century embroidery had opened out from being a recreation 
solely of the uppermost classes (Parker, R 2010 [1984], p. 60). Decorative 
needlework moved into the parlours of the rising number of middling sorts, 
growing so strongly that by the mid-nineteenth century, the genteel had 
appropriated embroidery as their own. It took on new life as a symbol of middle-
class womanhood.  
 
Pat Kirkham (1996, p. xi) calls to attention how objects, especially objects of 
everyday life, “are made socially acceptable and ‘appropriate’ for either men or 
women”, a notion articulated by Florence Nightingale (1992, p. 211) in 1852, 
when observing: “suppose we were to see a number of men in the morning 
sitting round the table in the drawing-room, looking at prints, doing worsted 
work, and reading little books, how we should laugh”. Her comment suggests 
the possible subversion or displacing of gender through acting against normative 
behaviour, a concept Judith Butler (1990, 1993 [2011]) explores in her work on 
performativity, particularly in relation to cross dressing. Butler suggests that 
certain acts can be interpreted as expressive of gender identity through either 
conforming to, or contesting, expectations of gender normative behaviour 
(Butler 1988, p. 527), an idea that resonates with needlework and its 
inextricable connections with women. 
 
An unusual case that challenges the assumptions of appropriate behaviour for 
women and men as it relates to sewing is presented by Karen V. Hansen (1999), 
through her New England study of Brigham Nims. Complicating the separate 
spheres ideology, Nims routinely worked on household tasks together with his 
farm chores during the 1840s and 1850s. He recorded a range of domestic tasks 
in his diary: he sewed, mended, washed and ironed, despite the availability of 
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female labour in his mother and two younger sisters. Nims’ needlework was 
both productive labour contributing to the home and a pastime. Hansen (1999, 
p. 99) finds that in his rural environment:  
Nims was easily able to cross work boundaries and do ‘women’s’ work. He 
may not have been typical in the amount of household work he did, but he 
was not self-conscious about it, suggesting that negative personal and social 
sanctions were few.  
The rarity of this case study is perhaps more confirmation of the rule than proof 
of ungendered regard for sewing, but it reasserts the case that in some 
circumstances, men had to, or liked to, work the needle.  
 
More commonly, when men sewed it was in gender normative roles, for 
example as tailors, the most prestigious type of needlework, making expensive 
structured garments for other men. Elsewhere on the labouring spectrum, men 
undertook sewing tasks required for their profession, such as sailors and the 
heavy sewing of sails. In the bush and on pastoral and agricultural properties, 
men sewed thick, sturdy materials such as canvas or leather. Edward Gittins 
Bucknall (19 April 1843) prepared himself for migration to Port Phillip by:  
… tak[ing] the trouble to learn shoe mending and I can sew and heel shoes and 
sew patches on and have got some leather and lasts and tools. As we shall be 
some miles from a town this will be a great saving of money and trouble, and 
my boys can help me. 
The skill to make or repair shoes in isolated colonial locations was invaluable and 
remained so even decades later, where the simple choice was between mending 
or going barefoot. Rachel Henning (1988, p. 148) noted in 1863 from her 
brother’s Queensland property: “everybody on the station wants shoes and 
boots”. Listing varying degrees of wear she observed: “Mr Julian’s toes are out. 
Mr Taylor’s ditto, John, the cook, has no shoes at all, and I mend my boots with 
bits of leather every day, and they will soon be beyond mending and I have no 
more”. 
 
While willing to mend her boots, when Rachel Henning (1988, p. 115) wrote to 
her sister Henrietta about their brother’s new wool-press, she told her with 
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some relief, “I am happy to say that we are not expected to sew the tough 
canvas” into wool bales. Instead, the men “sit on the veranda and stitch away at 
them”. This kind of labour was necessary to the work of a sheep station, evading 
association with women’s work. However, that there was a degree of gender 
fluidity in sewing, particularly where location demanded it, is evident in the men 
on Biddulph Henning’s station also contributing to work inside the home. One 
evening Biddulph, Mr Devlin, Hr Hedgeland, Mr Taylor, Mr Julian and Mr 
Beckford worked with Rachel and Annie Henning to sew together long lengths of 
osnaburg, a coarse cotton fabric, for the lining over which the wallpaper in the 
sitting room was to be pasted, with:  
… all manag[ing] very well, though of course they sometimes pinched their 
fingers and could not always manage to thread their needle. Mr Taylor did 
best; he worked as fast as Annie or I, only he persisted in pushing the needle 
outwards instead of towards him in the orthodox manner. (Henning 1988, p. 
137) 
Rachel’s observations imply that an uneasy association with feminine labour 
could be avoided through a visible lack of skill. 
 
In bush locations, men had little choice but to engage with sewing and other 
activities perceived as feminine through sheer necessity. Edward Snell (26 June 
1850), while surveying Yorke Peninsula in South Australia, noted one day: “Made 
my first damper”. The following day he made himself a pair of mittens (Snell, 27 
June 1850). Snell’s isolation shifted these activities from women’s work to 
survival: if Snell wanted to eat, he cooked, if he wanted to keep warm, he plied a 
needle. Snell travelled overland from Adelaide to the Mount Alexander diggings 
in 1852, where his cooking and sewing skills were valuable. He often made 
damper to feed his party, and responded to threats of lawlessness and crime, as 
did others, by making a bag to wear beneath his clothing in which to carry his 
gold (Snell, 9 April 1852, 20 June 1852, 21 June 1852). While these practices are 
rarely acknowledged in the highly masculine representations of the goldfields, 
they are not completely invisible. Nicholas Chevalier’s engraving Saturday Night 
in a Digger’s Hut (1865) and Henry Hainsselin’s painting (Prospector's Hut) 
Balaarat [Ballarat] (c.1853-54) acknowledge that men cooked for themselves 
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and their associates, using long handled pans over an open fire (Figures 7 & 8). 
Images of men sewing, however, remain unknown in the Australian historical 
record. 
 
Although invisible in the visual record, it is apparent that when women were 
unavailable—a situation commonly experienced on the diggings—men could, 
and did, sew. As one digger recognised, “Mothers and sisters there are none to 
mend torn clothes, [or] sew on buttons… the digger must be his own… 
needlewoman” (Miner 1856, p. 1). Thus the groups of men who formed parties 
of diggers in the early years of the rush carried needle, thread, and possessed 
rudimentary sewing skills. Young male emigrants were advised to carry needles 
and worsted yarn, “for both on board ship and in the colonies they would have 
to mend their own stockings” (MacKenzie, E 1853, p. 57), and almost certainly 
other items of clothing and textiles. Scottish digger James Armour (1864, pp. 6-
7) recalled that his all-male party arriving on the Bendigo goldfields in 1852 were 
obliged to fashion a tent for themselves out of items they had carried with them: 
bed linen, blankets, towels and even a shirt. One of the men had needles and 
thread, intended for simple mending such as restitching buttons, which they 
used to sew their tent together. 
 
An unknown miner on the Ballarat goldfields acknowledged in his diary that he 
sewed trousers for himself, and mended and lined tents (Anonymous, 10 July 
1855, 9 August 1855, 2 September 1855, 11 September 1855, 27 September 
1855, 28 September 1855, 22 October 1855). Edward Snell’s sketch Society of 
Bendigo (20 May 1852) suggests that even the most unkempt of men attempted 
to maintain their clothing, however ragged it became, through patching the 
knees or elbows. Before embarking on the notoriously dangerous road between 
the Ballarat diggings and Melbourne, Henry Mundy (c.1912, p. 286) divided his 
profits from digging, remarking: “I had money in my pocket and £30 sewn in the 
lining of my cap”. These examples situate men away from both the stability of 
home and the resources of town or city, where the impetus to sew was not a 
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Figure 7  
Nicolas Chevalier 
Saturday night in a digger’s hut 1865  
The Australian News for Home Readers, 23 February  
Published by Ebenezer and David Syme, Melbourne 
Print; wood engraving 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, IAN23/02/65/1 
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Figure 8  
Henry Hainsselin 
(Prospector's Hut) Balaarat [Ballarat] c.1853-54 
Painting; watercolour  
36 x 35 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H83.106 
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choice but an inevitability.  
 
Even when men remained with their families, they were not always excluded 
from a share of the sewing. The Timewell family sailed from England to 
Melbourne in 1852, travelling steerage. The cheapest of passages, it occupied 
the poorly-lit lower levels of the ship. Louisa Timewell (1852) noted that this dim 
light made needlework difficult, but that her husband George and son William 
spent considerable time sewing. She commented that “Wm [William] & George 
are busy sewing every day” and that “George & Wm are busy at work getting the 
new work done”. She helped William sew the seams of trousers, and leading up 
to their arrival in Melbourne observed “Have not been able to write until now 
have been busy helping Wm to get his work done as we expect to go on shore 
about Thursday”. Louisa’s assistance was timed around her shipboard chores of 
cooking, looking after her baby, washing, and her own needlework.  
 
Recording alternative gendered domestic roles in shipboard diaries—cooking 
and sewing, for example—could threaten a man’s public identity while on board 
a ship and to an audience that might read his diary back home. Andrew Hassam 
(1995, pp. 150-2) observes that as a defence mechanism their performances 
were described, and perhaps executed, with an irony that acknowledged the 
transgression. This was further buffered through an emphasis on their 
ineptitude. Hassam detects, however, that not all diarists accepted or acted 
according to conventional work-gender roles or were self-conscious about 
cooking or sewing. As Hassam (1995, p. 152) proposes: “There is no sense that 
these men are doing anything strange; if men could sew and cook before they 
left home, there was no need to make fun of sewing and cooking on board”. This 
would seem to be the case for George and William Timewell; the extent of their 
work suggests skill with a needle prior to departure. Their sewing made a 
valuable contribution to the family economy, enabling the Timewells to present 
themselves in new clothes that asserted respectability on their arrival in 
Melbourne. 
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Women’s Employment and Women’s ‘Work’ 
These cases illustrate how sewing could form part of men’s experiences in 
certain environments: as an advantageous skill for men in bush and goldfields 
areas, or away from the comforts of home. The critical distinction between 
needlework as it related to men and women was the extent of its reach: sewing 
impacted some men’s lives, but was central to almost all women’s existence. 
The Ladies' Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness declared “From the most 
remote ages needlework has been, not only a source of pecuniary advantage for 
poor women, but also of pleasant pastime for the rich” (Hartley 1860, p. 215), 
defining a split between sewing as money-making employment for working 
women, and as a suitable activity for the leisured. This divide formed part of a 
concatenation of deeper contradictions, where needlework was:  
… both a domestic and domesticating labour, both a tool of oppression and an 
instrument of liberation, both a professional endeavour and a leisure pastime, 
both an avenue for crossing class boundaries and a barrier confirming class 
status… Depending on a woman’s status, needlework was either a necessity to 
live or a luxury reserved only for those who could afford leisure time. (Goggin 
2002, p. 312) 
 
Some skilled needlewomen made good wages from their needlework, but for 
many others it was gruelling employment that earned them barely enough for 
survival. The subsistence-level struggle frames their work in direct contrast with 
the needlework performed in genteel homes; sewing that was associated with 
‘work’ but not with employment. Work for genteel women was realised within a 
narrow band of acceptable activities, and so universal was needlework in the 
home that use of the term ‘work’ came to refer specifically to needlework. 
Laurie Yager Lieb (1986, p. 29) notes from her examination of eighteenth-
century British primary sources including novels, poems, periodicals, letters and 
memoirs that when the word ‘work’ was applied to women’s activities it 
inevitably meant needlework, and Kathryn Ledbetter (2012, p. 122) similarly 
finds that ‘work’ in fiction defined needlework of some kind. Leonore Davidoff 
and Catherine Hall (2002 [1987], p. xv) propose that by the mid-nineteenth 
century, ‘work’ used in the vocabulary of Victorian middle-class women most 
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commonly referred to sewing for the family. Margaret Beetham’s (1996, p. 67) 
definition is more specific, and finds that the ‘work’ in mid-nineteenth-century 
ladies’ magazines always denoted fancywork. It is this unremunerated, domestic 
‘work’ in its various forms that this thesis examines in the following chapters, 
but it is as paid labour that this chapter now turns. 
 
Employment in Needlework 
Significant developments in technology and methods of production from the 
eighteenth century transformed textile and clothing manufacture. Artisans and 
cottage industries were replaced by factories, machinery and cheap unskilled 
labour. The transition from domestic manufacture to modern industry forms 
part of a debate that seeks to explain the transition of women’s employment 
into limited trades (Berg 1987, p. 65), and resulted in their concentration into 
the needlework industry. Limited labour opportunities gave rise to employment 
in needlework as second only to women’s work in domestic service, a 
contraction of occupations that flowed on to the genteel, confining them to the 
home (Davidoff & Hall 2002 [1987], pp. 312-3).  
 
‘Needlework’ referred to a range of sewing, and in the nineteenth century it 
applied to all work with a needle and thread in both domestic and professional 
environments. The general term ‘needlewoman’ was used for any woman 
earning her living through sewing. Needlewomen could be employed in a 
number of branches depending on their proficiency. Dressmakers were the most 
skilled, specialising in making fitted dresses in their own establishments, in the 
homes of their clients, or for draper’s stores. Depending on the size of the 
business, dressmakers might hire seamstresses to stitch the plain, long seams, 
which allowed them to focus on the more technical areas of design and cutting 
(Gamber 1995, p. 458; Malthus 1996, p. 274). Outworkers, also known as 
homeworkers or pieceworkers, were at the bottom of the needlework industry 
hierarchy; they took unstitched garments from a clothing wholesaler or 
merchant to make up in their own homes (Godley, A 1999, p. 255; Perkin 2002, 
p. 36; Tarrant 1994, p. 122).  
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Women and children worked as embroiderers or lace-makers. The small fingers 
and sharp eyes of children resulted in girls as young as three or four years old 
being taught to handle lace bobbins, and working regular hours from the age of 
five. Children in glove making, knitting and embroidery began work aged six or 
seven, if not before (Pinchbeck 1969, p. 232). Domestic servants undertook 
needlework as an extension of their role in the household (Beeton 1861, 
paragraphs 2325, 2326, 2397, 2432; Isaacs 1987, p. 114), and children’s nurses 
were expected to undertake some plain sewing in addition to their duty as 
nursemaid (Argus 1851b, p. 3; 1852b, p. 3; 1852c, p. 2; 1855c, p. 1; 1858f, p. 1; 
1861c, p. 1). Tailoresses worked in the only area of male-dominated needlework, 
the men’s garment trade, where they stitched together garments that had been 
cut by tailors, working under their supervision (Gamber 1995, p. 458; Malthus 
1996, p. 274).  
 
Needlewomen in Early Colonial Australia 
The colonial needlework trade had its start in convict labour, with convict sewing 
used to address severe clothing shortages in Australia. A letter from an unnamed 
convict woman in 1791 noted: 
… we are now much in want of almost everything; we have hardly any cloaths; 
but since the [Second Fleet ships] Scarborough, Neptune, and Surprize arrived 
we have had a blanket and a rug given us, and we hope to have some cloaths, 
as the Justinian, a ship that came from London with provisions, [is] bringing 
some cloth and linen, and we are to make the cloaths. (cited in Britton & 
Bladen 1978 [1893], p. 767) 
Female factories served multiple purposes: they were receiving depots for 
recently arrived convicts, labour bureaus for women waiting assignment, 
hospitals, and prisons. They were also sites of needlework. Female factories 
operated as workhouses, imposing labour on their inmates in tasks ranging from 
wool picking, spinning and weaving, mending and ironing to laundry work. They 
were, above all, places of punishment, and the enforced work of convicts was 
central to this (Female Convicts Research Centre 2012, p. 11). As sites of 
institutional reform, morally acceptable labour was intended to inspire 
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improvement in female prisoners. Gendered tasks were seen as the most 
obvious to retrain women, in addition to being adaptable to the factory-like 
setting of penal institutions (Casella 2001, pp. 48, 53).  
 
Free settler Elizabeth Barrett Davis (c.1897) recalled in the 1830s that “most of 
our clothes were made in the [Parramatta Female] Factory… which was 
beautifully done, and cheaply”. Convict women were allocated plain needlework 
from fabrics that had already been cut out: they made jackets, trousers, 
waistcoats, shirts, shifts, night gowns, pinafores, babies’ gowns and slop clothing 
(Australian 1839a, p. 3; 1839b, p. 3). Those assigned as domestic servants in the 
homes of settlers provided further labour in needlework. The needlework 
undertaken by female convicts was bolstered through schemes intended to fill 
gaps in the female workforce and to provide balance to the overwhelmingly 
male population. Nearly 3,000 free women migrated between 1833 and 1837 
through a scheme administered by the London Emigration Committee. The 
majority were employed in domestic service on arrival; however women also 
filled agricultural occupations, found roles as teachers or governesses, or went 
into commerce or skilled trades. A small number of women established their 
own businesses in dressmaking or millinery. Others were employed by families 
as needlewomen, such as sisters Jane, Matilda and Ann Turkington, who were 
employed in private families on wages ranging between £10 and £20 per annum 
(Rushden 2011, pp. 112, 96).  
 
Assisted immigrant Isabella Gibson was engaged by a Mr Hunt following her 
arrival in 1833 “to do his apholsterary [sic] needle work, salary to be 8£ a year”. 
After three months, Isabella’s salary increased £2 per quarter and she was given 
the additional work of making eight beds and sweeping out six rooms every 
morning, but she regretted that she had “no person to live with me that I could 
trust or I would take a room and make bonnets and frocks and sell a few toys, 
penny dolls sell here for 6d each or take up apolstering [sic] needlework” (cited 
in Clarke & Spender 1992, pp. 144-6). Other free settlers, such as Ann Horden, 
recognised the demand for materials, clothing and accessories in the colonies. 
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Shortly after her arrival in Sydney in 1825 with her husband and three sons, Ann 
wrote to her parents requesting they send materials: “Cotton ginghams, prints, 
muslins, and lace are very dear, checked shirts and satin slops and waistcoats 
fetch a great price… Bonnet shapes, ribbons and sewing silks as well” (cited in 
Clarke & Spender 1992, p. 140).  
 
Ann’s observations reflect shortages that were endemic in early colonial 
Australia, given shape by a modest everyday dress of printed cotton (1802-3), 
most likely made by Elizabeth Marsden and worn by her young son John in the 
early 1800s (Figure 9). The child’s dress indicates that even families who 
occupied positions of privilege struggled to source materials. Elizabeth’s 
husband, Reverend John Marsden, was a leading colonial figure: a chaplain who 
following their arrival in New South Wales in 1794 developed an interest in 
farming and became a sheep grazier and land owner (Yarwood 1967). Despite 
their status, the simple dress—with a ruffle at the neckline, long straight sleeves 
and a high drawstring waist—is darned, and the fabric is faded and pieced 
together. This can be interpreted as evidence that the dress was cut down from 
another garment, and points to the value of fabric for all colonists (Brown, M & 
Jones 2007). 
 
Given the shortages in labour and materials for the majority of early settlers, it 
follows that sewing skills—and the women who possessed them—were prized, 
as needlework could transform conditions for families in Australia and greatly 
improve the quality of life in a fledgling society. It is not surprising then that 
immigration promoter Caroline Chisholm was entreated by one New South 
Wales pioneer in 1844 to “obtain for me a suitable companion for life”. His ideal 
wife was described as “a young woman, between the years of twenty-five and 
thirty-five, English, clean in person, neat in habit, mild in manners, and an 
accomplished needlewoman” (MacKenzie, E 1853, p. 18).  
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Figure 9 
Elizabeth Marsden 
Boy’s Dress, Worn by John Marsden 1803 
Cotton 
56 x 30.5 cm 
Collection: Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, A7885 
Photo: Sotha Bourn 
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Distressed Needlewomen 
The work of the needle was essential but often overlooked and undervalued, 
leading to a splintering of experiences for those in the trade. Some women were 
highly skilled with their needles, or with the related design, cutting and fitting 
required of dressmaking; they could profit in small businesses, some achieving 
economic independence. Outworkers and factory workers however, were 
subject to exploitation, appalling working conditions, long hours and the 
possibility of making only minimal wages. Large numbers came to be defined in 
Britain during the 1840s as ‘distressed needlewomen’, to whom Thomas Hood 
(1843) gave vivid expression in The Song of the Shirt. The first stanza alone 
describes the struggle faced by many: 
With fingers weary and worn, 
With eyelids heavy and red, 
A woman sat, in unwomanly rags, 
Plying her needle and thread —  
Stitch! stitch! stitch!  
 
Published in Punch, the British satirical magazine continued to expose the plight 
of distressed needlewomen. John Leech’s illustration Pin Money, Needle Money 
(1849), printed by the magazine six years later and the following decade by the 
American magazine Godey’s Lady’s Book (1853b), contrasted the experiences of 
the working class and the genteel woman (Figure 10). It depicted a lady 
surrounded by the accoutrements of her class: her neat lady’s maid, laden 
dressing table, and finely wallpapered room. Her experience juxtaposed that of a 
gaunt needlewoman at work in her dim, bare room. In London it was estimated 
that 33,500 women were faced with the hardships articulated by Hood and 
Leech. Most were engaged in apparel-making including shirts, military slops and 
convict clothing, and attempting to live on wages of two and a half to four and a 
half pence a day (Haley 1849, p. 1). Work on convict and slop clothing was 
considered the lowest of all needlework. These garments were quickly and 
cheaply made, and the women working on them received the poorest pay of all. 
As intermittent labour, many went weeks without any work at all, making their 
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Figure 10  
John Leech 
Pin Money, Needle Money 1853 
Godey’s Lady’s Book, January  
Engraving; hand coloured 
14.5 x 24 cm 
Collection: Costume Collection 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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existence even more precarious. Needlework could also significantly impact 
health, with many women suffering from serious eye strain.  
 
These conditions could lead to destitution, and especially alarming to well-off 
contemporaries, prostitution. Prostitution was the only other money-making 
occupation available to unskilled and uneducated women (Anonymous 1849, pp. 
2-3), a dreadful alternative when an income from sewing was not enough to 
support self or family. As one woman who made slop shirts explained:   
By working from five o’clock in the morning till midnight each night, I might be 
able to do seven in the week… it was impossible for me to live. I was forced to 
go out of a night to make out my living… Sometimes there was no work for 
me, and then I was forced to depend entirely upon the streets for my food. On 
my soul I went to the streets solely to get a living for myself and my child. 
(Anonymous 1849, p. 5) 
 
So widespread were these experiences that contemporaries defined 
needlewomen as “probably the most helpless of any in existence” (Fund for 
Promoting Female Emigration 1851, p. 1). Growing public concern led to the 
formation of the Distressed Needlewomen’s Society and the Society for the 
Protection of Distressed Needlewomen (The Times 1845, p. 5; 1846, p. 5; 1848, 
p. 5), while in 1850, the Female Emigration Fund was established by 
philanthropist and Member of Parliament, Sidney Herbert, to assist English 
needlewomen migrate to Australia. His plan met both encouragement and 
resistance. Supporters of the scheme reasoned that emigration was a means of 
bettering the living and working conditions of the poorest classes of women. 
They claimed that many would be suitable for the journey and their new life 
being demonstrably capable of hard work. An added advantage was that they 
would go some way to addressing the continuing imbalance between men and 
women in the colonies, by providing a feminine moral influence (Haley 1849, p. 
1). A driver of female emigration schemes was to improve the colonies where 
vices such as alcohol, gambling, violence and illicit sex were rife. The supposed 
moral qualities of women were essential to this aim, and could bring about a 
shift from frontier environments to more civilised communities (Chilton 2003, p. 
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39). Critics of the scheme, however, cautioned against sending out women of 
‘dubious’ character. They feared that those unable to support themselves in the 
new country, with no friends to call upon, had few options other than turning to 
prostitution for survival (Argus 1850b, p. 1; Just 1859, p. 254; The Times 1850, p. 
4)—precisely the situation that promoters of emigration were attempting to 
alleviate at home.  
 
Public interest in the Female Emigration Fund was overwhelming, and by May 
1850 Sidney Herbert had received £12,000 in subscriptions (Argus 1850c, p. 2). 
The first to sail on the Culloden—39 young women, 28 of them needlewomen 
(Herbert 1850, p. 1)—were chosen for their age, good health, and respectability, 
departing London under the supervision of a matron; the respectable widow of a 
tradesman also in distressed circumstances, unable to support herself and her 
children through needlework. When it arrived in Melbourne few went back to 
the needlework trade. Most women were employed as domestic servants 
directly from the Government Depot, and less than a week after arriving, 31 had 
been engaged at wages ranging from £12 to £20 per year (Argus 1850a, p. 2; 
1850f, p. 2; Weekly Times 1850, p. 2). The severe shortage of servants, 
particularly well-trained servants, created a demand for domestic help, and in 
1852 John Robert Godley (1936, p. 364) noted in his journal during a visit to 
Sydney from New Zealand that residents were “only too glad to get a ‘distressed 
needle-woman’, or an ‘Irish orphan’ or even an ‘old lag’ from Tasmania”. Further 
women arrived later in 1850 through the scheme (Argus 1850e, p. 2; 1850f, p. 2; 
Geelong Advertiser 1850b, p. 2), not all needlewomen but also servants, 
teachers, and distressed gentlewomen, for whom emigration to the colonies was 
a response to the fear of downward social mobility (Hammerton 1979, pp. 13-4).  
 
Distressed needlewomen and other female workers who arrived in Australia 
over subsequent years found a demand for labour concentrated in domestic 
service and the needlework industry. A “ruinous system of competition” 
developed among needlewomen, and in desperation many offered to perform 
work below already meagre rates (Argus 1858c, p. 4), leading to conditions no 
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better in Australia than in Britain. Needlewomen continued to work long hours, 
some up to fourteen hours a day, and it was suggested that there were 
hundreds working in Melbourne in deplorable surroundings (Argus 1856c, p. 6), 
provoking one writer to note: “I fear the song of the Australian needlewoman is 
scarcely less mournful that that of her English sister heard by [poet Thomas] 
Hood” (Aiguille 1856, p. 5).  
 
Rates of pay for needlewomen varied: ‘first-rate needle-women’ could earn 
between one pound and sixteen shillings to two pounds and two shillings per 
week on piece work, while ‘sempstresses’ received as little as ten to fifteen 
shillings per week at day-work, but had their meals provided. The poor rate for 
women at the lowest end of the needle-working scale reflected not only the 
mundane, repetitive nature of their work, but their gender. As women, they 
were paid considerably less than men. This is brought into relief by the daily rate 
for tailors: first class tailors made between ten to twenty shillings per day, while 
the least skilled tailors could earn between five and six shillings per day (Bell, E 
1854, p. 38; Grimes 1853, p. 33; Sherer 1973 [1853], pp. 62-3).  
 
Needlework therefore could not be relied on as a sole source of income in the 
colony, a fact recognised by ladies’ benevolent societies who provided financial 
assistance to supplement some needleworkers’ earnings (Melbourne Ladies’ 
Benevolent Society, 18 October 1853;  26 December 1854; St Kilda Ladies’ 
Benevolent Society 1860, p. 7). Yet these same organisations encouraged 
women to re-enter the needlework trade, tying them to the cycle of poverty 
(Brighton Ladies’ Benevolent Society 1871, p. 5; Richmond and East Melbourne 
Ladies’ Benevolent Society 1871, p. 7; St Kilda Ladies’ Benevolent Society 1860, 
p. 7). Even the city’s most desperate women could not escape needlework, and 
for inmates of institutions such as Melbourne’s Benevolent Asylum, sewing was 
a condition of their shelter (Simpson 1859, p. 8).  
 
Other viable though restricted employment options for manual workers 
included washing or charing, and given a choice between washing and 
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needlework for example, certain women favoured laundry: although it required 
strength to shift heavy, wet linen, it was also better paid (Tradesman 1858, p. 7; 
Twomey 2002, p. 30). A growing number of critics argued that better female 
education, and the opportunity to learn a trade or profession, would open up 
employment options (Argus 1858c, pp. 4-5; Davies 1866; Tradesman 1858, p. 7; 
Weekes 1989, p. 323), noting that without alternatives, “their only resource is, 
to stitch, stitch, stitch for a miserable pittance, which will just save them from 
starvation” (MA 1860, p. 6).  
 
These limitations extended to genteel women when widowed or left destitute, 
with sewing one of the only skills they could sell, and the only morally and 
socially acceptable alternative for those who lacked the education needed to 
work as a governess. It was a situation that some commentators found 
unsettling given these women were once their social peers. Although criticised 
for her “brightest rose-colour” descriptions of Melbourne and her privileged 
glimpse into society (Argus 1863c, p. 5), Clara Aspinall was sympathetic to their 
plight. Alerting her readers to the hidden numbers of genteel poor in the city, 
her retelling of an incident experienced by her Irish servant makes clear how 
troubling these circumstances could be: 
Two shabbily-dressed ladies had accosted her, who she did not at first 
recognise, so worn, and haggard, and changed were they since she had known 
them at home. It appeared they were the daughters of an officer, who had 
died and left them almost destitute. They had come out to Australia, hoping to 
be able to earn a subsistence, and were now desirous of taking in plain 
sewing… These ladies had asked her if she could procure any plain work for 
them, and such was the delicacy and kind-heartedness of the Irish woman, 
that she at once had made up her mind to take them some work to do for 
herself and fellow-servants, but not to tell them from what source it came. 
(Aspinall 1862, pp. 219-21) 
 
This episode emphasises a most disturbing role reversal, where servants 
provided employment for women who had once been their betters, hinting at 
the unknown numbers of genteel poor struggling to earn enough for survival 
through their sewing. Clara Aspinall’s acquaintance with “the reduced lady”, 
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who earned her livelihood through her toy and fancywork shop and in teaching 
fancywork, indicated the situation was perhaps more prevalent than 
acknowledged. She noted that “This lady once told me that, in the course of 
about a week, twelve other ladies (who had been brought up in affluence at 
home) had applied to her, begging her to obtain plain work for them” (Aspinall 
1862, p. 219), adding additional female labour to an already unsustainable 
industry.  
 
New Sewing Technologies  
From the mid-nineteenth century, the introduction of sewing machines further 
complicated conditions for needlewomen. Increasingly used by professional 
dressmakers, seamstresses, women in factories and outworkers over the 
following decades, commentators were divided by the possible consequences 
for the marketplace and its workers. They were especially critical of the effect on 
those who most needed employment in the trade—women who worked in 
factory or sweat shop conditions—as sewing machines reduced the need for 
time-consuming hand labour. One sewing machine, it was suggested, could “do 
work equal to seventy women” (Argus 1854, p. 10). Other more cautious figures 
proposed “the machine is equal to six persons, and in many kinds of work it is 
equal to ten or twelve” (Strang 1858, p. 465), while another suggested the 
sewing machine was capable of doing three times the amount of stitching of an 
expert needlewoman (Star 1860c, p. 2). Opponents also voiced apprehension 
over the perceived health risks in operating sewing machines for long periods of 
time, where women were constricted into one working position (Mother 1869, 
p. 7), although this was also largely the case for hand sewing. Supporters 
though, argued that sewing machines improved conditions for poor 
needlewomen, proposing that they expanded the market, increased the demand 
for female labour, and reduced the long hours many worked (Mechanics 
Magazine 1860, p. 4; Star 1861c, p. 1; Strang 1858, pp. 464-7; Timbs 1865, p. 4).  
 
Sewing machines considerably decreased the time it took to sew most garments. 
One estimate asserted gentlemen’s shirts could be made by a machine in one 
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hour and five minutes, compared to thirteen and a half hours by hand; instead 
of sixteen and a half hours to make a frock coat by hand, just over two and a half 
hours were needed when sewing with a machine; while silk dresses, made by 
hand in almost ten and a half hours, could be completed in just over one hour 
(New York Herald 1860, p. 3)—although this claim does suggest an exaggeration 
of the speed of the machine, its use by an experienced operator, or a simple 
style. For small-businesswomen, sewing machines were considered 
advantageous; Victorian advertisements emphasised the presence of a sewing 
machine alongside a woman’s other skills and business attributes (Argus 1857b, 
p. 7; South Bourke Standard 1864a, p. 4; Star 1861b, p. 3). Women with their 
own machines could also find work in private homes (Argus 1868c, p. 1), and for 
those in difficult financial situations, particularly where their husbands could not 
be relied upon or where women were the sole breadwinner, plain sewing work 
completed on their machine could form their livelihood (Evening Post 1864, p. 
6). The sewing machine did not completely eliminate the need for skilled hand 
stitching, however, as buttonholes and the neatening of seam edges, for 
example, continued to be sewn by hand, a circumstance illustrated in Frederick 
Grosse and Oswald Rose Campbell’s depiction of Heymanson’s Clothing Factory, 
Melbourne (1867). The men’s clothing manufacturer employed tailors and 
tailoresses, with both preparing and cutting fabric. Women worked on the 
sewing machines, while men hand finished the garments, using the light from 
large windows to complete their detailed work (Figure 11). 
 
Regulating Female Behaviour 
Despite employment in plain sewing being widely acknowledged as untenable, it 
was seen by authorities as appropriate employment for women of the lower 
orders as it regulated behaviour—evident in the work undertaken in convict 
female factories, in the continued inducement for working women to enter or 
return to the needlework industry, but perhaps most visibly in the context of 
shipboard activity. The voyage from England to Australia could take three, four, 
or possibly five months on calm seas in the mid-nineteenth century. It was 
considerably longer for earlier convict ships that stopped at numerous ports en 
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Figure 11  
Frederick Grosse & Oswald Rose Campbell  
Heymanson’s Clothing Factory, Melbourne 1867  
The Australian News for Home Readers, May 20 
Published by Ebenezer and David Syme, Melbourne 
Print; wood engraving 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, IAN20/05/67/8 
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route for supplies and repairs. During the long passage, skilled women were 
given sewing tasks and the unskilled were taught to sew: it was considered 
constructive and rehabilitative, and useful for all women in convict settlements. 
While most possessed some degree of skill with a needle, a notable exception 
was very poor women, hinting at a much larger social problem: those who had 
no experience of home life, who lacked even a basic education, and had never 
learned to sew given a childhood of factory labour.  
 
Sewing materials were issued to inmates of Newgate Prison by the British 
Society for the Reformation of Female Prisoners, formed by Quaker prison 
reformer Elizabeth Fry in 1816, enabling them to undertake useful tasks while 
incarcerated. This extended to convict women scheduled for transportation to 
Australia during the period 1817 to 1843, with many taught patchwork skills and 
supplied the fabric and notions to make quilts (Gero 2000, p. 7; 2008, p. 16). 
Society members distributed haberdashery to women on the convict ships prior 
to sailing, and provided the ships’ superintendents with additional supplies 
(Espie, 24 September 1822, 26 September 1822). Two weeks into the voyage of 
the convict ship Lord Sidmouth in 1822, after most had overcome their 
seasickness, Surgeon and Superintendent Robert Espie (30 September 1822) 
“served out the patchwork left in my charge by the Quaker ladies” to ensure the 
convicts were gainfully employed.  
 
While many convict quilts were made on the journey between Britain and 
Australia, only one survives. The Rajah Quilt (1841) was made on board the 
Rajah during the transportation of 180 women to Van Diemen’s Land (Figure 
12). Over a three month period, convict women used donated supplies including 
balls of thread, pins, scissors, 100 needles, and two pounds of patchwork pieces 
to produce a coverlet in the pieced-medallion style. Containing 2,815 pieces, its 
design comprises a central panel worked with appliquéd chintz bird and flower 
motifs, surrounded by multiple borders of appliquéd flowers or pieced printed 
fabrics, and an embroidered dedication “To the ladies of the convict ship 
committee”. It was the result of careful planning and supervision, and the 
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Figure 12  
Unknown female convicts on board the Rajah 
Under the direction of Kezia Hayter 
The Rajah Quilt 1841 
Pieced medallion style unlined coverlet: cotton sheeting and chintz appliqué, silk thread 
embroidery 
325 x 337.2 cm 
Collection: National Gallery of Australia, NGA 89.2285 
Gift of Les Hollings and the Australian Textiles Fund 1989 
Photo: National Gallery of Australia 
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sewing is assumed to have been completed under the direction of Kezia Hayter, 
a free passenger. The convict women who worked on the quilt however remain 
anonymous. Their sewing skills vary, and some, such as those capable of finely 
working the thirteen lines of the inscription in silk yarn or applying the birds on 
the centrepiece with herringbone stitch, possessed considerable skill. The 
joining of small triangles and squares of printed cotton to form the borders 
reveal greater-ranging skill, the use of various stitches—backstitch, running 
stitch and over-sewing—by different hands, and the importance of sewing 
straight seams, matching corners and patterns. The quilt was never washed, 
leaving small bloodstains on the quilt’s surface as testament to the pricked 
fingers of women practicing new techniques (Bell, R n.d.; McCormack 1990).  
 
Needlework activities on convict ships were intended to occupy women, feeding 
into authorities’ beliefs that female convicts were of poor moral character, or 
“damned whores” (Summers, A 1994 [1975], p. 313)—despite the fact that the 
typical female convict was working class, employed as a domestic servant, and 
convicted of theft, most commonly wearing apparel and cloth (Kent, D, 
Townsend & Oxley 1993, p. 182; Sturma 1978, p. 4). Convict ships were 
considered sites of potential chaos and maintaining order at sea was critical, 
however this was particularly difficult on female convict ships given their public 
and private spaces, and the potential for sexual liaisons between convict women 
and officers and crew in more secluded spaces. One response was to introduce a 
closely supervised daily routine on convict ships after 1817: following cleaning 
until 9.00am, women were employed in sewing or washing. At 2.00pm they 
were fed, after which they were again put to work (Damousi 1997, pp. 12-3, 6).  
 
Authorities introduced sewing to assisted passengers even decades later as an 
appropriate practice to fill the empty, monotonous months: it could be done 
while seated, and engaged the mind and hands to prevent idleness that was 
thought to lead to disorder among the unpredictable lower orders (Kingston, 
WG 1850, pp. 129, 67). Encouraging gainful employment was reasoned to result 
in good behaviour, although linking needlework with the provision of funds on 
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arrival was likely to be a greater incentive. The women aboard Female 
Emigration Fund ships had access to materials—in the case of the Culloden to 
make men’s shirts for wear in the bush—and were enticed to take part in the 
work with a share in the proceeds from the sale on arrival in Port Phillip (Herbert 
1850, p. 3; Weekly Times 1850, p. 2). On other ships, goods were distributed 
back to the women for their own use. Assisted passenger Mary Maclean wrote 
in 1864: 
the matron has given out knitting and sewing to the girls   thay [sic] are to 
make stockings & shumeses (chemises) [sic]    after thay are made thay are to 
wash them and [put] their name on them and return them to the matron    
after we have arrived thay are to be given to the girls who have behaved 
themselves to the matrons satisfaction    I hope to merit some small token of 
good conduct (cited in Hassam 1995, p. 153) 
 
Other free passengers were advised by emigrants’ guides to carry material to 
make clothes or underclothes during the voyage. This had a twofold advantage: 
meeting requirements in the new country as well as productively passing the 
time (Capper 1852, p. 73). Sarah Thomas, the wife of an English carpenter, 
sewed a silk taffeta skirt (1838) during her journey. With tartan fabric she 
purchased prior to departure, Sarah hand stitched a full skirt, embellishing it 
with a row of fabric-covered buttons down the centre front, bordered with rows 
of decorative pleats. She lined her skirt with unbleached calico and pleated it at 
the waist. Sarah’s labour gave focus and structure to her days at sea, but also 
contributed a powerful statement about identity upon arrival in the Thomas 
family’s new home in New South Wales (Evans, R 2008).  
 
Sarah Thomas and other women faced the challenges of sewing with inadequate 
light and the motion of the ship, effecting those in both cabins and steerage 
(Dawbin 1998, p. 541; Timewell 1852). For that reason it is remarkable that a 
small number of fine examples sewn during the voyage between Britain and 
Australia survive, or perhaps that they were attempted, and completed, at all. 
One example, a hand-stitched child’s dress and matching cape (c.1860a, 
c.1860b), was made by Nora Driscoll O'Donnell during her voyage between 
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England and South Australia (Figures 13 & Figure 14). Almost completely 
covered in hand worked broderie anglaise—a popular embroidery and cutwork 
technique for children’s clothing—the dress and cape display the evidence of 
weeks, if not months, of work. They suggest Nora must have had a reasonable 
source of light to stitch with any accuracy her white thread on white fabric, and 
although displaying some irregularities in the shape of the scalloped hem, are 
the products of careful effort. As a productive and focused use of time at sea, 
sewing was therefore sanctioned behaviour both in the utilitarian stitching of 
working women, and for the genteel, whose access to fabrics and notions, 
knowledge of decorative techniques, and few restrictions on their time, resulted 
in pretty, non-essential garments. 
 
Conclusion 
Needlework was fundamental to nineteenth-century female existence across the 
British world, and while sewing was necessary and valuable for occasional men, 
it impacted vast numbers of working women as their primary or secondary 
employment, or as the symbolic, unpaid work of genteel women. It had moral 
and behavioural consequences: a constraining activity for women and a skill they 
could exploit for their own gain or that they could be exploited for. By the 
nineteenth century, employment in needlework had shifted in response to 
advances in technology and expanding industry, introducing new ways of living 
and consuming. Many poor and working women suffered as a result of these 
changes. One well-intentioned response, to send distressed needlewomen to 
Australia, resulted in the improvement of life for some but saw no significant 
difference for others. The colonial market too placed little monetary value on 
female skill with the needle.  
 
Limited employment options for female manual workers, resulting from the 
ideologies of male-centred commerce, industry and the marketplace, 
concentrated women’s labour in distinct areas that were most frequently 
related to the home: for educated women as governess; in domestic service,
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Figure 13 
Nora Driscoll O'Donnell 
Child’s Dress c.1860 
Cotton 
47cm x 88 cm 
Collection: Schwerkolt Cottage & Museum Complex, Whitehorse Historical Society, NA289.1 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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Figure 14 
Nora Driscoll O'Donnell 
Child’s Cape c.1860 
Cotton 
37cm x 70 cm 
Collection: Schwerkolt Cottage & Museum Complex, Whitehorse Historical Society, NA289.2 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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washing or needlework for women of lesser training; and in plain sewing for 
working women and the genteel poor. The following chapter examines how 
needlework became a skill for so many women, through the focus on sewing in 
the education of girls of all classes. Nineteenth-century education systems 
contributed to the widespread perception of women’s work as with the needle, 
and to sewing as a particularly female skill. Chapter Three further shifts focus 
from needlework as paid employment to genteel work, and to the advantageous 
nature for middling girls to develop needlework skills as a genteel 
accomplishment.
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3. Making Women: An Education in Needlework 
 
Updating her mother in Scotland on family news, Jane Hamilton (23 February 
1866) noted from the Bendigo goldfields that “Robert and Maggie are well and 
regularly at school, they have both passed their examination creditably”. She 
proudly added, “Maggie promises to be a very nice seamstress”. That Jane made 
no comment on nine-year-old Maggie’s proficiency in other areas of her 
education at Ironbark School highlights the critical place of needlework in a girl’s 
education, and suggests the value of lessons in sewing from an early age. Jane’s 
remark also acknowledges that despite what was widely considered a ‘natural’ 
relationship between women and sewing—that is, needlework as an innately 
feminine talent—skills in needlework had to be learned. Heavily promoted 
throughout the nineteenth century as women’s rightful work, an education in 
needlework was an essential step along the path to womanhood.  
 
This chapter examines the making of women and the construction of femininity 
through training in needlework. It investigates the dual function of these 
lessons. On a basic level, girls were taught skills: vital for the future employment 
of working girls; and intended to prepare those of social standing for their 
domestic role as genteel wives and mothers. However, an education in 
needlework had further motivations. In the first instance it developed feminine 
values ranging from patience, discipline, and self-control to virtue, gendered acts 
that, as Judith Butler (1990, p. 33) suggests, when performed repeatedly were 
key to the process of becoming a woman. Secondly, for girls of middling status, 
an education in needlework undergirded genteel values. Referencing 
prescriptive literature in the form of etiquette and conduct manuals, 
instructional guides for female education, and needlework handbooks, in this 
chapter I explore the object lessons taught through formal schooling and in the 
domestic setting, aligning them with surviving material examples. I then consider 
the ways in which needlework education inculcated feminine behaviours, and 
thus constituted feminine identity.  
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Creating Character  
The conception of education in the nineteenth century was not confined to 
learning in the schoolroom, but encompassed broadly the instruction received 
during childhood that increased understanding, taught discipline, and formed 
manners and habits—elements that together went into the creation of a 
person’s character (Newcomb 1848, pp. 12-3). It was intended to develop the 
intellect, while providing moral and religious training. Education could be gained 
within the home, at a mother’s knee or through instruction by a governess, or in 
a formal institutional setting ranging from charity schools and day schools, to 
exclusive private colleges. While boys’ education centred on the practical skills 
for entry into a trade or profession, to make a wage to support the family (Hall 
1992, p. 63), the education of genteel girls extended beyond learning basic skills 
to influencing and improving their character, and to acquiring accomplishments, 
resulting in the elegant behaviours that were important claims to social position 
(Russell, P 1994b, pp. 145-6). 
 
Considering Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984 [1979], 1986) concept of cultural capital in 
children’s early learning offers a theoretical framework for examining how the 
behaviours of gentility were most successfully ‘inherited’ from an early age. 
Cultural capital consists of values, knowledge, manners and understanding of 
how they operate in and influence social relations, positioning the holders of like 
cultural capital in distinction to others on the social scale. Bourdieu (1986, p. 18) 
asserts that cultural capital in the embodied state, that is, in the form of 
dispositions of body and mind, “cannot be transmitted instantaneously (unlike 
money, property rights, or even titles of nobility) by gift or bequest, purchase or 
exchange… [but] quite unconsciously”. The most effective method of 
transmission occurs in the children of families possessing certain cultural capital, 
and as it takes time to accumulate, economic capital influences how much time 
is allocated to the process of acquisition (Bourdieu 1986, pp. 17-9). This simple 
summary touches on a considerably more complex theory, but aims to establish 
the critical place of a ‘correct’ education for children: the importance of model 
behaviour passed from parent or teacher to student.  
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Fuelled by increasing nineteenth-century social mobility, the publication of 
advice manuals on etiquette, conduct, education and needlework aimed to 
provide instruction for those possessing the means, but not the cultural capital, 
to identify as genteel. They provided apparently authoritative advice to 
aspirational mothers and teachers, promising access to gentility—though 
whether they could deliver it is another question. Prescriptive literature 
emphasised the historical link between women and the needle, promoting 
sewing as a normal and rightful occupation (Lambert 1846, pp. 3-22; Stephens 
1854, pp. 5-21), with skills in the use of the needle considered “important, even 
essential, to every girl, every woman, whatever her position in society” (Hale 
1879, p. 7). Sewing amounted to the fundamental female activity, and was 
defined as “the only indispensable feminine art” (Shirreff 1858, p. 41). It was 
therefore vital that the education of girls focus on the attainment of adequate 
sewing skills, and The Ladies’ Work Table Book recommended that “To become 
an expert needle woman should be an object of ambition of every British fair” 
(Anonymous 1844b, p. xi). Colonial writers similarly urged “without a knowledge 
of the busy needle, a female’s education is far from complete” (Gippsland 
Guardian 1861, p. 2), impacting the process of gendering through what was 
considered ideal or conventional behaviour.  
 
The proper feminising of girls through early lessons in needlework can be 
examined within the framework set out by Butler (1988, p. 522), who argues 
that gender is not given, but acquired:  
… to be a woman is to have become a woman, to compel the body to conform 
to an historical idea of ‘woman’, to induce the body to become a cultural sign, 
to materialize oneself in obedience to an historically delimited possibility, and 
to do this as a sustained and repeated corporeal project. 
According to Butler, femininity is produced via an ongoing and persistent series 
of acts, movements and gestures that are construed as feminine, suggesting the 
concentration on needlework in the education of girls was a critical step on the 
path to becoming a woman. These lessons were aimed at teaching the cultural 
signs of femininity, for as one manual expressed it, “a feminine character cannot 
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be quite perfect without a knowledge of all sorts of needle-work, and a 
downright hearty love of it, too” (Stephens 1854, p. 12), and in order to achieve 
this female preoccupations were modelled to girls in childhood and inculcated 
through constant repetition. Needlework was therefore a core subject for girls at 
whatever level they studied. Beyond basic literacy and numeracy, it was the only 
subject that was taught to all girls in colonial Australia, in addition to being the 
only subject taught exclusively to girls (Fraser 2008, p. 17; Shiell 2009, p. 225).  
 
Depending on the nature of the education and the social status of the student, it 
could focus on the skills for practical sewing, decorative needlework, or both, 
together with the much larger concerns that governed sewing and femininity. In 
1860, Wilson Hardy (14 May 1860) announced his engagement to Mary Ann 
Tankard, “a lady by education… & tho not brought up to the duties of domestic 
life she is naturally not incapable of fulfilling them”. With increasing wealth 
made through distributing fruit to the goldfields, Hardy (22 March 1854) had 
revised the ideal woman he had articulated for his sister in England just six years 
earlier, when he wrote: 
I am not particular about the weight size or beauty so that she must be a good 
sound bouncing lass with teeth & character & refinement a character of 
common sense & willing to off her artificials [sic] & go through thick & thin 
should it be required of course she would be gratified to knit, sew, wash, serve 
& cook in ordinary degree.  
His former desire for a wife capable of undertaking practical household tasks 
reflected Hardy’s position in the colony: young, ambitious, and still to make a 
name in business. He emphasised that he was not looking for a ‘lady’, writing it 
“does not matter if she had never heard of a crochet needle or saw a carpet… in 
short I might have said a good stout country lass would do me… a genteal [sic] 
finical Lady wont do now you understand” (Hardy, W, 22 March 1854). The shift 
in Hardy’s expectation for a genteel wife makes clear that Mary Ann’s education 
would have included instruction in needlework—both plain and, befitting a girl 
of her standing, ornamental. This chapter first turns to the plain sewing skills 
taught to girls, the motivations for such lessons, and the methods of instruction.  
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Practical Skills 
Formal schooling for poor girls was limited across the British world; few could 
afford anything other than charity schooling, if that, as many families required a 
labour contribution from their children restricting regular attendance. The 
frontispiece of the British needlework manual The Workwoman’s Guide (Lady 
1987 [1838]) illustrates rows of improbably obedient young girls of a charity 
school industriously stitching: an idealisation of both their method of 
instruction, under the benevolent watch of a genteel lady, and the attitude in 
which they engaged with their work (Figure 15). These were practical skills that 
for many would be their primary income source, or would be necessary 
secondary skills for their role in domestic service.  
 
Early Australian charity schools such as the Sydney-based Female Orphan 
Institution, established in 1800, and the Female School of Industry formed in 
1826, trained girls for employment as servants, aiming to impart “the habits of 
industry and neatness… [and a] religious, moral and useful education” (Sydney 
Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser 1827, p. 2). Needlework was combined 
with literacy, seen as an effective way to inculcate girls into religion and 
encourage moral behaviour. Students undertook plain sewing and manufactured 
clothing for sale to defray part of the costs associated with their schooling, to 
train them to work under supervision, as well as to teach them the needlework 
skills they could turn to for legitimate employment (Clarke & Spender 1992, p. 
62; Snow 1991, pp. 279-80; Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser 
1810, p. 2). These same educational outcomes were encouraged in ragged 
schools decades later; they provided free instruction in the Holy Scripture, 
reading, writing and arithmetic for boys and girls from destitute families, while 
girls were additionally taught plain knitting, plain needlework, mending and 
darning (Geelong Advertiser 1863, p. 3). 
 
Methods for teaching plain sewing were structured around developing skill 
through exercises of increasing difficulty and independence. The earliest lessons 
taught girls how to thread needles and correctly hold their fabric, followed by 
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Figure 15  
J. Allen 
Frontispiece 1838 
The Workwoman’s Guide  
Published by Simpkin, Marshall & Co, London 
 Engraving 
 19 x 14.5 cm 
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simple stitches. Letters, numbers and motifs were practiced by intermediate 
stitchers, and plain sewing samplers, demonstrating cuffs, button holes and 
mending, were completed by the most advanced, in addition to cutting out 
fabric and sewing full-sized garments such as shifts and shirts (Finch, LE 1855; 
Lady 1861). The skills to make simple undergarments were prioritised. Jane 
Blackwood Mack (1881, pp. 1-2) noted her mother’s skill with a needle 
developed in her Scottish parish school, public schools established by the Church 
of Scotland for basic education. Part of her schooling during the 1820s consisted 
of making two dozen white linen shirts for her father and brothers every year. As 
Jane observed, “Mother was very clever, no one would have known in after 
years that all her education was received from the Parish School”, however it 
was largely through her skill with a needle that Jane later judged her mother’s 
education and intelligence in their new Australian home.  
 
An education in plain sewing extended to higher forms of education, including 
girls taught in the home by a governess or in private schools. Annabella Innes, 
the daughter of wealthy settlers, was born near Bathurst in 1826, and at the age 
of eight attended Mrs Evans and Miss Ferris’s school for young ladies in Sydney 
(Boswell 1965, p. 6). At £40 per year for boarders or £20 for day students, 
attendance cost more than many working women earned in a year. Annabella 
was taught grammar, writing, arithmetic, geography and history, together with 
plain and fancy needlework. Additional fees were charged for lessons in 
‘accomplishments’: music, dancing and gymnastics, drawing and French (Sydney 
Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser 1834, p. 1). Two years later at her 
parent’s isolated property where a governess had been employed to educate 
Annabella, her sister and two female cousins, she recalled: “A young lady 
appeared who I recognised at once as the girl who mended our clothes and 
taught us plain sewing at Mrs Evans’s school—a sort of help, and quite unfit to 
be a governess” (Boswell 1965, p. 14). Annabella’s condescending attitude 
reflects the ambivalent status held by governesses: they were expected to be 
well-bred, well-educated and possess the cultural capital of gentility, yet they 
were too poor to live the life to which they had been educated (Clarke 1985, p. 
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21). While this young woman was skilled in plain sewing, she apparently lacked 
the character of gentility, and thus the ability to impart other educational 
outcomes surrounding refined behaviours to the Innes girls. 
 
Female teachers, assistant teachers or sewing mistresses were employed in 
boarding and day schools to teach sewing (Argus 1855d, p. 1; 1858b, p. 8), or if a 
school master was married, his wife would take on this role (Fraser 2008, p. 46). 
By the time the Education Act 1872 was introduced in Victoria, with free, 
compulsory, secular education through state schools for children aged six to 
fifteen, needlework was established as the keystone of female education. State 
schooling was aimed primarily at working-class children, and all pupils were 
educated in reading, writing, arithmetic, grammar and geography. Sewing and 
needlework (which included knitting) were additional subjects for girls only 
(Parliament of Victoria 1872, p. 6). In the 1880s, Hilda Leviny, youngest daughter 
of colonial-made gentleman Ernest Leviny, recalled attending state school in 
Castlemaine for a short period, where under the instruction of a sewing mistress 
girls began practicing their stitching at the age of five or six. Hilda recalled the 
concentration on needlework: 
… we had a bit of cotton this side, and a needle this side, and you were not to 
thread the needle till she [the teacher] said so… And we had a little bit of 
sewing like that, and we did backstitch on it, and we did hemming on it, there 
was so much sewing—you had to sew a lot. (Buda Historic Home and Garden 
2006, p. 2) 
 
Lessons in the Home 
Important complementary training in needlework took place within the home, 
the future site for a girl’s skills. Sarah Stickney Ellis (1843, p. 32) was explicit in 
her advice in The Daughters of England: “To know how to do every thing which 
can properly come within a woman’s sphere of duty, ought to be the ambition of 
every female mind”. A failure to understand the steps necessary to manage a 
house was considered shameful, or as the manual How to be a Lady stressed: “a 
lady who does not know how to take care of herself and of her own house, or 
who feels above it, cannot be very useful” (Newcomb 1848, p. 119). To be useful 
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in the home was essential, and it was a mother’s responsibility to train her 
daughter, in her broader function as teacher, role model and moral guide, in the 
domestic arts (McConnell 1980 [1885], p. 246). 
 
This home-based training depended heavily on a mother’s own education, and 
where she was deficient there could be troubling consequences for her children. 
Penelope Selby (1 March 1845) observed from Port Fairy (then Belfast), after five 
years in Port Phillip with her family, that the “children here are sadly brought 
up”. Penelope implied that colonial women – those who had not had the benefit 
of an English education—were inadequate of raising their children correctly, and 
that as a result, they lacked discipline. She scornfully wrote:  
As a specimen, Mrs Cox’s son, his father quite a gentleman and rich, has a 
pony of his own to ride where he pleases, associates with all the bullock 
drivers and worst characters of the place, will go to the public house and call 
for anything he likes, and use such language as would shock you to hear from 
a man, and he is just six years old, his younger brother aged four [is] quite as 
bad. 
For Penelope Selby, as for many genteel women in the nineteenth century, 
education was the mark of higher class. It powerfully expressed a correct 
training in gentility. 
 
Prescriptive literature emphasised that plain sewing was one of the most 
important household occupations, stressing that girls be proficient in making 
shirts or their own clothes before “degenerating into the frivolity of constant 
fancy-work in which so many precious hours are wasted” (Shirreff 1858, p. 186). 
The push for plain sewing as a foundation skill was widely encouraged, and while 
decorative needlework was acknowledged as a more enjoyable focus for their 
energies, girls who lacked basic sewing skills were considered unable to 
successfully manage a home. As Harvey Newcomb (1848, pp. 119-20) suggested: 
… there are multitudes who would prefer spending their time at fancy needle-
work... This I do not condemn but the useful should be set foremost. All 
ornamental branches of education are to be encouraged; but they will not 
make amends for the want of skill to cook a meal of victuals, make a plain 
garment, or darn a stocking. 
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Hence a mother’s first duty in teaching needlework was to ensure that the basic 
stitches of plain sewing were mastered, with lessons beginning at a young age. 
Thoughts on Domestic Education instructed that by the age of five, girls should 
be capable of beginning to work with a needle, and that aged six, they should be 
able to neatly complete plain work. It recommended girls spend one hour daily 
on their plain sewing. By the age of eight, plain sewing could be supplemented 
with marking and fancywork (Mother 1829, pp. 96-8). Another manual 
suggested that girls aged nine might be put in charge of mending their own 
clothing. By twelve they should be proficient in plain sewing, and be able to 
work quickly and neatly (Shirreff 1858, p. 185). Daily lessons and increasing 
practical tasks ensured that girls had ample opportunity to build on and refine 
their skills while still young.  
 
Yet how were very young girls encouraged to begin needlework when, given the 
limits of motor skill development, they could barely hold a needle let alone 
thread it? Young girls handled needles, thread and fabric from an early age, and 
for working-class families a child’s labour, or assistance, could be valuable. The 
history of child labour confirms that while today seeming inconceivably young, it 
was not uncommon for children in the nineteenth century to be employed, and 
exploited, in the needlework industry (Pinchbeck 1969, pp. 232-3). For girls who 
were not obliged to master sewing skills out of economic necessity, advice 
manuals suggested that young girls could be happily induced into their first 
lessons in needlework if taught to make clothing and other items for their dolls 
(Bowman 1857, p. 98; Shirreff 1858, p. 186). Even if not conceived of as play, this 
imitation of a mother’s example has long been the core of early learning.  
 
Eliza Chomley (1920, p. 13) recalled in her memoirs that around the age of eight 
“we were all very fond of our dolls and spent much time making their clothes”, 
and a small collection of dolls’ clothing from another genteel Melbourne family 
survives. Attributed to the family of Gertrude Rusden, her father, Henry Keylock 
Rusden, arrived in Australia in 1834 and after various occupations including 
digging on the New South Wales and Victorian goldfields entered the Victorian 
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public service (Smith, FB 1976). Rusden and his wife Anna had eleven children, 
with Gertrude the youngest of their four daughters. That these examples of 
dolls’ clothing from the family collection, including a bodice and skirt (c.1860-
1880) of finely striped cotton, were made by the girls as part of their lessons in 
sewing is evident in the level of skill displayed. Sewn with large and irregular 
stitches, the bodice has full sleeves set in large arm scythes, and the skirt is 
gathered into a waistband, with one decorative tuck formed above an uneven 
hem. The fabric was likely cut out by an older sister or the girls’ mother, as this 
required a steady hand or a ready supply of fabric, and worked under their 
guidance.  
 
Mothers further encouraged their daughters to sew from a young age by 
allowing them to work on similar projects on a smaller scale. It is a method of 
instruction visible in the patchwork quilt (1850-1877) of Mrs E. Prince together 
with two smaller patchwork samplers (1850-1877), thought to have been made 
by one of her daughters (Figure 16). Mrs Prince’s quilt is formed by the same 
English Paper method as the unfinished samplers, however the quality of the 
stitching and the precision of the piecing is vastly different. Quilt making 
required straight seams, one of the simplest tasks and therefore an early lesson, 
but matching the corner of each piece demanded greater technical ability. Mrs 
Prince’s stitches are small and uniform, with each hexagonal piece joined with 
exactitude, evidence of the work of an accomplished needlewoman—in fact, 
Mrs Prince’s quilt was awarded a bronze medal in the Metropolitan Intercolonial 
Exhibition in 1877—while the work on the samplers is coarser (Powerhouse 
Museum n.d.-a, n.d.-f). Learning beside one’s mother was encouraged for girls of 
all classes and The Family Economist, a penny monthly magazine “devoted to the 
moral, physical, and domestic improvement of the industrious classes” held up 
this method as the model for training girls. The idealised cover image (Unknown 
Artist 1848) shows a young girl sewing at her mother’s knee, mirroring her 
posture and manner of holding needle and thread (Figure 17), suggesting a 
parallel method of learning for Mrs Prince and her daughter.  
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Figure 16 
Unknown Maker [daughter of Mrs E. Prince] 
Patchwork Sampler 1850-77 
Cotton 
64 x 64 cm 
Collection: Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, 94/215/3-2 
 Photo: Sotha Bourn 
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Figure 17  
Unknown Artist 
Cover 1848 
The Family Economist 
Published by Groombridge & Sons, London 
Engraving 
18 x 13 cm 
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Working whole garments in miniature enabled young girls to master the 
techniques of producing clothing. According to Mrs Child’s (1858, pp. 306-7) The 
Girl’s Own Book, girls aged three and four were capable of attempting miniature 
shirts, first practicing turning a hem using paper, and then progressing to cloth, 
using brightly coloured thread to make their stitching visible. With practice, Mrs 
Child (1858, pp. 303-4) believed that every girl “before she is twelve years old, 
should know how to cut and make a [full-sized] shirt with perfect accuracy and 
neatness”. Modern knowledge of child development suggests that initially these 
must have been very primitive attempts, but there is a large difference between 
the capacity of a four and a twelve year old, and persistence over a number of 
years could evidently bring an older girl to a degree of skill, as one example 
demonstrates. A surviving hand sewn miniature man’s shirt (Unknown Maker 
1868) displays all of the features of a full-sized specimen: long sleeves finished in 
cuffs with mother of pearl buttons, a wingless collar, box pleating at the front 
opening, and splits at the side seams. This miniature shirt had an explicit 
purpose: while the maker is unknown, it was intended to show eight-year-old 
Minnie Dodds the neat, small, and regular stitching capable of a girl her age, to 
which she should aspire (Powerhouse Museum n.d.-b).  
 
Older girls continued to work miniature garments as educational tools. Mary 
Murphy carefully sewed a miniature nightshirt (c.1832-1837d) at the Female 
Model School in Dublin, around the ages of fifteen to twenty, as part of her 
training as governess. Mary’s nightshirt features a wide neck, ruffled collar, short 
sleeves gathered at the shoulders and into the cuff bands, joined with French 
seams. Mary brought her nightshirt and a number of other samples of sewing 
produced during her schooling to Australia, including a miniature women's dress 
(c.1832-1837e), samples of a gathered cuff (c.1832-1837f), darning (c.1832-
1837g), and decorative techniques of drawn thread work (c.1832-1837a) and 
embroidery (c.1832-1837b, c.1832-1837c). As governess to her nine nieces on 
the southern New South Wales coast in the 1860s, Mary used these examples of 
her work to display correct techniques for her students to emulate with their 
own household sewing (Powerhouse Museum n.d.-e).  
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The plain sewing sampler, comprising specimens of various techniques worked 
in small sections on the one piece of plain cotton fabric, or worked individually 
and tacked into a sampler book, further developed proficiency in household 
sewing: darning, buttons and buttonholes, seams, tucks, and the construction of 
gussets and cuffs. Mary Reid’s sampler book (1842) was completed in Scotland 
around the age of fourteen (Figure 18). A resident of the goldfields town of 
Clunes as an adult, she completed 20 examples of mending, marking, 
buttonholes, seams, patchwork, and miniature garments including knitted 
stockings, a shirt and a nightshirt for her book. Mary’s miniature garments were 
sewn with a dark thread, making visible the quality her stitching. This technique 
also appeared in nine-year-old Edith Weir’s attempts at buttonholes and 
buttons, darning and flat seams, presented in a cardboard folder (n.d.), onto 
which she inscribed her name and age, though not the date or her location. As 
increasing numbers of households owned sewing machines, some skills taught 
through the plain sampler became less necessary; a sewing machine was a 
godsend for long seams. Others remained important. A sewing machine could 
not darn, create a buttonhole or sew on buttons, and hand finishing garments 
remained important.  
 
Samplers 
The practical lessons taught through plain sewing samplers and miniature 
garments were vital to girls’ education: necessary for seamstresses, servants, 
wives and mothers. It was however the marking sampler, with its rows of letters 
and numbers, which was emblematic of nineteenth-century female education. 
They typically included cross-stitched upper and lower case alphabets, numbers, 
and floral or animal motifs within a border. Marking samplers drew on basic 
lessons in needlework, in addition to design and colour skills. They were also 
claimed to help girls learn the fundamentals of spelling, and how to form letters 
and numbers (Lieb 1986, p. 28; Newell 2009, p. 55), though the efficacy of 
learning literacy and numeracy through working samplers is doubtful. Margaret 
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Figure 18  
Mary Reid  
Sampler Book 1842 
Paper, cotton  
40 x 20 cm 
Collection: Gold Museum, 03.0168 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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Fraser (2008, p. 31) instead contends that samplers were merely effective in 
teaching girls to embroider. 
 
Samplers provided a means to practice stitching the neat, plain letters and 
numbers required for marking quantities of household linen. Linen was 
conventionally marked by servants with the initials of the master or mistress of 
the house and the set to which they belonged. The Workwoman’s Guide 
suggested bed linen be marked B for best, F for family or S for servant, or for 
other household linen, P for pantry, K for kitchen, H for house, the number and 
date (Lady 1987 [1838], pp. 181, 7). Marking was useful for managing large 
quantities of linen and for keeping track of multiple sets when they were sent 
out for laundering (Ledbetter 2012, p. 10; Riley 1988, p. 24). Skills in marking 
were also considered necessary for girls from genteel families as depending on 
their level of household assistance they may have marked their own sheets, 
tablecloths, and other linen once married (Newell 2009, pp. 57-8).  
 
The emphasis on proficiency in marking however, does not fully explain the 
prominence of samplers in the education of girls. The emergence of indelible 
inks into the market in the 1830s negated any truly necessary practical 
application for this skill (Fraser 2008, p. 31; Riley 1988, p. 24), and The 
Workwoman’s Guide recognised that while every piece of linen should be 
marked, ink was better for this purpose than thread (Lady 1987 [1838], p. 187). 
Yet despite lacking practical purpose, samplers remained an important part of 
female education as evidence of correct instruction for girls, and as a visible sign 
of respectability (Fraser 2008, pp. 62-4). In the mid-century, girls attending 
everything from private ladies colleges to charity schools were expected to work 
on samplers (Morris, B 1962, pp. 163-4). There is ample evidence from colonial 
Australia of samplers made by the daughters of struggling farmers and servants, 
those attending national or state schools, institutionalised girls such as orphans, 
Aboriginal girls, as well as the genteel (Fraser 2008, pp. 42-3). Variations exist 
not so much in who worked the sampler, as how decorative they were and the 
quality of the materials used. Rozsika Parker (2010 [1984], p. 174) illustrates 
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how samplers of working-class girls in institutions, orphanages and village 
schools in Britain were purely practical lessons in letters and numbers, using less 
colour and fewer decorative motifs. She refers to the latter as “symbols of 
privilege”, far more present in samplers produced by girls of the middle and 
upper classes. 
 
Some sampler text modelled the standards girls should strive for, thereby 
instilling twin training in needlework and behaviour ideals. This was especially 
clear in the many sampler verses that explicitly referenced Christian piety 
through the stitching of hymns and passages from the Bible, and aimed to 
improve not only the worker’s needle skills but her moral character (Goggin 
2002, p. 323). Girls were encouraged to become pious while young, acquiring 
religious motivations to inform behaviour, conduct and habit of mind (Newcomb 
1848, p. 22). It was intended that this would extend into their adult lives in 
meaningful ways, encouraging benevolence through acts of kindness and 
humility. Martha Elizabeth Winter’s sampler (1859), carried with her as a woman 
to the goldfields town of Castlemaine, together with one attributed to Mary Reid 
stitched in Scotland and brought with her to Clunes (1842), for example, contain 
variations of the verse: 
Jesus permit thy gracious name to stand  
As the first effort of a youthful hand  
And while her fingers o’er the canvas move  
Constrain her tender heart thy name to love 
With thy dear children may she share her part  
And write thy name thyself upon her heart 
This link between the work of young girls’ needles and their religious education 
stressed that in expressing good and righteous sentiments, they performed a 
ritual of moral female behaviour.  
 
Given the prominence of samplers at all levels of schooling, and as the only form 
among needlework genres to be commonly signed and dated, samplers are rich 
sources for social and cultural histories (Fraser 2008, p. 14). They are 
increasingly drawn on to communicate the concerns of girls, and women, where 
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they are difficult to locate in the historical record. Recent research examines 
samplers as a means to place women within a community, and to trace their 
lives, dreams and aspirations (Fraser 2008; Goggin 2009c; Hofer 2012; Newell 
2009, 2014; Veasey 2005). They also reflect important ideas and ideals of class 
(van Horn 2005) and femininity (Fraser 2008; Howell 2009). Samplers record 
certain facts: the names of their makers, and the dates and sometimes location 
of their making. They hint at life events, provide clues to situate identity, and 
offer a means—however limited—to explore the female experience. The direct 
link between maker and object sets samplers apart from the anonymity of much 
other needlework and invests them with a sense of personal presence, even 
though most follow conventional designs.  
 
This is evident in Victorian goldfields’ specimens, such as twelve-year-old Jane 
McAuslan’s sampler (1866). Jane worked her simple marking sampler in brightly 
coloured wools: rows of upper and lower case alphabets, her name and date, 
and the phrase “Remember me” (Figure 19). She also stitched her location: 
Chewton, on the central Victorian goldfields. Jane was born in Chewton in 1854, 
the daughter of miner Daniel McAuslan and his wife Agnes. She attended school 
irregularly, and in 1863 was assessed as very poor against the Standards of 
Attainment in reading, writing and arithmetic (Gilchrist & Board of Education 
1863, pp. 865-71). Nevertheless, her sampler demonstrates that three years 
later she could neatly stitch the full alphabet, numbers, and her own name, and 
provides evidence of the basic stitching that introduced Jane to the concerns of 
womanhood. Jane worked on double thread canvas, an open weave mesh suited 
to the novice stitcher as it removed the need for counting the weave of finer 
fabrics, and stitched primarily in basic cross stitch, using back stitch for the 
geometric borders.  
 
Jane may have kept her sampler out of pride; as one who’d failed as a younger 
girl to meet basic educational standards, this was a tangible expression of 
progress. A second needle-worked textile attributed to her from the same 
decade, a pedestal or table cover (c.1860s), also survives: composed of a square 
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Figure 19  
Jane McAuslan 
Sampler 1866 
Canvas, wool  
39.5 x 30.5 cm 
Collection: Castlemaine Museum and Art Gallery, 3012 
Photo: Castlemaine Museum and Art Gallery 
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of embroidered motifs in silk thread on linen, with a red cotton border and 
centre (Figure 20). A range of decorative stitches are used and the hand-stitched 
seams are finely worked. It makes evident a shift from the simple skills of 
girlhood needlework to the development of more advanced stitches that could 
be employed to decorate Jane’s family home, providing visible proof of womanly 
capacity. While her cover may not have been regularly used (as its condition and 
survival attest), this was appropriate work that expressed women as the maker 
of the home, communicated through embellishing first her parents’, then her 
own home.  
 
At the same age that Jane McAuslan worked her sampler but sixteen years 
earlier, Isabella Duckett stitched a more intricate sampler (1850) in Settle, 
Yorkshire. Within its border of pale pink roses, she embroidered a pastoral scene 
with a young girl, a jumping dog and her home in the background, and a number 
of motifs including a lamb, rooster and a red rose, together with the hymn How 
Happy Every Child of Grace. Jane also stitched key family dates: the birth of her 
ten brothers and sisters, the death of her mother, and the dates that three of 
her siblings left England for Australia (Figure 21). It fits the genre of 
commemorative sampler, whose significance lies in the text it carries that marks 
an important event, making it “among the most rare and the most important 
domestic objects” (Fraser 2008, p. 38). This specially female communication of 
life events is distinct from men’s record of experiences and achievements 
through the written word, leading Ann Stephen (1854, p. 5) to suggest that 
needlework was the primary means of expression for women. It can be 
interpreted as a formal female language for memory and reflection. 
 
Some commemorative samplers mark loss, such as the sampler in memory of 
Edward Quartermain (Unknown Maker 1872) who died as a baby (Powerhouse 
Museum n.d.-d), or Maria Tilley’s sampler The Emigrant’s Farewell and The 
Emigrant’s Prayer (1854), made in England for her son John when he migrated to 
Australia. On the sampler, Maria stitched eleven passages from the Bible relating 
to departure and the pain of absence (Powerhouse Museum n.d.-c). These 
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Figure 20  
Jane McAuslan 
Pedestal or Table Cover c.1860s 
Cotton, linen, silk  
63 x 63 cm 
Collection: Castlemaine Museum and Art Gallery, 3013 
Photo: Castlemaine Museum and Art Gallery 
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Figure 21  
Isabella Duckett 
Sampler 1850  
Canvas, wool, silk, wood, glass 
83.5 x 65 cm 
Collection: Castlemaine Museum and Art Gallery, 1042 
Photo: Castlemaine Museum and Art Gallery 
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examples hint at the personal stories and experiences, however rare, that could 
be articulated through needle and thread. They also indicate that schoolgirls 
were not the only makers. Indeed, sixteen years after Isabella Duckett first dated 
her sampler and following her own move to Melbourne, travelling with two of 
her sisters to join three siblings living in Victoria, she removed one line of her 
original stitching. Traces remain imprinted on her base fabric through distortion 
of the weave. Using a darker toned thread, she added the date of her father’s 
death and a string of letters and numbers: “WSIDM 1866”, standing for William 
Scriven Isabella Duckett married 1866. 
 
It is possible to consider Isabella’s motivation in restitching her sampler as of 
dual purpose: to record additional details of family life significant to her as an 
adult, and to reinforce aspects of her identity in her new home. A beautifully 
worked sampler represented a number of possibilities. It allowed Isabella to 
identify as a well-trained needlewoman with an early mastering of needlework 
skills. It enabled her to display her ties to family, not only to her gentleman-
merchant brother Edward, whose successful hardware and import business 
grew to one of the largest in the colony (Argus 1856b, p. 3; 1856d, p. 6; 1857c, p. 
7; 1857d, p. 7; 1857e, p. 3; 1858e, p. 7; 1859c, p. 8; Duckett & Sons 1859-1958), 
but to her other siblings who migrated to Victoria as well as those that remained 
in England. The sampler can be read as a private, sentimental record of her life 
despite the fact that for most girls, samplers were not a means of personal 
expression but a material act that conformed to a feminine ideal (Fraser 2008, p. 
59). As a personal document, and a cultural artefact, Isabella’s sampler informs 
our understandings of the expectations placed upon girls in the nineteenth 
century, and how these extended to womanhood.  
 
Accomplishments 
Early elite colonial education came in the form of governesses or small private 
institutions (Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser 1806, p. 3; 1809, p. 
2; 1818, p. 4; 1830, p. 1; 1833, p. 1), and with the gold rush and increasing 
wealth in the population, a wider demand for correct British female education 
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emerged. Three-year resident Clara Aspinall (1862, p. 68) considered the 
education for girls in the colony good, noting that there were “young ladies’ 
seminaries in abundance… some bearing a very much higher reputation than 
others”—despite observing that wealthy colonists still preferred to send their 
children to Britain for their education. In fact, close to 700 women advertised 
their ‘select’ female schools in Melbourne’s Argus newspaper between 1850 and 
1875 (Theobald 1996, p. 34). As correct education marked gentility, newly 
wealthy colonial families aimed to better their status through educating their 
daughters as ladies; for them, training in ornamental skills was essential and 
motivated by class aspiration (Riley 1988, p. 26; Theobald 1985, p. 79). Failing to 
build cultural capital by learning accomplishments could imply that a girl and her 
family were not truly genteel. And while decorative needlework techniques 
were primarily the preserve of girls from wealthier families, some decorative 
skills were also taught at denominational and common schools (Bendigo 
Advertsier 1859, p. 2; Geelong Advertiser 1867, p. 3; Star 1863, p. 4).  
 
At East Leigh Ladies’ College in the fashionable district Prahran, three miles from 
the centre of Melbourne, pastoralist John Hastie’s niece Jane studied the “usual 
routine of an English Education”, including English grammar, history and spelling 
(Campbell, AJ, 10 February 1865), as well as French, music and drawing (Tripp, 
18 February 1863). Jane also practiced fancywork as expenses outside tuition 
and board included the purchase of fancywork supplies (Tripp, 2 April 1863, 20 
February 1864). A decade later Mildred Snowden, the daughter of a partner in 
the law firm Gillott and Snowden, attended Mr and Mrs E.A. Samson’s School for 
Young Gentlewomen, where part of her education comprised decorative 
needlework. Perhaps neither skilled nor enthusiastic, she recalled “Mrs Samson 
was a great worker at church work & point lace, my sister learnt both from her. I 
just learnt to embroider handkerchiefs, night dresses, etc” (Snowden 1933, p. 
10).  
 
Jane Hastie and Mildred Snowden’s education in ornamental needlework 
suggests one of the important steps in forming genteel identity: the skills, and 
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especially the time, needed to embroider handkerchiefs or nightclothes was a 
clear expression of social standing. As non-essential sewing, embroidery was 
unambiguous evidence of available leisure while the acquisition of decorative 
skills was critical to social position across the British world, where “little girls 
added value to themselves as well as to the silk their parents purchased” (Ulrich 
2002, p. 147). Training girls in accomplishments created corporeal refinement 
and elegance—it produced the genteel body. Returning to Butler’s (1988, p. 522) 
proposition that the body conform to conventionally feminine behaviour to 
express gender—to became a woman—needlework established the foundations 
for the feminine body and mind. 
 
Shaping the Body and Mind 
For all girls, genteel or not, there was explicit intent behind training in 
needlework:  
The great object of all instruction is to strengthen the mind, and form the 
character. Even needlework, humble as the employment may appear, may be 
made conductive to this end. When it is intelligently taught, the mind is 
employed as well as the fingers; powers of calculation are drawn out, habits of 
neatness acquired, and the taste and judgment cultivated. (Hale 1879, p. 11) 
Needlework lessons assisted in forming decent, respectable character for poorer 
girls, and enhanced the character of girls of social standing whose training had 
implications for polite behaviour and refinement. Lessons stressed 
industriousness, discipline and duty, aligning with etiquette manuals such as 
How to be a Lady: Book for Girls, Containing Useful Hints on the Formation of 
Character which instructed girls to accept work and respect other women who 
laboured (Newcomb 1848, p. 10). Industry was emphasised in this feminine 
ideal, positioned as superior to idleness. Idle fingers and minds had the potential 
to threaten the domestic ideology into which the training of girls fed, where by 
the mid-nineteenth century an active interest in managing the household and 
caring for the family was promoted. Given new meaning in colonial 
circumstances, female industry or idleness were of consequence to migrants and 
settlers, an idea that I return to throughout this thesis. 
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Beyond inspiring the habits of industry for all girls, lessons in needlework 
encouraged restrained conduct—one of the truest marks of gentility when class 
could not be asserted through wealth alone. Linda Young (2003, p. 4) notes that 
“Self-possession in public was a primary aim, and ideally in private life as well, 
especially in the socialization of children but also in intimate personal practice”. 
The steps to self-possession, in a correct and natural manner, demanded bodily 
control through cleanliness, an upright posture, restraint of the hands and feet, 
together with a regulation of emotions (Young 2003, p. 95). Such behaviour was 
most effectively taught from an early age, influenced by home and school-based 
learnings, and was fundamental to the place of needlework in girls’ lessons.  
 
Social standing was expressed through ease and elegance when sewing, from 
the correct posture and incline of the head, to the position of the hands. These 
were corporeal gestures that produced the appearance of naturalism and grace 
but which in fact required control; carefully constructed, they were the result of 
monotonous lessons and correction during girlhood. Sewing in an elegant 
manner deliberately focused attention on the delicate hands of the 
needleworker (Cambridge 1989 [1904], p. 27; Ledbetter 2012, p. 2); small white 
hands which showed an absence of labour were central to constructions of the 
genteel body (Beaujot 2009, p. 169; 2012, p. 31). Needlework required a 
demeanour that suggested modesty, but the posture, Parker (2010 [1984], pp. 
89, 151) argues, went beyond elegant gestures to a bodily bearing indicative of 
submission and docility. Sewing, she contends, was an activity intended to 
familiarise girls with sitting still with a downcast gaze. It was an idealisation of 
women as quiet, gentle, and compliant to husband or father. 
 
Lessons produced the appearance, and emphasised the ideals, of femininity; as 
one needlework manual expressed, women “appear most natural and charming 
when employed in some graceful task of needle-work or knitting” (Stephens 
1854, p. 10), while another declared “nothing is less becoming to a woman than 
to appear awkward at such occupations” (Hope 1849, p. 21). The Ladies' 
Complete Guide to Crochet, Fancy Knitting and Needlework suggested “On no 
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occasion does a lady seem more lovely than when half occupied with some 
feminine art which keeps her fingers employed, and gives an excuse for 
downcast eyes and gentle pre-occupation” (Stephens 1854, pp. 9-10). The act of 
needlework was thus essential in female gendering and feminine performance 
(Pristash, Schaechterle & Wood 2009, p. 17). It was a distinctly female practice 
whereby girls acquired gender through their engagement with recognised social 
and cultural signals, hinting at the reality that gender is not natural but that the 
body is a surface on which gender is inscribed (Kent, SK 2012, pp. 2-3). It is, as 
Butler expresses, instituted through “the mundane way in which bodily gestures, 
movements, and enactments of various kinds constitute the illusion of an 
abiding gendered self” (Butler 1988, p. 519). That is, through sewing girls 
became women. 
 
Conclusion 
An education in needlework was essential for every girl in the nineteenth 
century. Skills in sewing were taught from a young age, so that with continued 
practice over a number of years, girls became proficient needlewomen. The 
practical sewing skills taught through working a plain sewing sampler and the 
production of miniature garments were especially important to girls who 
employed these skills in their adult lives in the needlework trades. However, 
these plain sewing skills also impacted the experiences of genteel women, who 
in managing their households were not immune from the chores of mending and 
darning, or of making underclothes or linen for their families. For them, training 
in practical sewing would come to make a significant contribution to the time-
consuming bulk of household sewing. It was a vital skill for women in gold-rush 
Victoria, as the last three chapters will explore. 
 
Marking samplers though offered limited practical needlework applications; they 
were questionable teaching tools beyond basic skills, but continued to remain 
important in nineteenth century education for their perceived role in the ideals 
of correct female education. Having girls work on samplers reveals more 
important concerns with establishing and performing femininity. Given sewing 
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was perceived as the fundamental work of women (excluding reproductive 
labour), and a critical component of the gendering process, working a sampler 
was a vital step through which girls became women, as the substantial number 
worked and surviving demonstrates. Sewing a sampler centred on the home and 
domesticity, piety and morality, self-control and discipline, introducing girls to 
behaviours that in the nineteenth century were articulated as feminine, and 
which through constant repetition established them as natural female 
behaviours. 
 
The performance of femininity, and especially genteel femininity, was in some 
ways best expressed through decorative needlework, and ladies’ colleges 
encouraged girls to master the non-essential skills needed to embellish the 
home and person. Engaging with these skills provided a clear indication of 
leisure, and proficiency in them revealed the female body at its most elegant. 
The next chapter explores further this link between fancywork and peak 
performances of femininity.  
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4. Constructing the Genteel Woman: Fancywork and Femininity 
 
Before her marriage in 1863, Eliza à Beckett noted that she: 
… read a good deal, took plenty of exercise, helped make things for [her 
sisters] Minnie’s and Emma’s babies, did much fancy work, loved arranging 
flowers for the house, making bouquets for myself and others for any ball or 
wedding, and became rather good at archery. (Chomley 1920, pp. 26-7) 
Eliza’s list of activities articulated the nineteenth-century concern that feminine 
behaviour should be indexed to social status. These were activities that required 
time, and though that time might be called leisure, its availability was central to 
the genteel experience. Eliza’s behaviour reflected the à Beckett family’s status 
in Melbourne where her father, Thomas Turner à Beckett, was a solicitor with a 
thriving private practice. However, as she carefully noted, “I was not an idler in 
those days” (Chomley 1920, p. 26), and in filling her time with refined pursuits 
including fancywork, Eliza’s behaviour was aligned with the accomplishments of 
women of social standing across the British world, shielding them from charges 
of idleness.  
 
Eliza’s comfortable home threw up few challenges to distract from these 
domestic pastimes. The à Beckett’s “roomy and comfortable house” in St Kilda 
(Chomley 1920, p. 24), home to some of Melbourne’s most elite residents, was 
in stark contrast to the living arrangements that many women found themselves 
in during Victoria’s gold-rush period. Other genteel women were instead forced 
to make their homes in tents, makeshift huts and cottages, often in isolated 
environments far removed from the civilities of genteel living. This chapter 
examines fancywork practices and products in the context of rapid social and 
economic change in the colony, where women may not have had the stability of 
home and family that privileged Eliza à Beckett. It builds upon growing scholarly 
attention over the last three decades examining the links between fancywork, 
femininity and the culture of gentility (Bercaw 1991; Gordon, B 1988; Shiell 
2009; White, EA 2001), and situates these in gold-rush Victoria and in the 
challenges created through dislocations.  
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It begins by establishing a base for women’s gendered behaviour through an 
examination of how femininity could be performed via the needle, centring on 
the assertion that fancywork was a means through which women sought to 
demonstrate the highest degree of feminine performance. To do so, this chapter 
draws on Judith Butler’s (1988, p. 521) theory of gender performativity, and her 
concern with how “gender is constructed through specific corporeal acts”, 
connecting this idea to the gestures and bodily bearings of fancywork, and the 
location of its performance in the parlour or drawing room—the most public of 
spaces in the genteel private home. It explores how the link with specific 
feminine characteristics provided a frame for constructing fancywork as 
charitable and moral work, deflecting troubling charges of wasted time, and in 
doing so demonstrates how fancywork and femininity were intimately 
connected.  
 
This chapter then examines current literature to show how fancywork was 
promoted as an emblem of gentility, and how the act of producing decorative 
needlework was critical to the performance of genteel femininity. It investigates 
how this was not always so clear or well defined in colonial Victoria, with 
fancywork practised by both the secure and the aspirational with different 
inflections. It is within these layers of experience that I investigate the material 
strategies women engaged in to indicate or assert status. Identity performance 
was especially vital for those occupying liminal spaces: women negotiating the 
boundaries between the upper strata of (working class) respectability and the 
(middle class) genteel, and in this context fancywork could provide visible proof 
of genteel association or aspiration. Fancy-worked objects could also further act 
as powerful symbols in challenging locations, where women grappling with 
isolated, uncivilised, or masculine societies employed material practices and 
objects to assert some degree of control. As such, Erving Goffman’s (1990 
[1959]) frameworks on the performance of self are resonant. 
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I also turn to scholarship that examines the intersections between femininity, 
identity performance and material culture, and what Beth Fowkes Tobin and 
Maureen Daly Goggin (2009, pp. 1-2) define as “gendered material practices”. 
They argue for the significance of women’s manipulation of the material world, 
suggesting that “the ways in which objects were conceptualized, produced, 
circulated, used and exchanged” can tell us much about the interaction and 
connections between a subject and an object.  
 
Defining Fancywork and Femininity 
Definitions of fancywork position it in opposition to the practical, necessary and 
mundane nature of plain sewing (Bercaw 1991, p. 233; Isaacs 1987, p. 114). It 
comprised the techniques used decorate a practical item, or to construct and 
decorate an ornamental item (Lieb 1986, p. 32). The textile arts of embroidery 
are most strongly associated with fancywork, together with knitting, crochet, 
tatting, netting, beading and lace making. In addition, other forms utilised a 
range of materials from shells, fish scales, bird feathers, moss, pine cones, 
seaweed and wax flowers to human hair (Bercaw 1991, pp. 233-4; Gordon, B 
1988, p. 48; Logan 2001, pp. 166-7; Marcinkus 2009, p. 129; Shiell 2009, p. 214). 
While this research acknowledges the broad meanings of the term fancywork, 
my research will remain within the boundaries of work produced with needle, 
thread and cloth.  
 
A proliferation of fancywork guides suggested that women could provide 
decoration, charm and comfort to the home and person through an endless 
variety of hand-worked projects (Anonymous 1844b, 1850; Beeton 1986 [1870]; 
Stephens 1854; Warren & Pullan 1855). The objects constructed using fancywork 
techniques were almost always intended for the home, and formed three main 
categories: personal accessories or embellishments (items for women or 
children comprising bags, purses and handkerchiefs, men’s accessories such as 
embroidered smoking caps and slippers, and trimmings for garments or small 
clothing items); household accessories or embellishments (flat textiles ranging 
from table covers to doilies, receptacles to hold items including brushes and 
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watches, three dimensional free-standing objects such as firescreens, and 
ornaments that were framed or mounted under glass domes); and sewing or 
writing accessories (sewing and writing cases, workbags, pincushions and letter 
racks) (Gordon, B 1988, pp. 49-50).  
 
While sewing was regarded as a fundamental, and exclusive, female skill, and 
accepted as appropriate employment for women, decorative needlework could 
be distinguished as not simply female work, but feminine work. That is, not all 
sewing performances were equal. Plain sewing was practiced by most women, 
and dressmaking and tailoring were often skilled, money-earning work, while 
fancywork was a means through which women sought to communicate the 
highest degree of feminine performance. It communicated a set of values and 
qualities, such as gentleness, modesty, purity and grace (Anonymous 1844b, p. 
xi; Stephens 1854, p. 10), that linked with nineteenth-century formulations of 
femininity. English poet Coventry Patmore (1854) articulated the feminine ideal 
in his poem The Angel in the House. Feminine women, he implied, should 
possess the qualities of a devoted and submissive wife, and display the 
attributes of passivity, meekness, charm, gentleness, sympathy, self-sacrifice 
and purity. Another mid-nineteenth-century idea, the American concept of True 
Womanhood, has been described in four essential traits: piety, purity, 
domesticity and submissiveness (Welter 1966, p. 152).  
 
Barbara Easton (1976, p. 395) finds that the acceptance of female submission to 
the husband, common to both these feminine ideals, relied on the changing 
nature of the home and domesticity, and a loss in women’s economic function 
due to industrialisation. For the new conception of femininity to be successful, 
particular elements were emphasised, especially those that related to 
motherhood, the creation of the home, and the protection that this offered 
from the corrupting forces of the outside world. Feminine women were further 
separated from those above, and particularly those below, by creating 
difference. Carol Srole (2010, p. 5) argues that this was constructed through 
gender balance, or gender extremes: 
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… upper-class women looked too dependent and frivolous—that is unduly 
feminine—while working-class women seemed overly forward, sexual, and 
independent, sometimes too masculine and other times too feminine. The 
middle-class ideal sought to balance gender and class together, finding the 
perfect middle ground.  
Likewise, Ariel Beaujot (2012, p. 54) suggests that the styling of middle-class 
feminine bodies, specially the hands, was used to set them apart through 
defining seemingly undesirable qualities of aristocratic and labouring women—
in this case fingers too thin, or hands too worn. It was a manifestation of 
femininity determined by class, and Beverly Skeggs (1997, p. 99) argues by the 
end of the nineteenth century “Femininity was seen to be the property of 
middle-class women”. The feminine ideal relied on specific conditions in which 
to thrive: a stable home environment, reliable income from work that was not 
women’s own, and domestic servants to undertake the time consuming and 
physically challenging tasks of keeping a house in the nineteenth century. In 
short, genteel femininity relied on access to a particular, privileged, way of 
living.   
 
Leisure and the Genteel Woman 
Fancywork was a ubiquitous feature of nineteenth-century life, integral to 
middling women’s experiences and culture, and so commonplace that most 
genteel women practiced it in some form and most parlours displayed examples 
(Bercaw 1991, p. 233; Gordon, B 1988, p. 49; Morris, B 1962, p. 7). Decorative 
needlework (and embroidery in particular) had, by the start of that century, 
shifted from an exclusive practice of the upper class and was adopted by the 
burgeoning middling sorts. As men pursued professional interests in the public 
sphere, fancywork became a signifier of the leisure of genteel women, setting 
them apart from their working counterparts (Bercaw 1991, p. 242). It thus 
represented the separation of genteel women from the outside world of 
productive work, undertaken by men, servants and female workers of lower 
social orders (Logan 2001, pp. 176-7). This was an important distinction: industry 
and the marketplace were masculine, and women who operated in the public 
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sphere transgressed one of the fundamental components of femininity—
domesticity.  
 
However, an uneasy link between fancywork and leisure formed. The very 
notion of ‘leisure’ was contentious for women of the middling sort, and despite 
being a clear indicator of middle-classness, leisure was tainted by negative 
inferences. Leisure suggested idleness, and idleness was condemned. Fancywork 
negotiated some of these tensions. It allowed women to remain in the home 
with all the appearance of leisure, but provided them with a genteel occupation 
to deflect criticisms of unproductive time, which had the potential to disturb 
order, and the connotations of upper-class ease and wastefulness (McDonald 
1988, p. 33; White, EA 2001, p. 74; Young 2003, p. 18).  
 
Eliza Chomley (1920, p. 32) linked her fancywork to leisure acknowledging that 
following her marriage in 1863, and in her new home in the goldfields town of 
Creswick, she had a good servant and no housework of her own to do. Eliza’s 
husband received £400 per year as an agent for the Bank of Australasia, and on 
this comfortable income she later remembered her “passion for wool work of 
the early Victorian style, patterns either stiff or floral, working in cross-stitch on 
canvas grounded in some other colour. I would sit happily for hours over this 
work”. This labour of leisure, or appearance of leisure, was contingent on the 
employment of servants, themselves a middle-class marker (Branca 1975, p. 54; 
Calder 1977, p. 23; Hamlett 2010, p. 3; Logan 2001, pp. xiv-xv; Russell, P 1994b, 
p. 167; Young 2003, pp. 54-5).  
 
For many women though, even those with access to servants, true leisure was a 
front; the divide between the ideal and actual leisure of genteel women now 
comes into question. Goffman (1990 [1959], p. 50) suggests that in the attempt 
to express ideal standards, an individual may conceal actions that are considered 
inconsistent with these standards, which has implications for how we 
understand the deployment of fancywork in the genteel home. Fancywork can 
perhaps best be seen then not as concrete or actual proof of genteel leisure, but 
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as a signifier of it; it transmitted the appearance of leisure (Logan 2001, p. 178; 
White, EA 2001, p. 74). It was this appearance that was a measureable index of 
gentility.  
 
Performance in the Parlour 
Fancywork was location-specific: its relationship with the parlour or drawing 
room in the genteel home is well documented. The parlour was a space in which 
families could present a public face, the setting for social events, ceremonies 
and entertainments (Grier 1988, p. 59). It played a key role in articulating social 
status and as a result, the presentation of this room was critical. It was where 
the family’s best things were on show, with items demonstrating women’s taste, 
design sensibilities, creativity and skill. These were embodied in objects carefully 
selected from the growing array of consumer goods, or were the products of 
women’s own work or that of family and friends (Isaacs 1987, pp. 16, 8; Logan 
2001, p. 35; Webber 1996, p. 38). Post-Victorian characterisations of the 
nineteenth-century parlour see clutter, rather than, as contemporaries did, a 
wealth of tasteful objects (Bercaw 1991, p. 233; Calder 1977, pp. 32, 5)—the 
trappings of gentility that demarcated it as a space of show. 
  
The parlour was, at the same time, a site for performance. It was where guests 
were exposed to the display of accomplishments, domestic management and 
social skills of its female occupants (Isaacs 1987, pp. 16, 9; Logan 2001, pp. 16, 
27). It provided women with a stage for performing identity, and it was in this 
room where they employed the cultural signs and material strategies of genteel 
femininity. Gender identity, Butler (1988, p. 522) asserts, is expressed through 
an ongoing series of culturally constructed and understood acts. The repetition 
of gendered acts through time constitutes then consolidates gender identity. 
Butler proposes that “various acts of gender create the idea of gender”, thus 
needlework can be understood as part of the daily performance of femininity, 
while fancywork in particular was crucial to the performance of genteel 
femininity. Through engaging with gestures construed as feminine, gender 
identity was produced, styling women’s bodies according to socially-recognised 
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ideals. It created women as feminine objects to be looked at by men, as much as 
by other women, via their interaction with work that was considered pretty and 
delicate. 
 
Just as needlework expressed femininity, and was critical to constructions of 
gender, an absence of needlework had far-reaching repercussions. Female 
independence was a growing threat in the rapidly changing social and cultural 
environment of the nineteenth century. One needlework manual expressed that 
the act of crochet be employed “not merely as an elegant way of wileing [sic] 
away time, but as one of those gentle means by which women are kept feminine 
and lady-like in this fast age”. It suggested that “masculine women” avoided 
such employments (Stephens 1854, p. 9). Indeed, those seeking to distinguish 
themselves or to garner respect in what were considered male spheres often 
deliberately rejected embroidery to distance themselves from the feminine ideal 
(Parker, R 2010 [1984], p. 6). For women who simply did not enjoy decorative 
needlework, there were additional considerations. The suggestion that they 
were hardly women at all implies the punishment that came from challenging or 
subverting accepted gender behaviours, from performing out of turn (Butler 
1988, p. 531). In violating gender expectations, they were seen to be revolting 
against womanhood. 
 
Thus nineteenth-century manuals governed needlework as a performance 
within the parlour, concentrating on the gendered stylisation of the body: sitting 
still, with busy hands and downcast eyes. An engagement with light needlework 
during a morning visit suggested good breeding, particularly as Mrs Beeton 
(1861, paragraph 31) advised, “if the visit be protracted, or the visitors be 
gentlemen”. Georgiana McCrae (1966, p. 142) understood this social convention 
and one afternoon in 1844 she noted, “the Currs came across and while 
everybody talked I put the finishing touches to the tapestry”. Although 
Georgiana suggested that her focus was on her fancywork, conversation was 
thought to came more easily with a decorative needlework project in hand, and 
these projects could be turned to when there were pauses, or to cover 
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awkwardness, in polite conversation (Hartley 1860, p. 215; Stephens 1854, p. 
11)—all the while attuned to the corporeal gestures of femininity.  
 
Even genteel families with limited financial resources maintained the parlour as 
a space of show and feminine performance. In 1860 Joseph Elliott described in 
depth his family’s rented Adelaide home in a letter to his mother. Elliott had 
served an apprenticeship in the press in England, and by 1860 was in charge of 
the general printing department of the Adelaide Register newspaper. Hints from 
Elliott’s (1984, pp. 79, 81-2) letter indicate only moderate resources: the family 
did not keep a servant, they dressed plainly and were “often ‘hardup’ for a new 
pair of boots, or a coat, or dress & more particularly children’s shoes”. Although 
Elliott (1984, p. 83) had “saved money” he noted he had “also spent it & the last 
2 or 3 years expenses have been so much for living, & we have no luxuries—
nothing”. Nevertheless, the family home was comfortable and included a 
parlour. The very presence of this special room indicates that even in modest 
homes, a designated space for formal social activity and the presentation of 
identity was desirable.  
 
The Elliotts’ parlour fits into what Katherine Grier (1988, p. 66) defines as 
“parlour consciousness” in new members of the middle class or in those aspiring 
to respectable living. As their best room, the Elliotts negotiated the use of space 
with the rest of the home in order to keep this one room representative of the 
ideals they lived up to; other rooms served dual functions, while the parlour was 
reserved for public and ceremonial occasions. Elliott (1984, pp. 44, 8, 56) noted 
several examples of decorative needlework in the parlour: each of the four 
chairs had an anti-maccassar and one had a Berlin wool-worked seat; the table 
had a knitted or crochet cover; the sofa had anti-maccassars and two cushions; 
and the centre table had a tablecloth cover and a mat. Most of these textile 
ornaments, made by Joseph’s first wife Elizabeth, his present wife Rebecca, or 
their friend Mrs Shorbridge, indicate the feminine touch that gave personality to 
the polite parlour, and provide material form of the performativity of gender. 
They furthermore suggest assertions of gentility, although the efforts to live up 
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to genteel standards hide the realities of the Elliott’s actual situation: that the 
family shared one bedroom, while their eldest daughter slept in the back sitting 
room.  
 
Contradictions of Fancywork 
The popularity of fancywork in middling homes, and related concerns of 
indulgence and unproductive time generated unsettling tensions, from which a 
raft of contradictions emerged. Fancywork was characterised as useful and 
useless, valuable and worthless, moral and frivolous, and was celebrated, 
loathed and derided. It could be a source of pleasure and solace, praise-worthy 
for the patience it required; yet critics then and later claimed it inculcated 
subservience, created intellectual starvation, controlled or distracted women 
from larger concerns, and suggested indulgence, laziness and apathy (Goggin 
2002, p. 312; Parker, R 2010 [1984], p. 149). It was said to both resist and 
support women’s roles in childcare, charity and commerce (Bercaw 1991, p. 
238). Berlin woolwork, named after its German origins, was especially devalued. 
The satirical poem The Husband’s Complaint, first published in the London 
Saturday Journal, cast a troubling light on the worth of women’s work 
(Anonymous 1842, pp. 5-6). It lamented: 
I hate the name of Berlin work, in all its colours bright,  
Of chairs and stools of fancy work I hate the very sight;  
The shawls and slippers that I’ve seen, the ottomans and bags,  
Sooner than wear a stitch on me I’d walk the street in rags.  
 
A wry response, The Ladies’ Exculpation, attempted to redress the balance, by 
listing the many activities undertaken around the house before women sat down 
to their fancywork (Anonymous 1844a, p. 4). It emphasised that the primary 
concern for genteel women was not sitting at leisure in their parlours, but the 
reality that fancywork was taken up after all their other concerns—the 
management of the home and the education of children—were complete: 
This morning, after breakfast, I heard the children spell,  
And I am teaching little Ellen to gather and to fell. 
I paid my washing bill, and then I went to see, 
What remnants in the larder for dinner there might be. 
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I’ve finished Jenny’s pinafore, and fed the green canary,  
I’ve made a duster, and have quill’d a bonnet cap for Mary;  
I’ve taken in your collar, where you said it was too full,  
And after that, I will confess, I sorted out my wool. 
  
As a feminine craft with home-based production, for no economic reward, 
fancywork was demoted to the bottom of the arts hierarchy. A multitude of 
(usually, but not exclusively male) authorities dismissed the production of 
fancywork as trivial and derivative. The very association of embroidery with a 
stereotype of femininity, Rozsika Parker (2010 [1984], p. 5) argues, reduced it to 
pretty work that suggested the taste and status of its maker, but lacking in 
significant context, a devaluing based on its association with the domestic 
sphere (Edwards 2006, p. 13). Annie Baxter Dawbin (1998, p. 409) articulated 
the common derision for fancywork in her diary; she was told by a male friend 
that “it never can come up to painting”. Despite the unappreciated and 
understudied position of women’s craft work, modern revisionism acknowledges 
its social and historical significance. It is precisely because of the informal 
production of domestic needlework that it is essential in examinations of 
everyday life (Attfield 2000, pp. 72-3). Employing feminist-inspired cultural 
analysis shows that through the very process of making and manipulating 
objects, women engaged in meaningful acts of identity performance together 
with the processes of constructing, circulating, and maintaining knowledge 
(Tobin & Goggin 2009, pp. 3-4). 
 
Fancywork rose above the widespread criticism when mobilised for the charity 
bazaar, one of the most successful fundraising activities developed by women 
for church, public or charity institutions (Morgan 2007, p. 78; White, EA 2001). 
Fancywork for the bazaar contained noble, selfless, pious connotations 
(Ledbetter 2012, p. 9; McDonald 1988, p. 33; Parker, R 2010 [1984], p. 162). It 
deflected notions of idleness and as ‘charitable work’ was demonstrable proof of 
morality and benevolence. Thus Annette Shiell’s (2009, pp. 213, 35) work on 
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charity bazaars in nineteenth-century Australia argues for a co-dependence 
between fancywork and bazaars.  
 
Producing fancywork for charity bazaars was the work of genteel women who 
could meet the economic pressures to purchase materials and the time 
pressures for creation. Endless ideas could be found in needlework manuals, 
such as Mrs Warren and Mrs Pullan’s (1855, p. iv) Treasures in Needlework, 
intended to “aid in the production of ornamental and useful articles that add 
elegance to the boudoir, and yield a profit to the fancy fair”. For a month in 
1855, Emily Childers (18 October 1855, 7 November 1855, 10 November 1855, 
12 November 1855, 13 November 1855, 14 November 1855, 15 November 1855, 
17 November 1855) devoted her time to “begging contributions” from genteel 
friends and acquaintances for a bazaar in aid of the Melbourne Hospital, and 
making her own contribution, a Berlin woolwork cushion. Opened by Lady 
Hotham, the Governor’s wife, to “great crowds of people”, Emily estimated that 
£60 was made in the first day alone (Childers, 20 November 1855), and while pin 
cushions were sold for five times their value, as the Argus (1855a, p. 5) declared, 
“every shilling… goes to the relief of the lame… [and] to the lessening of human 
suffering”. It was in this context that fancywork transcended its parallel status as 
worthless. In the bazaar, its symbolic currency generated economic value that 
could be directed into charity. 
 
Richard Skilbeck (1967, pp. 160-1) articulated his strong views on fancywork to 
his cousin in 1859, suggesting that the health of women in Australia was better 
than that of English women due to the climate, the “exhilarating exercise” they 
participated in on a farm, and the limited time they devoted to fancywork. Yet, 
Skilbeck did not completely dismiss it. Active in the church, he understood the 
role fancywork played in fundraising activities. In 1861 he attended a bazaar 
held to raise funds for the local chapel, complimenting the standard: “it was well 
got up and tastefully arranged, the goodly array of fancy and useful articles did 
the ladies great credit and manifested a degree of assiduity, benevolence and 
self-denying effort highly praiseworthy”. Skilbeck’s polite or strategic admiration 
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of the work done by women for the bazaar included their prolific output, and he 
added, “I spent about £4 to relieve them of some of their super-abundant stock” 
(Skilbeck 1967, p. 189). His comments indicate conventional middle-class 
masculine recognition of women’s ‘work’ based on commendable 
characteristics. For men, purchases at charity bazaars amounted to donations to 
a worthy cause. 
 
The noble work of women, and the generous spending of men, was essential to 
the display of status. The purchase of “deliberately useless” articles was 
intended to evidence society’s gentility and philanthropic obligations (Broadbent 
1988, p. 30). But this could also be an obvious show. The high price placed on 
goods to benefit a chosen charity allowed for conspicuous displays of wealth 
amongst the newly wealthy. Elizabeth Ramsay-Laye (1861, p. 165) noted at a 
bazaar held at Melbourne’s Botanic Gardens that “Diggers, in the pride of new-
found treasure, seemed bent on astonishing the fair ladies who presided at the 
stalls with the recklessness of their purchases, always choosing the most 
expensive and useless articles they could see”. For these diggers and their 
evident lack of subtlety, theirs was a simple show of wealth rather than fulfilling 
any charitable responsibilities, and yet buying did them undeniable honour.  
 
Comfort for the Home and Husband 
Fancywork was elevated in status through the sense of giving to others. Beyond 
work for the charity bazaar, this was evident in fancywork produced for the 
home, family, or friends, aligning it with the notion of creating comfort for loved 
ones; bringing “daily blessings to every home… [where] each stitch is one for 
comfort to some person or other” (Warren & Pullan 1855, p. xi). The objects of 
comfort created through women’s labour were commonly given as gifts in the 
nineteenth century, constructing them as social exchanges that strengthened 
bonds between families and individuals (Osaki 1988, p. 227; Shiell 2009, pp. 230-
1), forming part of the reciprocal obligations and social attachments created by 
gift-giving which has existed for millennia through societies around the world 
(Gosden & Marshall 1999, p. 173).  
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Gift-giving could be a means of maintaining relationships over great distances, 
expressing the intimate link between giver and receiver. Lizzie Hardy sent a pair 
of embroidered slippers from her home in England to Melbourne, for her 
brother’s marriage. Wilson Hardy (25 April 1861) loyally informed her that he 
“half fanc[ied] myself a Persian prince in them”. Slippers were especially popular 
gifts and many survive in museum collections, some because they were never 
finished, while on others the canvas was worked but the sole never attached. 
This may offer some indication of their real level of use, existing more as public 
tokens, cementing connections, kinships, friendships and social relations, than 
for practical purposes. Needle-worked gifts could further generate social 
obligations. Annie Baxter Dawbin (1998, p. 414) presented a pair of slippers to 
her friend, Mr Waldick, and reported that “he says he shall keep them for state 
functions only”. These were not the only pair that Annie worked, and her journal 
indicates that she produced at least another four pairs within a five year period 
(Dawbin 1998, pp. 173, 387, 480, 514). As her income dipped, the slippers Annie 
worked as gifts can be considered strategic attempts to maintain social 
relationships. This highlights the fact that such gifts, representing substantial 
amounts of a woman’s time, were a commodity not exchanged for money but 
for a relationship that had a greater social value. 
 
Material goods of this kind also assisted in constructions of settled domestic 
life—of comfort in the home—where the outside landscape was rapidly 
changing. Goldfields towns developed quickly during the 1850s and 1860s, and 
performances of genteel femininity were important tools for social positioning 
within new communities. Within a month of the discovery of rich deposits of 
alluvial gold in Castlemaine in July 1851, 8,000 diggers had flocked to the site. By 
the end of that year, close to 25,000 were working the diggings. One 
contemporary observer, Elisabeth Ramsay-Laye (1861, p. 18), described the all-
consuming attitude during her residence there in 1852 and 1853: “Money 
absorbs every thought, every heart, in this strange camp”. Hungarian-born 
Ernest Leviny, a silversmith and jeweller, was one of the tens of thousands who 
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travelled to the area in the years following the discovery. Leviny realised that 
reliable money was to be made not in digging for gold but in providing services 
to the mining community. He opened a jewellery and watch making business, 
purchased gold and property, and acquired interests in local mines (Zilles 2010, 
pp. 10-5).  
 
By 1863, Leviny was unarguably a gentleman, having sold his business to live off 
the income generated by his investments. He lived in a settlement that had 
become, as digger James Muir (1852-1856) described it, “swollen into a town 
that would pass as second rate in England—containing some 4 churches, 22 
hotels, and all other [needful] things”. Muir recalled, amongst the changes since 
he first arrived in Castlemaine 1852, that “Women, instead of being looked upon 
as curiosity were allowed to pass without more than ordinary notice”. To 
emphasise the difference from those early days, Muir explained “I have known 
men to run a mile to see the flutter of a petticoat”.  
 
In 1864 Ernest Leviny married Bertha Hudson, who had arrived in Australia as a 
six year old in 1850. Her family spent two years in Melbourne before moving to 
Tasmania where they had relations, and it was there that Bertha was educated 
in French, drawing and the piano (Zilles 2010, pp. 16-7), key genteel 
accomplishments. Bertha’s education must also have focused on skill with a 
needle. An embroidered firescreen (c.1860s) displayed in the drawing room of 
the Leviny family home, Buda, is likely to have been made by her (Figure 22). 
Using the popular medium of Berlin woolwork, the firescreen is stitched with 
coloured wools in a floral arrangement, with glass beads for highlights.  
 
Bertha’s fancywork signalled the family’s financial position, where removed from 
the paid workforce she engaged with prevailing notions of femininity and 
domesticity. From their comfortable home, Bertha’s management of the 
household and servants, and the care of her ten children, established her as 
capable domestic manager; her symbolic work reinforced their genteel status. 
Bertha’s actions as wife, mother, domestic manager and needleworker helped 
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Figure 22  
Unknown Maker [possibly Bertha Leviny] 
Berlin Woolwork Firescreen c.1860s 
Canvas, wool, glass 
45 x 44 cm 
Collection: Buda Historic Home and Garden, 2109 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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deliver Leviny’s claim to gentility. It was through her contribution that Leviny 
established himself socially—while he was already acceptably wealthy, Bertha 
assured his status as a gentleman, integrating the family into Castlemaine’s 
“home grown elite” (Theobald 2010, pp. 140-1). Buda thus expressed many of 
the expectations of the home as the centre of genteel living, and of separate 
spheres. In this, the Levinys (Dublin & Melbourne Portrait Rooms 1870) (Figure 
23) were among a minority of families for whom maintaining the genteel ideal of 
the public and private divide was possible in Castlemaine (Holst 2008, p. 108), 
and as such they today provide a substantial case study in genteel living during 
the gold rush, thanks to the intactness of their home and its contents.  
 
Few were as privileged with this standard of living particularly in the first years 
of Victoria’s gold rush, and within the degrees of genteel experience it is evident 
that fancywork remained significant in the performance of identity. Two 
smoking caps (c.1860s-a, c.1860s-b) belonging to Jacob Weickhardt and worn in 
the goldfields town of Clunes, are typical of the informal headwear worn by men 
within their homes (Figure 24). The hand stitched blue velvet cap has wattle 
embroidered in chenille thread, emulating the soft, downy appearance of the 
flower—one of the few uses of distinctly Australian motifs from this time. The 
second has a black ground stitched with sprigs of delicate blue and white 
flowers, forget-me-nots. Smoking caps were supposed to prevent the smell of 
tobacco smoke being absorbed by the hair, indicating a degree of personal care 
and hygiene promoted by the middle class. According to Barbara Morris (1962, 
p. 7), they were so popular that every British middle-class husband sported a 
smart smoking cap that had been embroidered for him by a devoted wife, and it 
is reasonable to assume that Jacob’s wife, or another close female family 
member, stitched the smoking caps for him.  
 
Emigrating from Germany, brothers Jacob and Johan Weickhardt opened a 
bakery in Clunes, providing for the thriving town (Unknown Photographer 
c.1854-62) (Figure 25). Jacob’s wife, Scottish-born Margaret Patience, arrived in 
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Figure 23 
Dublin & Melbourne Portrait Rooms  
Ernest Leviny and wife Bertha (nee Hudson) 1870  
Photograph; albumen carte-de- visite  
11 x 7 cm 
Collection: Buda Historic Home and Garden, RNP 55 
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Figure 24  
Unknown Maker [possibly Margaret Weickhardt] 
Smoking Caps c.1860s 
Velvet, cotton, wool 
8 x 18 x 18 cm 
Collection: Maryborough Midlands Historical Society, 464 & 2807 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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Figure 25 
Unknown Photographer 
Panoramic View of the Township of Clunes c.1854-62 
Photograph; albumen silver 
19 x 25 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H2009.84/37 
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Australia as a young girl in 1852 with her family as assisted passengers (Public 
Records Office of Victoria 1839-1871, Book 8, p. 179), part of the early wave of 
gold-rush migrants to Victoria. In 1864, two years before her marriage to Jacob, 
Margaret’s father was granted a publican’s licence for the Caledonian Hotel in 
Clunes (Ballarat Star 1867a, p. 2; Star 1864a, p. 2). Hotel-keeping was a 
prominent occupation and publicans often played a key role in the growth of 
towns through their contributions to civic life (Wright 2001, p. 68). Thus, the 
smoking caps indicate a shift from what may have been the pressures of 
establishing a home and business for both the Weickhardt and Patience families 
on the diggings to a more settled and stable life. They suggest the time Margaret 
could devote to making comfortable her home, and following marriage, her 
husband. Material goods like smoking caps suggest the modest successes 
possible during the gold rush—not the sudden, spectacular wealth that many 
migrants dreamed of, but the steady income of business that enabled a 
comfortable home. Not superfluous to life on the goldfields, handmade smoking 
caps demonstrated leisure, both of the wife who worked the velvet surface with 
oriental patterns or floral motifs, and her husband’s time to relax within the 
home. 
 
There were implications for maintaining genteel feminine behaviours on the 
goldfields, especially where domesticity was tested. The home, a potent symbol 
for genteel families, presented visible status to the outside world (Russell, P 
1993, p. 30). On the diggings though, home could be very differently realised as 
suggested in Richard Daintree’s (c.1858) photograph of Argus Flat: canvas tents, 
slab and bark huts, timber or stone cottages and established houses were 
influenced not only by financial resources but also by location (Figure 26). 
Where life could be unsettled and uncomfortable, the home and resulting issues 
of safety, stability and quality became primary concerns for women in goldfields 
locales (Holst 2008, p. 107). 
 
Tents occupied by single men or teams in the first decade of the gold rush were 
depicted as simple and bare (Green, John 1853; Kelly, W 1977 [1859], p. 186; 
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Figure 26  
Richard Daintree & George Alexander Gilbert 
[Argus Flat, Forest Creek (Chewton), Looking Towards the South-East, the Mount Alexander 
Hotel on far right] c.1858 
Photograph; albumen silver, hand coloured 
19.3 x 24.3 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H7666 
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Lyall c.1854a, c.1854b) (Figure 27). Men employed a number of rudimentary 
material techniques to improve conditions and basic levels of comfort to make 
their tents warm and water-tight (Maslen & Maslen, 28 July 1852; Muir, 20 April 
1854, 22 April 1854) but the largest barrier to comfort and decency, according to 
these men, was the lack of women’s presence; women introduced comfort. 
James Petford (24 January 1861) wrote from Smythdale, near Ballarat, with 
some despair that “i ham [sic] very tired of liveing [sic] a singele [sic] life i have 
no comfort what ever”. James Armour (1864, p. 23) linked women to possible 
higher standards of tent life, declaring that one man’s tent, maintained by his 
wife near the Avoca diggings, “wore an air of comfort I had long been stranger 
to”. Good women could make a home, even if it was within a tent, through 
feminine behaviours and practices. Feminine markers including “sheets as well 
as blankets on the beds, and perhaps a clean counterpane, with the addition of a 
dry sack or piece of carpet on the ground” were evidence of their influence 
(Clacy 1963 [1853], p. 56). 
 
While it was difficult to have a genteel tent or bark hut it was not impossible, 
and middling women sought to maintain standards through certain key objects. 
Elizabeth Ramsay-Laye’s experience of two years of tent life in Castlemaine was 
privileged and she made a home, with the assistance of a servant, in which she 
could perform her genteel values. Elizabeth’s descriptions make clear that even 
on the Castlemaine diggings she associated with her social peers, leading 
Margaret Anderson (2001, p. 229) to recognise “Within the democracy of 
‘diggerdom’, the lady and gentleman still set themselves apart… In material 
terms, such distinctions meant a great deal, even if everyone was living in tents”. 
Thus Elizabeth Ramsay-Laye’s (1861, pp. 18-9) description of one tent in which 
she was a guest: it contained not only sofas, armchairs and small tables on which 
ornaments, books and drawings were displayed, but even a grand piano, 
indicating that material goods could be as powerful expressions of social 
distinction on the diggings as they were in established homes far away.  
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Figure 27 
Charles Lyall 
[Two Diggers Resting in their Tent] c.1854 
Drawing; pen and ink on paper 
17.5 x 26.3 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H87.63/2/4B 
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More modest tent homes were also constructed by genteel women. Upon 
Maggie Hoey’s (30 March 1856) move to the Bendigo goldfields, she described 
her tent as “just as comfortable as cottages in the country… I had no idea that 
tents could be so snug until now, our floor is carpeted, a nice comfortable 
fireplace… Tables, chairs, everything like a house”. Her sister Jane Brown 
attempted to improve the “half tent-half house” of James Hoey at the Bendigo 
diggings prior to her wedding, with her addition of fabrics used to soften the 
furnishings and interior (Hamilton, 16 June 1860). These examples indicate how 
a capable woman’s impact on a tent could, via genteel material practices, shift 
its occupants to higher living standards: a move from the minimum of shelter 
and furnishings to comfortable, respectable, and even genteel domestic 
environment, thanks to her possessing the cultural competence of gentility. 
 
The transient nature of many goldfield homes was reflected in their construction 
and decoration, so that Emily Skinner (1995, p. 104) found her house in Buckland 
“comfortable and a great improvement on the old tent or bark hut”, both of 
which she was accustomed to as she and her husband moved around the central 
Victorian diggings. Where mobility was necessary, Susan Lawrence (2000, p. 
142) suggests revised notions of respectable homes emerged. In these 
communities barer homes with few luxuries prevailed, and the placement, or 
making, of items by women generated a degree of domestic improvement: fancy 
tablewares, pictures on the wall, and small decorative touches such as 
needlework improved living standards. Material culture was mobilised to make 
distinctions even in unpromising circumstances, and in this environment, 
Lawrence (2000, p. 129) observes “the discreet addition of a few carefully 
selected goods enabled the bare minimum to be subtly reworked into 
something more respectable”. Likewise, Daniel Miller’s (2008, p. 2) examination 
of objects within the home engages with the idea that objects can ‘speak’. Each 
object in a room, he suggests, is chosen and displayed in a deliberate manner, 
expressing something of the owner or household. Goods conveyed layers of 
meaning about the occupants’ identity, powerful in marginal locations where 
the challenge was to present the reference points of gentility in a tent or hut.  
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In this light, a quilt (1843) carried by Martha Tipping from Ireland around the 
Victorian goldfields between the mid-1850s and the early-1870s is meaningful in 
the context of migration, transient homes and the challenges of location (Figure 
28). Made in Athlone when she was around 21, Martha appliqued a floral and 
bird pattern incorporating a range of print fabrics, likely to be from her father’s 
drapery business, on an off-white ground. She also embroidered her name, date 
and home town onto the quilt (Museum Victoria n.d.-a, n.d.-c). In 1846, Martha 
Bergin married Andrew Tipping, and the couple migrated as assisted passengers 
to Australia five years later, travelling as one of twelve married couples with 
more than 150 single young women to Tasmania as part of the Tasmanian 
Female Emigration Scheme (Colonial Times 1851a, p. 4; 1851b, p. 4). After 
landing in Hobart, the Tippings moved to Melbourne, then the Victorian 
goldfields in 1856.  
 
Martha and other immigrants risked much in relocating to an uncertain home in 
a strange land, and expressions of domesticity were critical; a fact recognised in 
packing the quilt in addition to the recommended quantities of clothing, 
domestic linen and other goods for the three month voyage to Australia. Given 
its size, the decision to bring it to Australia, and then to move it from one 
location to the next was not lightly made. Such objects could mediate between 
the loss of a migrant’s former home and their new homeland, expressing a 
continuing attachment to the past as they negotiated with their present 
(Lawrence, D 2012, p. 8). It had the potential to keep up a certain standard of 
living, and to reflect a sense of self, for the objects that migrants carried with 
them to form part of their new homes held old values. 
 
The Tippings achieved a degree of success on the goldfields and purchased 
nineteen acres of land outside Bealiba, in central Victoria, living in a four roomed 
weatherboard house. Prudent diggers funnelled their earnings from gold into 
property, illustrated in S.T. Gill’s Provident Diggers in Melbourne (1869d) (Figure 
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Figure 28  
Martha Bergin 
Applique Quilt [detail] 1843 
Cotton  
264 x 243 cm 
Collection: Museum Victoria, HT 12340 
Photo: Rodney Start 
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29), for land was the most desirable means of independence for those with 
some capital. One nineteenth-century manual recommended, next to gold 
seeking, agricultural pursuits such as farm ownership should be the aim of “small 
capitalists”; it “may not, at first sight, appear to promise a fortune, but it will, in 
reality, lay the foundation of one” (Earp 1853, p. 8). Property may very well be 
what motivated Andrew and Martha Tipping in their relocation to Australia; with 
Andrew’s forebears once land owners in Ireland (Tipping 1991, p. 15), to again 
possess it must have been a highly motivating prospect. Owning property, and a 
home that contained objects of comfortable domesticity, was a tangible marker 
of prosperity and evidence of respectable living, hinting at the Tippings’ 
aspiration for a middling lifestyle; an ambition within reach of gold-rush 
migrants possessing financial independence in combination with genteel values 
and behaviours. 
 
Maintaining Gentility  
For those women who experienced the privation of colonial living, the 
uncertainty of life in a new homeland, or shifts in income, maintaining their class 
and gender identity through needlework was a strategy intended to maintain 
standards. Jane Brown arrived in Melbourne in 1859 to nurse her seriously ill 
sister Maggie, intending to stay only temporarily. She was 32 years old, 
educated, and as an unmarried woman whose father was deceased, Jane had 
supported herself in running a private school and as a governess. When Maggie 
died later that year, Jane married Andrew Hamilton, a Melbourne merchant, and 
spent ten years in Bendigo and the neighbouring towns of Eaglehawk and 
California Gulley as he tried his luck in the search for gold.  
 
It would appear though that Andrew’s luck had run out. He was plagued by ill 
health and his unsuccessful ventures in mining led to the sale of their home and 
the move to a small cottage, where Jane made do without a servant. Jane 
acknowledged the precarious state of their finances in a letter to her family in 
Scotland, writing that Andrew and his brother in law James Hoey “have got 
nothing, not a sight of the precious metal”. But even in these circumstances Jane 
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Figure 29  
S.T. Gill 
Provident Diggers in Melbourne 1869 
Painting; watercolour  
26.8 x 19.5 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H86.7/35 
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found time to, as she phrased it, “indulg[e] in a little fancy-work”. Her work on a 
pair of slippers came at the expense of “always plenty [of] stitching to do” 
(Hamilton, 24 June 1865). Jane contrasted the usually-unspoken plain sewing for 
a family, caring for Maggie’s children together with her own, with the prettier 
coloured wools in the production of a small luxury. She called it ‘indulgence’, 
and it may be understood as beneficial to her own self and her peers—that 
despite a reduction in her circumstances and her husband’s continual failure on 
the goldfields, she retained the culture necessary to identify with gentility. It was 
an idealised performance of self through which Jane produced an attractive non-
essential item, while concealing the long hours she spent labouring over more 
necessary sewing (Goffman 1990 [1959], p. 52). 
 
Jane Hamilton was not creating a genteel identity, but attempting to maintain 
one. Her strategic management of identity through her fancywork throws into 
relief the challenges she faced on the diggings. Two years later the Hamiltons’ 
financial situation forced Jane to defy the genteel ideal of remaining out of the 
workforce, to reinstate her teaching career. Her sister-in-law, Kate Brown (25 
June 1867), wrote from Scotland of her “sorrow, that you and your husband 
should experience hard times, & necessitate exertion beyond your household 
duties”. She reflected though that “on consideration both James & I thought 
such occupation was far more congenial to you & even less toilsome than those 
said household duties as you described them a while ago”. ‘Indulging’ in 
fancywork then can be seen as a means of disrupting the possibilities of a 
shifting identity, of one moving down. 
 
Struggles for identity were not confined to the unpredictable life on the 
goldfields, but experienced by women around the colony. Annie Baxter arrived 
in Australia in 1834 with her husband, Lieutenant Andrew Baxter. She returned 
to England in 1851 after the breakdown of the marriage, but six years later 
sailed back to Melbourne to wind up the affairs of Lieutenant Baxter, who had 
committed suicide. On the voyage she met Robert Dawbin and they married 
shortly after their arrival in Melbourne, with Annie contributing a considerable 
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sum to Dawbin’s choice of property in Victoria’s rich grazing district in the west 
of the colony (Frost, Lucy 1992, p. 209). From her stone cottage in 1858, Annie 
wrote in her diary of the range of everyday sewing she needed to undertake and 
the difficulties in obtaining a servant. She worked on heavy needlework for 
household linen, and on underclothes for herself and her husband. She was also 
busy with an embroidered sofa cushion (Dawbin 1998, pp. 16, 25, 9). Annie 
continued to work on decorative projects even after her husband was declared 
insolvent in 1861, forcing them off their property (Argus 1861b, p. 6).  
 
After a move to Melbourne, Annie Baxter Dawbin spent her mornings 
embroidering at her frame, and in this genteel pose was met by visitors (Dawbin 
1998, pp. 296, 510). It was perhaps deliberate: she understood that even in 
reduced circumstances, the performance of middle-class femininity was 
necessary to maintain her gentility. It was an assertion in defiance of the fortune 
she had lost, bolstered by genteel behaviour that she retained. The home was a 
“sensitive barometer of status” and middle-class British women drew on their 
domestic frames to reinforce public and self-perception of social position, even, 
or especially, for those in reduced circumstances—where they were acutely 
aware of providing evidence of gentility, even if only a glimpse (Cohen 2006, p. 
116). This understanding resonates with Annie’s situation. The practice and 
products of her fancywork reflect her performances of, and identification with, 
the ideals of gentility. An audience was vital to Annie’s fancywork and her 
effective display of identity. Within the constraints of her gender, in the private 
sphere of her home, she employed material strategies that were indicative of 
genteel femininity.  
 
Goffman (1990 [1959], pp. 45-6) asserts that the performance of self becomes 
idealised in contexts of stratified societies. Here, social mobility and the 
possibilities for upward movement “involves the presentation of proper 
performances and… efforts to move upward and efforts to keep from moving 
downward are expressed in terms of sacrifices made for the maintenance of 
front”. He argues that once the correct performances are acquired and actors 
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become fluent with them, they can be used to enhance daily performances with 
accepted and recognised social style. Annie Baxter Dawbin’s behaviour does this, 
while her situation brings into focus the shifting nature of gentility in colonial 
Australia. The fluctuations in Annie’s wealth did little to dampen her 
identification with a culture of gentility. Her influential friends in the colony 
remained supportive of her in reduced circumstances, while she resisted the 
challenges of upward mobility from those with new money. Fancywork was 
integral genteel behaviour and a clear expression of status. This in turn, meant 
that it was vital behaviour for women on the edge: for those in the liminal space 
negotiating the boundaries of genteel living.  
 
Conclusion 
Women’s fancywork was deeply important to constructions of femininity and 
genteel culture, and was an especially visible performance of identity in gold-
rush Victoria. Genteel femininity could be projected or articulated through 
decorative needlework: the corporeal poses and gestures of needlework, its 
geography of home which emphasised domesticity, and its performance of 
devotion to husband and family were imperative in justifying fancywork as 
valuable in the face of growing criticism. In Victoria, such performances of 
genteel femininity were often negotiated against colonial challenges, and the 
deliberate placement and display of fancy-worked objects in the public areas of 
the home, whether they be on a parlour mantelpiece or armchair, or worn by a 
woman’s husband, strengthened constructions of the genteel home and family, 
while the knowledge and resources necessary to perform these acts implied a 
value beyond simple decoration.  
 
The transient nature of living on the diggings, requiring portable goods and few 
belongings, characterised much of the early days of the gold rush. In making a 
home in remote or challenging locations in Victoria, smaller or fewer examples 
of fancywork could act as key indicators of genteel capacity or aspiration. At the 
same time, when uncertain incomes generated financial strain, the practice of 
decorative needlework provided a visual strategy to assert status. Fancywork 
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was therefore a material practice that could measure aspiration for women 
negotiating upwards social mobility or reduced circumstances as they tested the 
edges of the genteel experience. 
 
This chapter examines the impact of various shifts: geographical location, access 
to income, and social fluidity. But it also acknowledges that despite severe 
dislocations, fancywork retained the essence of feminine ideals and values. Most 
of the women who practiced fancywork in their new homes did so alongside 
plain sewing, and this will next be examined alongside a shift in women’s work. 
The challenges of life in the colony made many rethink their domestic roles, 
taking on increasing chores as demanded by new homes, and Chapter Five turns 
to the vast amount of practical sewing required to satisfactorily furnish the 
house and family, and the very different inflections of plain sewing on identity.  
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5. Industrious Women: Duty, Virtue and Plain Sewing  
 
When Jane Hamilton (23 February 1862) wrote to her mother about a friend 
“brought up in the lap of luxury and idleness”, she referenced an attribute most 
frequently associated with women, that received resounding condemnation in 
the nineteenth century—idleness. Jane went on to voice her admiration for Mrs 
Thomson, her neighbour in the seaside village of Brighton, eight miles south-east 
of Melbourne. With her husband facing financial difficulties in the colony, Mrs 
Thomson was prepared, or perhaps forced, to rethink her attitudes towards 
domestic labour. Jane wrote with approval:  
She has only one servant and four children, one a baby—but she bakes, cooks, 
washes and irons and [is] always ready for her many visitors. Only think it was 
first in this land she learned to do anything useful at all—could not even do 
plain sewing when she came. (Hamilton, 23 February 1862) 
Mrs Thomson was perhaps being disingenuous if she let her friend think her 
untrained in plain sewing, and Jane was possibly being kind in repeating the 
claim. For plain sewing was fundamental female labour, and although promoted 
as working-class employment it was in fact work that almost all women did in 
one form or another. As labour though, plain sewing was a problematic practice 
for genteel women. According to middle-class expectations men supported the 
family, removing their wives’ need to contribute real work. Plain sewing 
challenged this definition of leisure for genteel women.  
 
This chapter explores what plain sewing meant to women for whom it was not 
an economic necessity for survival. It relativises everyday sewing in gold-rush 
Victoria, demonstrating how the colony was at the front of the ethic to 
encourage active, useful female lives, building on British concerns of misspent 
leisure. Advice literature and contemporary observers alike warned that women 
who were too fine may not be fit for life in the colony (Capper 1852, p. 18; Clacy 
1963 [1853], p. 151; Earp 1853, p. 11; Fortune 1989, p. 111; Green, John 1853), 
suggesting revised notions of what constituted genteel behaviour in Victoria: of 
the industry, diligence and duty accepted by Mrs Thomson and women like her 
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as they attempted to remake their homes and lives in vastly different 
circumstances, where polite society was limited and servants were scarce. 
Stressing the moral imperative of active labour to look after the family, genteel 
behaviour in Australia came to acknowledge cooking, cleaning, or other work 
beyond what was conventionally accepted as genteel in situations where there 
were few other options. 
 
To explore this reworking I address how women responded to colonial 
challenges, and the ways in which their daily sewing enabled them to assert, 
stabilise or reinvent identity. I examine the value judgements linking plain 
sewing and genteel women, and the moralising frame whereby plain sewing was 
characterised as a virtuous activity, understood in terms of providing for the 
family and the poor, and as a mirror to women’s industry. This chapter also 
investigates the contradictions that were inherent in the practice of plain 
sewing. Through more conventional understandings of work as arduous, manual 
and repetitive, plain sewing was morally sanctioned but concealed in practice. 
The previous chapter argued that the public visibility of decorative sewing was 
important to constructions and expressions of genteel and feminine identity. 
This chapter suggests that plain sewing, despite its hidden practice and 
concealed products, simultaneously possessed considerable value in the colony 
by contributing to respectable, and in certain cases genteel, female identity in 
nineteenth-century Victoria.  
 
I frame this chapter around Erving Goffman’s (1990 [1959], pp. 50-2) contention 
that idealised performances of self can conceal a reality inconsistent with the 
appearance generated, with certain behaviours underplayed and others 
emphasised. I additionally draw on Kevin Hetherington’s (1998, pp. 105-7) work 
on place and identity, and consider how the construction of particular identities 
can be location specific by aligning colonial femininity with the terms ‘useful’ 
and ‘industrious’—encouragement for genteel women to be active in the labour 
of making a home in Victoria. 
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Defining Plain Sewing 
Plain sewing encompassed the many necessary forms of household needlework 
for women in the nineteenth century. It included making simple clothing, 
nightwear and underwear for the family; household items such as sheets, towels 
and cloths; furnishings like curtains; in addition to mending, darning, hemming 
and altering existing textiles (Isaacs 1987, p. 114; Ledbetter 2012, p. 3). Recent 
literature tends to position plain sewing in opposition to fancywork (Bercaw 
1991, p. 233; Isaacs 1987, p. 114; Lieb 1986, p. 32); however this has been called 
into question given that the line between the two forms was not always clear 
(Gordon, B 1988, p. 48; Shiell 2009, pp. 215-6), for instance where some plain 
sewing had decorative embellishments. Plain sewing was essential during the 
mid-nineteenth century when the majority of household goods were hand sewn. 
It required knowledge of simple stitches and techniques: running and back 
stitch, various hemming stitches, gathering and buttonholes. As such, it was the 
indispensable foundation upon which all other needlework could be built (de 
Dillmont 1886, p. 1), or as one manual declared of plain needlework: “It is 
impossible to do without it. It is essential, as well in the household of the great 
as in that of the lowly” (Lady 1861, p. 4).  
 
Plain sewing was manual labour; it could be an onerous and time-consuming 
task and hence often fell to needlewomen who practiced sewing as a trade, and 
to domestic servants for whom needlework was an aspect of their role (Beeton 
1861, paragraph 2325, 2356, 2397, 2432; Isaacs 1987, p. 114; Toy 1988b, p. 16). 
Additional assistance with a household’s sewing could come from plain 
needlewomen employed in-house for short periods or who took work home 
(Childers, 30 March 1852; Hamilton, 25 November 1864). Single respectable 
women were offered subsidised board to reside in middling homes, in exchange 
for their daily assistance with the household’s needlework (Argus 1853a, p. 8; 
1855e, p. 1). Wealthy Melbourne families, including the à Becketts and the 
Armytages, employed a resident needlewoman whose sole responsibility was to 
the household’s sewing (Chomley 1920, p. 26; Selzer 2003, p. 124).  
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It therefore follows that plain sewing was indicative of class. Observations of 
plain sewing practiced by the “busy working woman, whether ‘in service’, a 
housewife with little help, or a farmers’ wife” (Isaacs 1987, p. 13) acknowledge 
the contrast between the utilitarian work that was “on the whole left to working 
and lower middle class women” (Marendy 2000, p. 149) and the decorative 
needlework of those of higher status. While these distinctions cannot be 
ignored, they fail to take into account the situation experienced by many in the 
servant-scarce colony, where needlewomen were not always available to relieve 
their betters of plain sewing. It additionally avoids the link between genteel 
women, plain sewing and constructions of exemplary moral behaviour, and the 
powerful implications that plain sewing could have when considered acts of 
benevolence.  
 
Both of these will be investigated further in this chapter as I add to the research 
that suggests most women, including genteel women, laboured at plain sewing 
(Downes 2000, p. 21; Russell, P 1994b, p. 99; Toy 1988b, p. 16). This chapter 
establishes how women with the cultural capital of gentility but perhaps without 
the financial capital to realise it, or in combination with external factors 
including isolation, new homes and labour shortages, were forced into a share of 
the household’s everyday sewing. It makes visible the ample plain sewing 
undertaken in gold-rush Victoria by women whose educations and social 
backgrounds cast them as having genteel consciousnesses. 
 
Work for all Women 
Three examples taken over the space of a decade and spanning the mid-
nineteenth century reveal the connections between plain sewing and genteel 
labour. Despite the retinue of household staff at her uncle Major Archibald 
Innes’s home at Bathurst in 1844, Annabella Innes complained of mending in her 
journal as “oh! hateful task” (Boswell 1965, p. 81). These few words encapsulate 
mending as a chore of which she appears to have had much experience. Six 
years later, Emily Childers arrived in Melbourne with her educated and well 
connected husband Hugh, and the couple were soon immersed in the city’s 
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finest society. She wrote of her search for a plain needlewoman to assist with 
the household’s needlework (Childers, 30 March 1852), however her diary 
makes clear that Emily undertook a degree of plain sewing herself: she sewed 
curtains for her room and mended drapes, stays and her husband’s trousers 
(Childers, 27 April 1852, 2 April 1853, 25 January 1855, 28 February 1856). Other 
genteel women living on a more modest scale, such as Maggie Hoey (17 July 
1855) in her Collingwood home, noted that with the employment of an Irish 
servant, a quiet sensible woman, she “never need do anything”. Maggie 
qualified her statement by adding “I have, however, plenty of sewing just now to 
fill my hand”, and we can be confident that this comprised needlework of a 
practical nature.  
 
These cases confirm that for those fortunate enough to find reliable domestic 
help (let alone those who struggled to find or keep a suitable servant), sewing 
was central to their role in the home, raising the question: with plain sewing 
perceived as working-class labour, what were the motivations for genteel 
women to undertake their own household’s practical needlework? Although 
Maggie Hoey (17 July 1855) passed on what she described as “all the work of the 
house” to her servant, and Annabella Innes and Emily Childers possessed the 
financial resources to employ needlewomen or to allocate the task to their 
domestic servants, some sewing remained their responsibility. There were 
strong moral inferences that favoured productive female work over idleness that 
Maggie, Annabella, Emily, and other genteel women understood.  
 
Prescriptive literature carefully positioned middling women as useful, warning 
against ill-spent leisure by promoting industrious and busy lives. The Ladies’ 
Book of Etiquette, and Manual of Politeness instructed its readers with limited 
finances that undertaking some work, instead of suggesting a loss of social 
standing, actually reinforced it: 
Women in the middle rank are brought up with the idea that if they engage in 
some occupations, they shall lose ‘their position in society’. Suppose it to be 
so; surely it is wiser to quit a position we cannot honestly maintain, than to 
live dependent upon the bounty and caprice of others; better to labor with 
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our hands, than eat the bread of idleness... There cannot be any disgrace in 
learning how to make the bread we eat, to cook our dinners, to mend our 
clothes, or even to clean the house. (Hartley 1860, pp. 298-90) 
Other authors cautioned all genteel women, even those with stable financial 
resources, against avoiding responsibility for work in the home. Sarah Stickney 
Ellis (1839, p. 169) admonished the uncharitable treatment by English families of 
middling rank of their poor relations who came to stay, noting they were called 
upon “whenever they happen to be in arrears with their plain-work… All the 
stockings hoarded up against her coming are brought to her to be darned—all 
the borders to quill—all linen to be mended”. Ellis stressed the feminine humility 
to acknowledge that plain sewing was an essential domestic labour, and that 
‘good’ or ‘true’ women accepted it—even though no one liked it. A morally 
defensible concession to this position concerned the charity of providing 
employment for struggling working women. Some conceded that it was better 
to send out plain sewing than work on it in the home as it gave poor women a 
means to make an income (Beecher 1843, p. 190); that it was “better to pay a 
half-starved needlewoman for work done, than to give her the money in the 
form of alms” (Davies 1866, p. 46).  
 
There were profound rationales for genteel women across the British world to 
contribute to at least some plain sewing. Even where it wasn’t absolutely 
necessary, plain sewing was enjoined as suitable work for all; it was respectable 
and virtuous. It satisfied the ideals of womanhood, accenting characteristics that 
were promoted as feminine while emphasising moral character—devotion to 
home and family, and care for the poor and disadvantaged. In this frame, plain 
sewing constituted a compelling symbol of domestic and public duty.  
 
A New Colonial Femininity 
In gold-rush Victoria these ideologies were underlined in the push for more a 
more active domestic femininity, with commentators and the authors of 
emigrants’ manuals urging an expectation of increased work among those 
contemplating migration to Australia. One stressed, “let them [young women] 
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remember that a life of industry, and not of so-called amusement, is to be their 
lot” (Kingston, WG 1850, p. 221). The preference for capable women in Australia 
was explicit and “stout lasses able and desirous of scouring floors, and doing 
general work” were emphasised as ideal colonists (Geelong Advertiser and 
Intelligencer 1853a, p. 2). It was advice that promoted the benefits of migration 
for “industrious, unpretending girls, whether as wives or servants” noting that 
for them “there is scarcely any limit”; while simultaneously warning “Useless 
fine ladies are completely out of place in Australia” (Earp 1853, p. 11). ‘Fine 
ladies’ were counselled to forego thoughts of migration, for as an Irish labourer’s 
wife explained, “Your fine lady doesn’t do here. She’s of no use. The men won’t 
have her, nor the women either, and so she must work or starve, or do 
something worse” (Sherer 1973 [1853], p. 14), an attitude echoed by John 
Green, the son of an English clergyman. In a letter to his sister from the Bendigo 
diggings, Green (1853) told her: “Above all no young gentleman or young lady 
should come here”; unless they were prepared for labour he wrote, they “had 
better drown themselves”.  
 
But genteel women prepared to overcome some of their reservations about 
domestic labour could find opportunity in their new lives in the colonies. Philips’ 
Emigrants’ Guide to Australia established a reference point for suitable 
candidates for the colonies, drawing on portraits of industrious and adventurous 
women. One, a genteel young woman named Harriet who willingly undertook 
domestic tasks while on the Victorian diggings with her brother, was abundantly 
compensated for her labours:  
Many a ‘nugget’ is thrust on me… in return for cooking a pudding, or darning a 
shirt; and if all cooks and seamstresses in the world were as splendidly paid as 
I am, the ‘Song of the Shirt’ would never have been written. (Capper 1852, pp. 
172-3)  
While Harriet’s story is certainly part of an exaggerated goldfields narrative, this 
vignette relocates the advantages of work with the prospect of reward, where 
genteel women prepared to lose some of their misgivings about domestic labour 
as they adapted to colonial conditions, received the approval of their peers. 
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Elizabeth Ramsay-Laye’s (1861, p. 12) description of the steps a friend “well born 
and accustomed to every luxury which a high position in an English county ever 
commands” embarked on to prepare herself for her new life in Victoria 
emphasised her approbation: “She… was not idle—the housekeeper’s room, the 
dairy, and the laundry were visited daily; and she soon made herself mistress of 
their mysteries; nor was dressmaking forgotten”. Elizabeth delighted in the 
success of her friend on encountering her in country Victoria, promoting her as 
an example “of what can be done by young people of active energetic habits”.  
 
The tolerance for a new colonial domestic-work role was particularly easy for 
moralists and emigration propagandists to endorse; cultured idleness was a 
virtue only when linked to readily available domestic assistance in Britain. A 
psychological shift had to occur when domestic help was limited, and in these 
circumstances genteel women in emigrant communities could rise above the 
fear that menial work would bring loss of caste, as it would have done in Britain 
(Hammerton 1979, pp. 114-5). The acute scarcity of servants was a fact 
frequently commented on by genteel observers. It was notoriously difficult to 
find, or keep, a good or even suitable servant, and those who offered 
themselves were criticised for their distinctly colonial attitudes (Clacy 1963 
[1853], p. 151; Fortune 1989, p. 160; Kelly, W 1977 [1859], p. 77; Meredith 1865, 
pp. 105-7; Selby, 15 December 1848, 1 November 1850; Sherer 1973 [1853], p. 
10; Twopeny 1973 [1883], p. 55).  
 
The need for genteel work in the colony transformed ideals of femininity, and 
Bernice McPherson (1994, pp. 12-3) observes in the final quarter of the 
nineteenth century that “In the face of necessity, models of feminine behaviour 
changed... It became acceptable, indeed desirable, for middle-class women to 
take on all sorts of jobs deemed unsuitable in England”. It is an idea that 
extended to encompass a new appreciation of health, vigour and adaptability as 
part of ideal femininity (Bowes 2011, p. 27). However this pattern can be traced 
decades earlier, when female industry was essential in gold-rush Victoria. 
Separated from established homes, supportive family and a network of 
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associations, relocated to colonial spaces that could be uncomfortable and 
transient, with great distance between settlements and few well-trained 
servants, some women were obliged to perform most of their own household’s 
work regardless of how menial. Place therefore became an important element in 
the new colonial ideal of womanhood and the creation of colonial identities 
(Hetherington 1998, pp. 105-7). Adapting to colonial challenges was necessary, 
with implications for the deployment of plain sewing. 
 
Making a Home  
Emigrating and establishing new homes invariably increased plain work for 
middling women. Simple sewing to prepare household linen and furnishings—if 
the necessary materials could be obtained—produced the trappings of 
comfortable and neat homes that replicated living conditions they had left. Thus 
through engaging with mundane sewing, women could actively construct a 
genteel environment. While Georgiana McCrae’s husband Andrew devoted his 
time to his legal practice in Melbourne in the early 1840s, she turned to 
producing furnishings for their new home, perhaps recognising that her sewing 
was critical in the absence of alternative female labour. Georgiana made chair 
covers in her first year (McCrae 1966, p. 44). On a bright, warm day in 1842 she 
cut out and made blinds for her home’s front windows (McCrae 1966, p. 77). 
Further isolated following the McCrae family’s move from Melbourne to Arthur’s 
Seat, over 50 miles away, she again worked on chair covers in 1845 for their new 
homestead (McCrae 1966, p. 178). The following decade, Georgiana annotated 
the popular manual The Ladies’ Work-Table Book, published in 1850, and it 
survives with her comments and sketches. Four chapters of the book were 
devoted to plain needlework and doubtless guided her work for the home. 
 
Following the gold rush, new ways of living were imposed and rudimentary 
standards became common for migrants of all social backgrounds. Many 
travelled to Australia with basic household linen recommended by emigrants’ 
guides, which enumerated the most essential items for a new colonial home: 
one advised eight towels and two pairs of sheets (Anonymous c.1849, 
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2057/F8/VIII/44); another sixteen towels, two sheets, a counterpane and a 
blanket (Kingston, WG 1850, p. 221); a third suggested one pair of blankets, one 
coverlet, six pairs of cotton sheets, and two or three table cloths (Capper 1852, 
p. 73). The “superior class of emigrant” with larger luggage allowances could 
bring greater quantities (Capper 1852, p. 74). Many though made do with much 
less in their tent homes on arrival. John Green (1853) described his bed on the 
Bendigo diggings as little more than an old sack made into a stretcher by 
attaching it to poles and posts, and a basic level of bedding consisted of a 
blanket that diggers purchased in Melbourne as part of their swag (Campbell, A 
1853).  
 
This was a crude standard and most longed for the comfort, and perhaps dignity, 
of bed sheets. The value of bed linen was amplified when away from home, 
especially when grappling with makeshift dwellings in harsh locations, 
motivating crime. Not only on the goldfields but everywhere in the colony 
household linen was stolen: servants stole from their employers, residents from 
their lodgings, properties were broken into, it was taken from clotheslines, and 
lifted from outhouses where it was stored prior to laundering  (Argus 1863a, p. 
5; 1868a, p. 6; 1868b, p. 7; Australasian 1870, p. 20; Ballarat Star 1868, p. 2; 
Bendigo Advertiser 1867, p. 2; Geelong Advertiser and Intelligencer 1853b, p. 4; 
1855b, p. 2; Gippsland Guardian 1864a, p. 2; 1864b, p. 2; South Bourke Standard 
1864b, p. 2; 1867, p. 3; Star 1861a, p. 1; Talbot Leader 1866, p. 3; Telegraph 
1868, p. 3).  
 
In stark contrast to the basic standards experienced on the diggings, the 
established home in the mid-nineteenth-century British world contained linen 
for use in the bedroom (bed sheets, pillow cases and towels); on the table (table 
cloths, napkins and tray cloths); in the pantry (knife cloths, china cloths, glass 
cloths); in the kitchen (dresser cloths, pudding cloths, ham and bacon bags, 
towels for polishing glass and china); and for use by domestic servants (aprons, 
house dusters, scouring flannels) (Lady 1987 [1838], pp. 78-80; Leslie 1840, pp. 
240-1). Further enlarging the quantity of textiles in an ideal house were curtains 
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for the windows and beds, carpets, and slip covers for furniture, leading to vast 
amounts of textile goods in genteel homes. Evidence from Australia implies this 
was beyond the scope for many migrants, as the lithograph Christmas on the 
Diggings or the Unwelcome Visitor who Came Uninvited (Paul Jerrard & Son & 
Newbold & Co c.1860s) suggests, with the single textile furnishing visible a pair 
of yellow curtains (Figure 30). However, wealthier Victorian households could 
own considerable supplies of household linen. John Boyd Watson’s humble 
colonial beginnings as a digger in the 1850s had transformed by the 1880s, his 
fortune made through Melbourne real estate (Fahey & Mayne 2010, p. 42). By 
the end of that decade, his five bedrooms were equipped with eight pairs of 
linen and twill sheets and seven single sheets, six pillow cases, seventeen pillow 
slips, four sets of bed hangings and five bed valances, while linen in his dining 
room comprised fifteen table napkins and seven linen table cloths (Hobson 
1889).   
 
Despite the quantities of household linen used in the colony throughout the 
nineteenth century, the search for material culture throws up scarce traces in 
museum collections. Two categories of reason explain this absence: low survival 
due to reuse, and reluctance to collect such mundane objects. Sheets, towels 
and other household linen were subject to daily use, then scrubbed and boiled 
as part of the laundering process. Unlike other forms of textile goods, they did 
not follow the cycle of fashion and so remained in use until worn out. Even then 
they were not disposed of, but cut down and recycled (Elliott, Joseph 1984, p. 
88; Leslie 1840, p. 241). A single item might have multiple uses during its 
lifecycle. Hence household textiles have all but disappeared from the material 
record. Buda, the home of the Leviny family in Castlemaine, is notable in 
preserving a small sheet sized for a cot or pram (Unknown Maker 1875) in its 
collection (Figure 31). The white cotton twill sheet with hand-stitched seams is 
the sole identifiable survivor of the large amount of linen that must have been 
used at Buda by Ernest and Bertha Leviny, their ten children, and their live-in 
maids. That it survives suggests it was never, or rarely, used, confirmed through 
the evidence of little wear. 
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Figure 30 
Paul Jerrard & Son, Newbold & Co 
Christmas on the Diggings or the Unwelcome Visitor who came Uninvited c.1860s 
Sketches of Australian Life and Scenery Complete in 12 Plates 
Lithograph; hand coloured 
27.9 x 38.5 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, NK753/8 
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Figure 31 
Unknown Maker 
Sheet for a Cot or Pram 1875 
Cotton 
65 x 66 cm 
Collection: Buda Historic Home and Garden, 408 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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Such limited museum specimens make the material record unreliable, further 
challenged by few references in primary source documents to women’s plain 
sewing practices. Passing comments by female diarists reveal that while making 
household linen was rarely acknowledged, it is not altogether absent (Cole, 
TAW, 25 March 1867; Currie, 30 January 1875, 10 March 1875; Ramsay, IE, 3 
September 1869), remaining at odds with the suggested quantities for middling 
homes. However, it is clear that women with genteel consciousness recognised 
the improved standards of living resulting from the presence of household linen 
and furnishings. Jane Brown (16 June 1860) described the sewing she felt was 
necessary to prepare her new rooms in a “digger’s house… half tent, half house, 
being wooden with a white calico roof” in Bendigo before her marriage to 
Melbourne merchant Andrew Hamilton in 1860. Instead of papering the rooms, 
she sewed together glazed chintz hangings for the walls. She carpeted the floors, 
dressed the chairs and boxes in new frocks and made linen covers for the tables. 
The effect was “quite impressive”, although time consuming: “All this sewing 
having to pass through my hands—you can well guess that I had not much time 
previously for either play or thought”. Thus she added feminine touches and 
comfort to otherwise basic accommodation, recognising her sewing was a 
mechanism for asserting control of her lived space. 
 
Similarly, Ada Cambridge, the daughter of a Norfolk gentleman farmer, carried 
out a range of sewing tasks for her new home in the town of Wangaratta. 
Arriving in Victoria in 1870 with her husband, Reverend George Cross, Ada 
explained: “I made the drugget and matting floor-coverings, the chintz curtains, 
the dimity bed-furniture—made everything, in fact, that was sewable, for, 
fortunately, I come of a long line of good needle-women”. This was a habit that 
Ada brought with her, and she stressed her aptitude with a needle, claiming “I 
take pride in announcing that I never hired a sewing-woman… or went to such 
lengths of luxury and extravagance as to order carpets or curtains to be made 
for me” (Cambridge 2006 [1903], p. 32). Not all were as skilled or as willing as 
Ada. 
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James Broadbent (1988, pp. 29-30) points out that there was considerable 
demand for needlework to produce home furnishings throughout the 
nineteenth century, due to a lack of professional upholsterers and seamstresses. 
But on the basis of some crudely-sewn examples, he suggests that middle-class 
women took little pride or artistic expression in the production and chose not to 
apply the fine skills they had developed through the practice of fancywork to 
house furnishings. He attributes this to a disinterest in home furnishing work 
compared with more fashionable fancywork, and disdain at the association with 
humble work. Other explanations suggest themselves: the sheer frustration of 
the task, and the lack of the skill and practice to do it well. He also fails to see 
that in sewing pretty, matching textile furnishings—and in making the effort to 
produce such furnishings—women were demonstrating one of the genteel 
ideals of domesticity, of the home as haven.  
 
Where household linens and furnishings were valuable, and difficult or time-
consuming to obtain, mending—perhaps the most mundane of plain sewing 
tasks—possessed clear worth. Needlework manuals acknowledged that mending 
was “an ungrateful task”, yet stressed that it remained “a very necessary one, to 
which every female hand ought to be carefully trained. How best to disguise and 
repair the wear and tear of use or accident is quite as valuable an art, as that of 
making new things” (de Dillmont 1886, p. 15). In emphasising the transformative 
effects, manuals connected women’s labour with making and maintaining a 
comfortable home: “A needle in the hands of an industrious woman becomes 
the wand of the fairy Order, converting rags and wretchedness into neatness 
and comfort” (Bowman 1857, p. 148).  
 
Mending, darning and patching, however neat, were evidence of the state of the 
family economy and few in the colony could afford not to mend when these 
material practices could significantly extend the life of an otherwise sound item 
of household linen or clothing. Mending a tear in a bed sheet or darning the toe 
of a stocking can be interpreted as part of the widespread acknowledgement of 
the thrift as well as the decency of mending. That it was a focus of much of 
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women’s plain sewing is suggested by Annie Baxter Dawbin (1998, p. 97), who 
writing in her journal in 1859 noted with irony:  
I never go beyond the paddock fence so I have little to narrate in the way of 
incident: my life never was so monotonous, nor more dreary! I cannot amuse 
myself as I would wish, as I have to stay in doors to see to the wants of others! 
I patch and darn, and darn and patch, in delightful alternative!  
Despite Annie’s employment of a servant, Mary Beeson, five months earlier, her 
mending evidenced a knowledge of genteel economy and had consequences for 
the personal management of appearance—both her concern for personal 
presentation and a commitment to maintaining standards of neatness and 
comfort in the home. Following this rationale, other genteel women, while 
perhaps not willingly or happily, accepted mending as a necessity (Garner & 
Foster 2011, p. 83; Henning 1988, pp. 23, 100; Ramsay, IE 21 April 1858, 16 June 
1858, 18 June 1858, 18 March 1869, 21 May 1869, 13 October 1869).  
 
Hidden Practices and Products 
The moral rewards for being a capable woman who took care of the home and 
family were clearly articulated in gold-rush Victoria, though they were not 
sufficient to overwhelm the counter-need to be seen as leisured in the 
performance of gentility. Compromise ensued: where women had to do their 
own plain sewing, they hid it. Novelist Catherine Helen Spence implied that the 
newly wealthy most objected to undertaking plain work, as it was a raw 
reminder of their past lives. Attempts to hide the fact that they did plain sewing 
were a strategy intended to create social distance from paid labour. After her 
husband’s success on the goldfields, one of Spence’s characters “did all her 
needlework in her own room, with the blinds drawn, for she could not bear to 
be seen working” (Spence 1986 [1854], Volume II, p. 12). She was not unusual in 
this deception and women of genteel backgrounds carefully hid their labours 
over plain sewing.  
 
Utilitarian needlework was unsuitable for public display even in the home, 
where it was not fit for the parlour. Plain sewing was worked in private 
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(although domestic servants could witness the intimate work of their betters; as 
a form of ‘non-people’, they were irrelevant), or in the company of close female 
family members: in the morning when alone or with immediate family (Cole, 
TAW, 16 January 1867, 5 February 1867, 7 February 1867, 1 March 1867; 
Ledbetter 2012, pp. 3, 59), in the afternoon when no callers were present (Cole, 
TAW, 15 January 1867, 22 January 1867, 6 Febraury 1867, 15 February 1867, 19 
March 1867, 13 May 1867, 15 July 1867; Russell, P 1994b, p. 99), or during an 
evening at home (Dawbin 1998, pp. 16, 303). Plain sewing was worked, using 
Erving Goffman’s (1990 [1959], p. 114) terminology, back stage: a space in which 
the performer was removed from the sight of her peers, as distinct from the 
front stage where formal performances of self were openly displayed to an 
audience. Actions or behaviour undertaken back stage often contradicted the 
public performances of self.  
 
Goffman’s (1990 [1959], p. 56) work on the discrepancy between appearance 
and reality offers a framework through which this may be further explored. He 
argues that “a performer tends to conceal or underplay those activities, facts, 
and motives which are incompatible with an idealized version of himself and his 
products”. It can be achieved, Goffman (1990 [1959], pp. 50-6) explains, via a 
range of strategies. One approach is to show others only the end product, while 
concealing the long and mundane hours of necessary labour. Another is to 
conceal the evidence of ‘dirty work’, suppressing the facts of unclean toil from 
the audience. A third mechanism involves sustaining certain standards in public 
while privately sacrificing others. It is likely other women recognised a 
household’s lack of servants, isolation or financial strain left little option but to 
undertake plain work. It would therefore seem there was female complicity in 
suppressing the reality of plain sewing in order to keep up appearances, aligning 
with Goffman’s (1990 [1959], p. 222) contention that defensive techniques of 
impression management were employed; one being a “tactful tendency of the 
audience and outsiders to act in a protective way in order to help the 
performers save their own show”. 
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A parallel factor in concealing plain sewing can be found in the nature of the 
goods produced—particularly undergarments. The increasing use of 
underclothes throughout the nineteenth century was a result of the mass 
production of cotton cloth, and rising standards of personal cleanliness and 
modesty, especially for women. Undergarments had considerable functional 
importance. Closest to the skin, they provided a barrier between outer clothing 
and bodily secretions, protecting more structured and expensive outer clothes. 
Once soiled, their cotton fabric was easier to wash than, for example, dresses 
that could be made from many yards of fabric. For this reason, women’s, men’s 
and children’s wardrobes commonly contained a far greater number of 
undergarments than outer clothing, and as physical cleanliness became a symbol 
of class distinction, the ready availability of undergarments in a wardrobe could 
demonstrate status (Cunnington & Cunnington 1992 [1951], p. 15). Although 
invisible to the outside world, underclothes thus positioned a family ideologically 
with a private commitment to advanced cleanliness, improved levels of personal 
hygiene and delicacy (Young 2003, pp. 106-7).  
 
Women wore multiple layers of underwear beneath an outer garment: a 
chemise or shift and drawers were worn closest to the body under a corset and 
by mid-century, a hoop (crinoline), with a petticoat on top (Tortora & Eubank 
1989, p. 239). While chemises and corsets have a longer connection to the 
female wardrobe, the introduction of drawers in the nineteenth century 
demonstrated shifts in concealment. Elite women took up wearing drawers early 
that century, and they were adopted by most middling women by the 1840s, 
while poorer women may not have started wearing drawers until the last 
quarter of the century (Fields 2007, p. 24; Richmond 2009, p. 48). The collection 
of Buda and the Leviny family offers a rare, provenanced example from the 
Victorian goldfields. A pair of white cotton drawers (1857) with the laundry mark 
‘Mary / 11 57’ in indelible ink on the waistband belonged to Mary Isaacs, Ernest 
Leviny’s first wife. The drawers are likely to have formed part of Mary’s 
trousseau. Finely hand-stitched with two separate legs joined at the waistband, 
and decorated with tucks and broderie anglaise at the leg hem, they were made 
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the year before Mary’s migration from her father’s Kent household to 
Castlemaine, where her brothers were wine merchants (Zilles 2010, pp. 11-3). 
Mary’s drawers are evidence of her expectation and commitment to retaining 
genteel standards far away on the goldfields.  
 
Previously worn only by men, drawers were distinctly gendered as masculine 
through their bifurcation. Women’s adoption of a divided leg garment blurred 
dress gender boundaries, and Jill Fields (2007, p. 19) suggests that three factors 
were critical in the feminisation of drawers: shifts in fabric to lightweight muslins 
and lawns; construction of the open crotch, and ornamentation in the form of 
pin tucks, frills, or lace. The assertion that adding an additional layer of clothing 
to women’s bodies improved modesty was increasingly accepted as drawers 
came to represent chasteness and sexual propriety. They also addressed the 
concern of exposure with the expansion in size of the crinoline-cage in the mid-
nineteenth century, which was liable to sway (Steele 1985, p. 198). Hinting at 
the growing concern with the sensuality of the female form, this new covering of 
the legs indicates new standards of morality. It extended to institutional life 
where there was particular concern for uncontrolled female sexuality. A pair of 
plain cream calico split drawers (Unknown Maker 1860) that were worn as 
underwear by female mental health patients in a hospital in Victoria (Museum 
Victoria n.d.-b) can therefore be seen as part of controlling institutional female 
life; of forcing a degree of respectability on the female inmates. 
 
Undergarments, together with other objects or expressions related to sex, 
became associated with an emerging sense of shame (Cole, S 2012, p. 31), 
leading to the bodily and sexual implications of drawers thought best managed 
privately within the family. This resulted in a difficulty in public advice. 
Emigrants’ guides are silent on any requirement for drawers, although they 
acknowledged women with free passage to Australia required other 
undergarments such as shifts, chemises, petticoats and stockings (Anonymous 
c.1849, 2057/F8/VIII/45; Capper 1852, p. 73; Earp 1853, p. 246; MacKenzie, E 
1853, p. 179; MacKenzie, RD 1852, p. 65; Silver 1862, p. 24). Discretion may have 
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rendered them unmentionable in print material; alternatively, drawers were still 
not common wear for the women for whom these lists were intended. There 
was a further indelicacy in publically shopping for them. Melbourne 
businesswoman Miss Sawtell realised the “inconvenience” in purchasing 
underclothing in crowded shops that sold other kinds of garments, and thus 
attracted male and female customers. This encouraged her to develop a special 
department for ladies-only shopping, “where ladies can without annoyance 
make their selections and give their orders” (Argus 1858d, p. 8). Consequently 
preference among the most refined was to make underclothes within the family 
where the sewing could be hidden.  
 
Plain sewing was morally double-edged; while recognised as necessary for 
genteel women, it wasn’t public behaviour, and secreting plain sewing remained 
essential to sustain genteel performance given its characterisation as manual 
labour. However, while plain sewing for the home and family was a concealed 
act, when done for the poor it became a public performance. Plain sewing as a 
genteel domestic virtue could in this case be acted out as sanctioned cultural 
behaviour, more effectively communicated and disseminated by its public 
nature. Understanding the difference was part of the cultural capital of 
exemplary women. 
 
Sewing for the Poor 
Mary Anne Thompson died in her Eaglehawk tent in 1860 from her “very 
dissipated habits”. Her body was found “with scarcely any covering on, and in a 
most wretched state”, while her four children, aged between four months and 
seven years, “had scarcely a vestige of clothing on, the poor infant having 
nothing but a piece of calico wrapped round it” (Bendigo Advertiser 1860a, p. 2). 
A woman who could not clothe her children, or herself, was an appallingly 
inadequate provider of care, let alone guardian of morals, and harsh judgement 
ensued. Domesticity and motherhood were essential to constructs of 
nineteenth-century femininity, and Mary Anne failed in both. Her condition was 
probably due to poverty, maybe to addiction, perhaps to fatal disease, but these 
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evils were considered incidental to her womanly failure. By addressing such 
signs of female degeneracy, concerns for adequate clothing for the poor and 
destitute became a genteel prerogative and led to the most public 
acknowledgement of women being proficient in plain sewing—articulated in 
their sewing for the poor. As a charitable action, this labour was morally 
sanctioned and moved into the frame of admired female benevolence, thus 
shifting the focus from hidden to public sewing. 
 
Charitable needlework was the only occasion in which plain sewing could be 
publicly acknowledged because it wasn’t for the self but for Christian relief. 
Helping those judged in need, genteel women displayed both their family 
status—they were free from the time constraints of outside work and not 
overwhelmed by their own family’s sewing—together with their compassion. 
The temptations of wealth could thus be balanced by using social position to aid 
those less fortunate. As British philanthropist and evangelical Hannah More 
(1819, p. 214) advised, “the time and money… snatched from vain and frivolous 
purposes, are more wisely directed together into… Christian benevolence”, a 
concept commended to women of means throughout the century. ‘Good’ 
women were encouraged to regulate the time and money they devoted to 
“conveniences and adornments of taste”; ensuring that these not equal more 
than that which was spent on moral and intellectual improvement, and on 
benevolent activities (Beecher 1843, p. 175). Extensions to the female role for 
charitable activities permitted women to express a public notion of femininity 
outside the home: one that was virtuous and dutiful. 
 
A lack of clothing marked destitution, risking indecency. William Clinton (n.d.), 
an elderly schoolmaster, wrote of being “very destitute most particularly for 
clothes”, while John Kelly (n.d.) explained “I am in dire destitution for clothes, 
particularly a shirt and a pair of boots”. The value of clothing and its scarcity 
among the poor resulted in the frequent theft of garments. Colonial newspaper 
reports indicated a ready market, or an immediate personal need. Thieves were 
sometimes employees, sometimes opportunists (Argus 1852a, p. 2; 1856a, p. 5; 
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1857a, p. 6; 1858a, p. 5; Bendigo Advertiser 1857, p. 3; 1860b, p. 3; Star 1858, p. 
2; 1860a, p. 2; 1860b, p. 3). Some robberies from stores were carefully planned 
and daringly executed: holes were cut in roofs or walls to steal whole shelves of 
clothing (Castlemaine Advertiser 1860, p. 7; Ovens Constitution 1860, p. 7). 
Clothing was almost a form of currency, for it could be pawned or sold by those 
in need (Argus 1860a, p. 6; Armour 1864, p. 43; Sherer 1973 [1853], pp. 255-6).  
 
Genteel women therefore sought to ensure the needy had sufficient garments 
to meet respectable dress standards, both on an individual basis and through 
charitable organisations. One manual implied every woman should visit the poor 
and needy, bringing articles that could be spared from her larder or wardrobe 
(Bowman 1857, p. 15). Churches, orphanages and asylums pursued donations of 
garments from the public to meet the constant need. The Immigrants Home in 
Melbourne, which offered shelter for deserted wives, single mothers, children 
and the sick, called for “All sorts of rugs, blankets, and quilts, cloth, clothes, 
boots, flannels of every description, and all kinds of female wearing apparel will 
be a source of relief to the society, and of real comfort to the poor”, noting 
“there is scarcely a respectable house in Melbourne that could not easily afford 
a small supply of cast-off clothes” (Macartney, HB 1867, p. 6).  
 
This work was extended through women’s charitable organisations, such as the 
Melbourne Ladies’ Benevolent Society, formed in 1845 as the Presbyterian 
Female Visiting Society, to assist the destitute, unemployed, infirm, elderly, and 
increasingly from late 1851, the deserted wives of men on the goldfields. 
Established by those from the highest levels of society, with the time, financial 
resources and moral obligation to be generous to those in need, it and other 
ladies’ charitable societies aimed to “relieve the wants of the poor, particularly 
females, by supplying them with clothes, food and necessaries” (Brighton Ladies’ 
Benevolent Society 1864, p. 8; Richmond Ladies’ Benevolent Society 1863, p. 5; 
St Kilda Ladies’ Benevolent Society 1860, p. 3). The Ballarat Ladies’ Benevolent 
Clothing Society distributed new and second-hand clothing obtained through 
fund-raising activities, council grants, subscriptions and donations (Argus 1867, 
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p. 7; Ballarat Star 1865, p. 2; 1866, p. 2; 1869, p. 3; McIvor Times and Rodney 
Advertiser 1868, p. 2; Richmond 2013, p. 216; Star 1864b, p. 3), while other 
societies received contributions of ‘left-off’ clothing (Brighton Ladies’ 
Benevolent Society 1871, p. 5; Brighton Ladies’ Benevolent Society 1864, p. 6; 
Prahran and South Yarra Benevolent Society 1871, p. 5). Benevolent societies 
also distributed ‘monthly boxes’, or maternity boxes, to poor women during 
their confinement, containing clothing and bedding for the expectant mother 
and her newborn infant. The boxes, intended to reduce the need for frequent 
washing and prevent the new mother’s own clothing and sheets from becoming 
soiled, were returned after a month with the articles washed ready for 
distribution to other needy women (Melbourne Ladies’ Benevolent Society, 6 
July 1850;  1 November 1853, 27 December 1853; Richmond 2013, pp. 214-6). 
 
Given decent clothing was a fundamental tenet of working-class respectability, 
the provision of clothing became a primary concern of the work of these 
organisations; it did not have to be new, but it was important that clothing 
appear clean, in good repair and be appropriate for time and place. Worn, faded 
and patched (but entire) garments were acceptable. Ragged, dirty clothing was 
not (Richmond 2013, pp. 121-2). Clothing the poor also formed the basis of a 
civilising mission of imposing, or at the very least encouraging, minimum 
standards of dress on the poor. Therefore, while genteel women may have paid 
for the labour to complete the quantities of their own households’ plain sewing, 
they were encouraged to undertake plain sewing when it contributed to this 
mission. Making clothing and underclothing for infants and children was needed, 
admirable, socially acceptable and had clear moral implications (Anonymous 
1844b, p. xi; Calder 1977, p. 20; Ledbetter 2012, p. 3; Spence 1986 [1854], Vol. II, 
p. 19). Students of the exclusive Methodist Ladies’ College and the Presbyterian 
Ladies’ College were encouraged to begin their benevolent work while young, 
and the girls made children’s clothing for the Melbourne Ladies’ Benevolent 
Society to distribute to the poor, with regular contributions recorded from 1875. 
The Dorcas Society and individuals were also active in sewing women’s, 
children’s and men’s underclothing, and materials were donated for this 
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purpose (Argus 1869, p. 7; 1876, p. 8; Melbourne Ladies' Benevolent Society 
1895, pp. 38-9). 
 
Linen, especially sheets, was also much needed. Benevolent societies, asylums 
and hospitals made frequent public calls for old and cast-off sheets and blankets 
(Argus 1859a, p. 5; 1859b, p. 1; Bendigo Advertiser 1860c, p. 2; Combe 1851, p. 
2; Geelong Advertiser 1851, p. 2; McIvor Times 1868, p. 2; Portland Guardian and 
Normanby General Advertiser 1862, p. 2; Star 1859, p. 3), however genteel 
women also made them. Members of the Ladies’ Committee organising a charity 
bazaar for the Geelong Hospital and Benevolent Asylum worked on a quantity of 
plain sewing to furnish two new wings of the hospital. The Committee requested 
contributions of lengths of cotton or linen to make sheets, pillow cases and 
clothing, and their efforts were recorded in deferential tones, making clear the 
strong moral judgements on work of this kind: “as their fair fingers ply the steel 
bar in fabrication of the wherewithal to pillow the burning brow, or enwrap the 
wasted form, they will have all the pleasing reflection inseparable from acts of 
pure, unselfish benevolence” (Geelong Advertiser and Intelligencer 1855a, p. 2). 
These women and their very public acts of compassion were demonstrable proof 
of genteel virtuousness. The motivation for their work shifted plain sewing from 
labour to charity of the most worthy kind, deserving of public recognition and 
admiration. 
  
Conclusion 
My examination of plain sewing and the genteel woman is challenged by a 
three-fold absence: plain sewing was concealed within the home, the very act 
was rarely written about, and its material traces have all but disappeared. While 
many of the products and much of the practice of plain sewing were hidden 
from the public gaze, they had consequences for a genteel way of living. Women 
who ensured their family had sheets on the beds, napkins at the table, curtains 
on the windows, and who wore a full complement of undergarments both subtly 
and purposefully expressed genteel values. Such goods distinguished the home 
and its inhabitants from those of the lower ranks. In order to possess these 
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textiles plain sewing was required, whether by the hand of a needlewoman, a 
domestic servant, or a genteel wife and mother, leading to an uneasy 
contradiction that challenged plain sewing as proof of labour or leisure. 
 
Gold-rush commentators were ardent supporters of genteel women accepting 
an increase in work in the home. Where it was difficult to find assistance in new 
homes in the colony, or where financial resources were limited, plain sewing 
was a necessary labour and therefore daily work. Emerging notions of colonial 
femininity aligned the work to a sense of duty by promoting moral rewards for 
caring for the family. Utilitarian sewing was critical for middling women to frame 
their moral worth, their virtue, and their responsibility for home and family. 
Although a mundane, if not despised, task for many, it provided proof of their 
care for domestic obligations; of their primary duty in the home and as active 
and useful contributors.  
 
Even when some women did have access to help they deliberately chose to 
undertake plain sewing tasks for charity, in order to be seen as leisured enough 
to be charitable. It was evidence of a family’s status through the very fact that 
they had time to sew for others. Sewing clothing for impoverished children, or 
linen for hospitals and asylums, was validation of Christian conduct and moral 
character, and a tangible, public confirmation of women’s concern for the 
poor—of benevolence that was widely encouraged during the nineteenth 
century.  
 
Many of the products examined in this chapter were concealed, shielded from 
all but the most intimate of family members. The next chapter turns to an area 
of domestic sewing where the products were highly visible to an audience and a 
key indicator of social standing—dress—to explore the expectations, attitudes 
and values assigned to sewing women’s clothing in the home. 
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6. Dressing the Part: Dressmaking in the Home 
 
In August 1857, Annie Baxter’s soon-to-be second husband Robert Dawbin 
purchased Bongmire Station in Victoria’s Western District, near the town of 
Portland. £5,000 of the total £7,500 agreed on by Robert for the property was 
provided by Annie, a comfortable fortune and the entire proceeds from her 
deceased first husband’s estate (Frost, Lucy 1992, p. 209). In April the following 
year, Bongmire was sold and the Dawbins moved to a new property, Sinclair. In 
her slab cottage in December, Annie stitched herself a jacket. She noted in her 
journal that she thought it “very pretty”, and was astonished when her 
neighbour, Mrs Dodd, remarked: “‘Oh! how can you wear one of those horrid 
jackets! They are to be had in Portland for 6 [shillings and] 6 [pence] a piece; and 
my servant girl wears one!’” (Dawbin 1998, p. 45). Mrs Dodd’s scathing 
observation reflects the class implications of clothing during the nineteenth 
century and allows us to speculate on Annie’s transgression: genteel women did 
not wear the clothing favoured by their servants. But this incident captures a 
twin concern: Annie having made her own jacket, for as she revealed to Mrs 
Dodd, “my jacket was not from Portland but made by myself” (Dawbin 1998, p. 
45).  
 
This chapter explores women’s dress as a communicative device in gold-rush 
Victoria. For many years the critical analysis of dress was dismissed. 
Examinations focused on the chronology of changing style and technological 
developments in the clothing industry, but failed to take into account clothing as 
a key source for cultural and social analysis. New approaches explore the 
construction and expression of social identity through dress, and assert that it 
speaks a ‘language’ (Baumgarten 2002, p. viii; Crane 2000, p. 16; Maynard 1994, 
p. 101). Artefact-based methodologies to dress research highlight cultural, social 
and economic frameworks in addition to drawing on broader historical issues 
(Taylor 2002, p. 52). Such observations are significant in mid-nineteenth-century 
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Australia where clothing expressed styles of consumption that could confirm or 
confuse their wearer’s social status.  
 
Investigating how messages are encoded in the wearing of clothing, I further 
apply this to the production of it. The study of home dressmaking explores a 
spectrum of concerns including gender, class and identity, and acknowledges 
aspiration and taste demonstrated through consumption (Burman 1999, p. 1). 
The complex links that developed in the colony between appropriate dress and 
domestic clothing production are therefore deserving of consideration. I seek to 
address the expectations and attitudes assigned to sewing women’s clothing in 
the home, together with the practice of dress adjustment and modification via 
home needlework: activities that relied on skill with a needle and revealed the 
value of dress and the extended life-cycle of garments in Australian conditions. 
In doing so I take up the challenge set by Ariel Beaujot (2012, p. 5) to “look at 
the specifics of how middle-class women helped create their class through 
seemingly mundane decisions made on a day-to-day basis”. 
 
Dress, Class and Identity  
The consumer revolution in late-eighteenth-century Britain transformed the way 
people thought about and acquired possessions. For the first time, more than 
only the wealthy were able to consume the personal and household goods that 
constituted new ideals of comfort and style. An increasing range of products 
became available as variety and choice expanded (McKendrick, Brewer & Plumb 
1982, pp. 1-2). Clothing (or the cloth and notions which a capable needlewoman 
could work into clothing) reached a growing market, and like other possessions, 
reflected improved standards of living. It was, furthermore, a potent marker of 
social status: as material goods like clothing were highly visible to observers, 
they were inherently bound to the possibilities for forging a ‘self’ (Baclawski 
1995, p. 14; Crane 2000, p. 1; Malthus 1996, p. ii). 
 
Georg Simmel’s (1957 [1904]) theory of fashion change examined dress as a 
form of distinction and imitation; a process where fashion was initiated by the 
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upper class, and through a subtle drip-down process was then adopted by the 
middle and lastly the working classes. Motivated by lower social groups seeking 
to acquire status through assuming the style of higher-status groups, Simmel’s 
model suggested a recurrent process, where the upper-class adoption of newer 
styles was a means of distinguishing itself from the previous fashions now worn 
by their social inferiors (Simmel 1957 [1904], p. 545). More recent scholarship 
notes that the gradual adoption of fashion through the classes is more complex 
than Simmel proposed. Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984 [1979], 1986) theory of cultural 
capital acknowledges the ability to correctly identify tasteful products, including 
clothing, as an important basis for asserting and assessing social class. According 
to Bourdieu (1984 [1979], p. 78), knowledge is required to adopt the right kinds 
of cultural goods. This concept of taste is one that I return to in order to explore 
aspirational and genteel dress in the social turmoil of gold-rush Victoria.  
 
Dress marks the distinction between private and public, and the biological body 
and the social being; it is, as Elizabeth Wilson (1985, p. 3) articulates, “an 
extension of the body yet not quite part of it, [that] not only links that body to 
the social world, but also more clearly separates the two. Dress is the frontier 
between the self and the not-self”. Judy Attfield (2000, p. 77) draws on this 
interface between skin and fabric to explain the presentation of the self to a 
social world. She argues that clothing “mediates the relationship between the 
individual being and the act of being in the world at the most intimate level of 
social relations”. Given this understanding, the connection between clothing, 
group and self identity are inextricably linked. Clothing simultaneously conceals 
the body and reveals the self, bringing forth a social identity intended for public 
presentation. 
 
According to Erving Goffman (1990 [1959], p. 34), dress is a component of 
‘personal front’—the ‘expressive equipment’ used to perform identity, a view 
recognised by Thorstein Veblen (1970 [1899], p. 167) who identified dress as an 
expression of pecuniary standing, immediately communicating to observers 
information about expenditure. The visible signs of nineteenth-century dress 
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could be read by someone in the same society: style, material, cleanliness and 
signs of wear communicated important information about who the wearer was, 
and to which social group they belonged, or aspired to belong. Women wore 
skirts that controlled their actions, while trousers enabled and symbolised 
masculinity (Luck 1996, p. 141). Middling women wore light shoes, full skirts that 
hampered movement and boned corsets. These items demonstrated a wearer’s 
exclusion from productive employment, rendering them less capable of physical 
work (Veblen 1970 [1899], pp. 171-2). Their clothing was made from quality 
materials and stylishly trimmed. Women of the lower orders wore plain dresses 
of coarser fabrics, and were not as restricted by tight corsetry as they relied on a 
range of movement for their work (Maynard 1994, pp. 81-2). Given these visual 
cues, dress was an obvious vehicle for formulating identity in material ways.  
 
Dress could be mobilised to confirm facts about identity, however it could also 
confuse them. Where there was the possibility to rise in society, social 
emulation and emulative spending were significant vehicles for making it 
happen (McKendrick, Brewer & Plumb 1982, pp. 20-1). This understanding 
resonated in nineteenth-century Australia where social standing was far more 
mobile than in contemporary Britain, and links with Diana Crane’s (2000) 
investigation into the clothing of North American settler societies. She argues 
that where struggles for identity were negotiable, the value of clothing as a 
communicative device increased. Dress was a means through which people 
could maintain or subvert symbolic boundaries, and in doing so claim, indicate 
or blur social identity (Crane 2000, pp. 1, 68).  
 
From the time of Australian convict settlement, the lower orders’ access to and 
preference for fine clothing (over other commodities) was enlisted to form new 
identities. Clothes altered their perception of self and influenced interactions 
with other classes (Elliott, Jane 1988, p. 7). This was further complicated in gold-
rush Victoria where emulative behaviour via spending was, sometimes suddenly, 
available to aspirational immigrants and clothing was an immediate means of 
indulging it. Anxious commentators condemned the clothing choices of diggers 
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and their wives. They described the display of luxury, achieved through 
extravagant dress and jewellery, as vulgar. Criticisms centred on clothing too 
flashy and bright (Aspinall 1862, pp. 34-5, 124; Clacy 1963 [1853], pp. 152-3; 
Fortune 1989, pp. 162-3; Just 1859, p. 85; Kelly, W 1977 [1859], p. 47; Meredith 
1865, p. 227; Ramsay-Laye 1861, pp. 36-7, 166). This was an observation noted 
in George Lacy’s Digger’s Wife in Full Dress (c.1852) (Figure 32), and extended by 
digger John Lees (8 September 1857), who witnessed in Ararat the “butterflies 
about town, flouncing about in the most gaudy and expensive fashionable 
clothing, procured with the wages of prostitution and the spendings of fools”.  
 
Hence, costly garments did not accurately communicate status, a circumstance 
evidenced where the newly wealthy lacked the cultural capital to understand 
the modesty of good taste. The ‘correct’ practice of material consumption 
indicated an education in gentility that endowed the wearer with taste. This 
upbringing was important as good taste could not be purchased; wealth alone 
did not guarantee that from the range of goods available, the right ones were 
selected (Young 2003, pp. 88-9). Good or correct taste was a concept difficult to 
define: there were no definitive rules, it depended on different perceptions 
based on a person’s status, and could apply in one situation but not another. 
Therefore taste was deployed to create distance from those lower on the social 
scale. It constituted an expression that Steph Lawler (2005, p. 431; 2008, pp. 
141-2) defines as middle-class ‘disgust’—for the lower orders’ appearance, 
behaviour and manners—whereby a lack of taste defined them as other. This 
was a strategy employed in gold-rush Victoria, but which was not new to the 
nineteenth century.  Attempts to create distance via tasteful clothing were seen 
as early as the mid-fifteenth century: when the dress of the bourgeoisie 
overshadowed that of some impoverished aristocrats, aesthetic preference of 
those with higher social claim came to define clothing that was too showy as 
unfashionable and vulgar (Steele 1985, p. 139).  
 
Lacking the correct combination of tasteful material consumption, refined 
behaviour and manners, diggers’ wives were often positioned in opposition to 
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Figure 32  
George Lacy 
Digger’s Wife in Full Dress c.1852 
Painting; watercolour  
25.6 x 32.6 cm 
Collection: National Library of Australia, 3103522 
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genteel women. This was most notoriously portrayed through the motif of the 
digger’s wedding, where the bride was dressed in the material display of her 
husband’s wealth, and they tore through the city streets in a fancy open carriage 
with complete disregard for decorum, illustrated by S.T. Gill in Digger’s Wedding 
in Melbourne (1869a) (Figure 33). It was further revealed at social events, such 
as the Mayor’s ball in Melbourne in 1853, where George Train (1970, pp. 83-4) 
emphasised that inconsistencies between dress and behaviour revealed a 
person’s true status: 
In a country like this, where fortunes are made like magic by the rise of the 
land, it would not be a very extraordinary incident for some nobleman on a 
pleasure tour to be introduced at the governor’s ball to a partner for the 
polka, whose awkward movements and certain little peculiarities of speech, 
penetrating through the disguise of silks and jewellery, revealed to his startled 
senses the pleasant fact that his lordship had been playing the gallant to his 
femme de chamber.  
Hence clothing could have a transformative quality, but required subtlety, and 
was more often transformative in the newly wealthy’s own eyes than those of 
the genteel.  
 
Inappropriate dress for social standing was further exacerbated by servants 
dressing in a style too fashionable for their class, a problem noted throughout 
the British world, with criticisms centred on servants’ unfitting attempt to claim 
equality of style. Satirised by the Melbourne Punch, the illustration A Crowning 
Sorrow (Chevalier 1858) fed into the genteel anxiety of emulative servant dress, 
with a young lady lamenting the purchase of a new bonnet when the same 
model is seen on her neighbour’s cook (Figure 34). In a second illustration, 
Domestic Manners in Melbourne (Scott, M 1861), an employer asks with 
astonishment the reason why her servant is dressed in fashionable riding 
costume rather than her servant’s attire (Figure 35). Nineteenth-century 
commentators were dismissive of (because threatened by) these attempts and it 
came as a relief when servants wore ‘suitable’ dress (Dawbin 1998, p. 59): that 
is, “the neat dress of [their] class”, implying they knew their place and “never 
dreamed of rivalling the elegance of [their] mistress” (Fortune 1989, p. 160). It is 
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Figure 33  
S.T. Gill 
Digger’s Wedding in Melbourne 1869 
Painting; watercolour  
26.8 x 19.5 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H86.7/38 
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Figure 34  
Nicholas Chevalier  
A Crowning Sorrow 1858 
Melbourne Punch, 12 August, p. 18 
Engraving 
Collection: State Library of Victoria 
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Figure 35  
Montagu Scott  
Domestic Manners in Melbourne 1861 
Melbourne Punch, 14 March, p. 4 
Engraving 
Collection: State Library of Victoria 
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possible though to situate a servant’s desire for fashionable clothes in an 
alternative context: in which she was enabled to step outside the constraints in 
which she worked. Fashionable clothing provided access to a world beyond an 
employer’s household, a means of asserting her own identity and aspiration, 
while leaving behind the anonymity of service (Crane 2000, p. 59).  
 
Daily Dress in the Colony 
Beyond these stereotypes of misappropriation, the evidence of everyday 
clothing worn by migrants, settlers and diggers locates women’s dress in 
environments where standards of living and labour requirements shifted. 
Migrants initially turned to guides for advice on what to carry to Australia, 
including the garments to see them through their voyage and the first months, 
or perhaps years, in the colonies. While William Kingston (1850, p. 221) provided 
two pages of information about the clothing a gentleman should take with him, 
his description for a woman’s outfit was cursory: 
I do not think it necessary to give a lady’s outfit. All ladies who are about to 
become settlers in a new country will do well to leave silks and satins behind 
them, and to take plain strong washing [ie, washable] dresses, straw bonnets, 
and strong boots, and a good supply of garments for four months. Young 
ladies may take some white muslin to run up into evening dresses, in case 
they should wish to grace a ball at one of the capitals. However, let them 
remember that a life of industry, and not of so-called amusement, is to be 
their lot.  
Philips’ Emigrants’ Guide to Australia similarly outlined a preference for 
hardwearing clothes, recommending that “women shun the idle vanities of silks 
and satins, of lace and ribbons, of many flounces and fashionable bonnets” 
(Capper 1852, p. 21).  
 
Of immediate concern to the migrant was meeting minimum clothing 
requirements, mandatory for those with free passage before they were 
permitted to embark, although outfits required for emigration were likely to 
contain more garments than many prospective emigrants would ever own in 
Britain. Recommendations for quantities were based on the length of the 
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voyage, where keeping travellers as clean as possible assisted in avoiding disease 
(Jarvis 2010, p. 84). The smallest quantity of outer garments permissible for 
women and girls was two gowns (Anonymous c.1849, 2057/F8/VIII/45; 
MacKenzie, E 1853, p. 179; MacKenzie, RD 1852, p. 65; Silver 1862, p. 24), 
protected from bodily soiling by plenty of washable undergarments. Some 
guides recommended a larger outfit which included three cotton dresses, 
together with additional undergarments (Capper 1852, p. 73; Earp 1853, p. 246). 
Women were also encouraged to carry cut but unsewn dresses as these required 
much less space in passengers’ limited luggage allowance than constructed 
garments (Kingston, WG 1850, p. 117). The fabric pieces could be stored flat, 
and the seams sewn on arrival.  
  
Those who could afford to carried extensive outfits. London Outfitter S.W. Silver 
& Co’s (1862, p. 19) guide for intending emigrants suggested ladies travelling 
first class take a dark silk dress to wear during the voyage, together with other 
silk and muslin dresses to wear after landing, supplemented with accessories 
such as shawls, mantles, a straw hat, a bonnet with sunshade, collars and cuffs, 
and silk and kid gloves. First-class passengers could control their appearance 
both on board the ship and when they arrived at their destination with their 
ample wardrobe made from quality fabrics, influencing fellow passengers and 
new acquaintances. Other migrants commonly wore old clothing during the 
voyage as the damp conditions and inevitable contact with sea water damaged 
garments (Ramsay, AM, 22 October 1846). As Eliza Perrin (c.1857-58) 
recognised, “Almost anything will do to wear on board if it be tidy. Everything 
you wear gets spoiled”.  
 
Following her arrival Eliza Perrin travelled from Melbourne to the goldfields, 
where the evidence of daily wear reveals distinct patterns of dress. S.T. Gill’s 
painting Iron Bark (1869c) (Figure 36) and C.J.W. Russell’s White Hills, Bendigo 
(1853) (Figure 37) show the preference for serviceable clothing in plain fabrics. 
Archaeological material displays similar characteristics. Susan Lawrence’s (2000) 
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Figure 36 
S.T. Gill 
Iron Bark 1869 
Painting; watercolour 
26.8 x 19.5 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H86.7/27 
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Figure 37 
C.J.W. Russell 
White Hills, Bendigo 1853 
Painting; watercolour 
17.3 x 25.3 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H36532 
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excavation of the Moorabool diggings finds clothing does not appear to have 
differentiated social status, being simple and inexpensive, and suited to the 
requirements of manual labour. It suggests sturdy and practical women’s 
garments were commonplace, but with some small concessions to fashion, such 
as decorative fasteners and inexpensive jewellery. This leads Lawrence (2000, 
pp. 152-5) to argue that differences in status were primarily expressed through 
behaviour rather than consumption, resulting in lesser differentiation in the 
material goods themselves.  
 
Attempts at a fashionable appearance using small embellishments are apparent 
in W. Parker’s photograph (1869) of prospectors and their wives at the 
unearthing of the Welcome Stranger nugget, near the Victorian town of Dunolly 
(Figure 38). Commemorating the largest alluvial gold nugget ever found, it is 
likely deliberate choices of clothing were made. The men are bearded and wear 
the distinctive clothing of the digger. The women wear simple, serviceable 
dresses, however one accessorises her plain dark dress with white undersleeves 
and a collar, important finishing accents in the mid-nineteenth century, while 
the two women standing wear crinolines to give to a full shape to their skirts. 
Skirts had begun to flatten at the front mid-decade, with the bulk moving to the 
back (ultimately to form a bustle), suggesting these skirts verged on 
unfashionable by 1869. They are almost certainly a number of years old but 
continued to be worn as clothing was valuable, necessarily extending the 
lifecycle for garments. Although approaching an out-dated silhouette, they 
remained suitable wear for goldfields locations where women were often 
unaware of, or unconcerned with, the latest styles. 
 
Enlarging the spectrum of goldfields dress, Jane Hamilton’s letters suggest fine 
fabrics were worn by women who cast highly decent, arguably genteel, 
appearances. Writing to her mother in 1860, as Jane moved between her 
husband’s villa in the seaside village of Brighton and the goldfields town of 
Eaglehawk, she recorded four dresses that formed her wardrobe: one of black 
silk, a rarely-worn lavender silk, a violet brocade that she was refurbishing, and a 
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Figure 38  
W. Parker 
Unearthing the Welcome Stranger Nugget 1869 
Photograph; albumen silver carte-de-visite 
6.5 x 10.7 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H13298 
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plaid dress recently sent by her mother (Hamilton, 23 August 1860). A more than 
respectable number, conspicuously absent is any mention of her everyday 
cotton dresses for home and morning wear; perhaps she felt they went without 
saying. The evidence of genteel appearance on the diggings can be further 
explored through Martha Clendinning’s (n.d.) memoirs. Although Martha was 
determined not to distinguish herself as a lady on the Ballarat goldfields in 1853 
for fear that it would drive off custom from her tent store—she, together with 
her sister, aimed instead to be “merely respectable women of business” 
(Clendinning n.d., p. 8)—she recognised the power that dress could command. 
On visiting the Government Camp to obtain her husband’s mining licence, 
Martha wore her best gown of black cashmere with two deep flounces edged 
with velvet, teamed with her paisley shawl and a bonnet trimmed with white 
ribbon. Martha found the licence was quickly granted—hastened by her genteel 
air that marked her apart from other female residents “of a very rough class” 
(Clendinning n.d., p. 11).  
 
That a neat and respectable appearance had consequences for identity is further 
demonstrated through Eliza Perrin’s day dress (c.1860), a rare survivor from the 
Ballarat goldfields made all the more notable by the presence of a photograph 
(Unknown Photographer c.1860) of Eliza wearing it (Figure 39). English-born 
Eliza Hobson married grocer John Perrin in 1851. Shortly after, John and his 
brothers joined the rush for the Victorian diggings. Eliza followed them the next 
year with the first of their children, for as she told her cousin, “I see nothing but 
hard work here [in England]” (Perrin, February 1853). She located her husband 
on the Ballarat goldfields, but the life of a digger was uncertain and Eliza soon 
realised that John could not be relied upon to support their family. Forced to 
earn a living of her own, Eliza opened a grocery store, but confessed to her 
cousin, “I am not so much in the Grocery business as the Wine, Spirits, Ale and 
Porter. It is more like a bar than a store” (Perrin, 7 May 1860).  
 
Her business was profitable and by the time Eliza posed in her day dress for the 
photograph, she owned property and real estate, took in ten boarders, was able 
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Figure 39  
Unknown Photographer 
Eliza Perrin and Children c.1860  
Photograph 
Collection: Gold Museum, 91.00012 
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to send her children to school, and employed a domestic servant (Perrin, 14 
January 1859, 14 November 1859, 7 May 1860). Eliza’s respectable appearance, 
despite keeping a bar (a decent occupation anywhere but on the goldfields), 
suggests a different interpretation to the dominant goldfields caricatures of 
women working in drinking and gambling establishments. Portrayals by genteel 
observers often parodied women in these roles as rough, drunk and repulsive 
(Clacy 1963 [1853], p. 62; Fortune 1989, p. 119; Meredith 1865, p. 248), but 
Eliza’s dress and her decorous presentation in the portrait suggest otherwise. 
 
Eliza Perrin wore brown, a good, plain tone for a respectable woman. The bodice 
of her dress has a high neckline and typical of the period a v-shape is created 
through the use of wide fabric bands from the shoulder that narrow at the waist, 
further emphasised by the caps at the shoulders of her long sleeves. Bands of 
hand-worked chain stitch embroidery in green, black and white wool on the 
surface of the fabric lifts it modestly from everyday work wear to a slightly more 
luxurious level, embellishing what is otherwise a simple, hand-sewn dress 
(Figure 40). Eliza accessorised her dress with a collar finished with a black bow, a 
coloured ribbon belt with a decorative buckle, and undersleeves. Her clothing is 
unostentatious, correct for her station, seemly in her circumstances. While not 
the height of fashion, the dress is likely to be her best, suggesting she was 
conscious of the impression she wanted to make with her studio portrait. 
Photographs made a statement about who the sitter was, or aspired to be, and 
for this reason, sitters wore their finest clothes, as spotless as possible, avoiding 
signs of wear to create distance from suggestions of manual labour. Some even 
borrowed or hired clothing to appear well-dressed (Frost, Lenore 1991, p. 25; 
Severa 1995, p. xiii). Eliza and her children are clean, tidy and neatly groomed; 
their portrait makes clear the propriety in the Perrin family’s manner. 
 
Genteel Dress: Taste, Modesty and Restraint 
Eliza Perrin’s dress enabled the presentation of a respectable self; set apart from 
the rich display of the newly wealthy, her gown aligned with understandings of 
restraint, although this was primarily motivated by economy. Where women 
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Figure 40 
Unknown Maker 
Day Dress [detail of hand-worked embroidery at cuffs and skirt], Worn by Eliza Perrin c.1860 
Cotton, wool 
Collection: Gold Museum, 91.0004.1 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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were free from financial pressures, restraint in dress became a meaningful 
concept. Deliberately tasteful, refined and modest dressing, more than 
expensive clothing, expressed ‘true’ gentility—an understanding that retained 
currency during the gold rush given frequent challenges to status through 
extravagant dress. Good taste was the result of dressing with harmony and 
propriety (all discreetly undefined), with etiquette manuals warning readers, “it 
is alike ridiculous either to pretend to be the most showy, or to the display the 
meanest attire in any assembly” (Thornwell 1856, p. 123).  
 
An understanding of appropriate dress for time and place could be puzzling to 
the aspirational. William Kelly (1977 [1859], pp. 66-7) mocked a digger’s wife for 
dressing in her finest clothing to do her laundry. According to Kelly, she donned 
a satin dress “only slightly mottled with punch and mustard stains”, and 
extravagantly layered her jewellery. He wrote of her “Thus arrayed, I presume, 
to show her neighbours that she did not wash for filthy lucre or contemptible 
economy, but only as a colonial substitute for crochet-work”. Commentators like 
Kelly seized on such solecisms, for as the genteel knew a simple, plain or printed 
dress was the correct choice for domestic occupations; “nothing is so utterly 
devoid of taste”, one manual observed, than to wear a fine dress for house work 
(Bowman 1857, p. 153).  
 
For those with genteel aspirations vying for status via the consumption of goods, 
the pitfalls of luxury were immense. Yet even the genteel could be vulnerable to 
the snares of correct dress. Staying with her parents-in-law in Kew, an area of 
Melbourne housing many well-to-do citizens, Agnes Henty (31 January 1867) 
noted: 
Mrs Henty told me my muslin was not good enough for the evening—what 
can I do—Richie is very good but he has not too much to spare & why should I 
ask him when I can do without a silk dress he is so good & I have spent all the 
spare money on a sewing machine.  
Sewing machines were a costly investment, but not wanting to dress “meanly”, 
the following week Agnes “Went into town [and] bought a black silk dress” and 
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just two months later she “Went in & paid Mrs Morris 4/10 for making 4 dresses 
& 4 jackets” (Henty, 5 February 1867, 3 April 1867), motivated by a desire to 
dress appropriately for her status.  
 
Selecting gowns for public occasions was complicated by their visual immediacy. 
Dress was an opportunity to perform and validate genteel identity to one’s 
superiors, one’s peers and those one didn’t care to acknowledge at all, a fact 
acknowledged by Martha Baxter who attended the Official Opening of Victorian 
Parliament in a brown silk satin gown (Unknown Maker [possibly Martha Baxter] 
1856). Martha belonged to the colony’s early social elite. Her husband, Captain 
Benjamin Baxter, was the first postmaster of Melbourne before the family took 
up land on the Mornington Peninsula in 1840. Martha’s life is less well 
documented, but dressing with modesty demonstrates her appreciation of 
correct genteel taste in a time of widespread social confusion. Her dress’s 
conservative neckline, subtle tones and tasteful fabric were appropriate for her 
standing, her age, the time and place. Turning to Attfield’s (2000, p. 121) 
proposition that clothes have “a particularly intimate quality because they lie 
next to the skin and inhabit the spaces of private life helping to negotiate the 
inner self with the outside world”, Martha’s gown exists as a statement of values 
made external, articulating her taste—her cultural capital—to Melbourne 
society.  
 
The gown is important for an additional reason: provenance suggests that 
perhaps Martha or her daughters sewed it. The fitted bodice, intended to be 
worn with a lace collar, is pointed at the waist. Pagoda-shaped sleeves, close-
fitting above the elbow to fall loose to the wrist, are trimmed with fringing. Its 
full skirt, contoured to the narrow waist through cartridge pleats, was given 
shape by a crinoline. The dress is the work of a capable needlewoman, and it 
could be argued that Martha possessed the sewing skills to produce such a finely 
finished gown. Arriving in Port Phillip in 1838 when the population numbered 
3,500 (Mornington Standard 1892, p. 2), there can be little doubt that she 
developed the skills to sew for self, family and home during her early years in 
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the colony. By the time this dress was made, six women who identified as 
needlewomen were counted in the 1854 census residing in Mornington 
(Campbell, N 1854, section 5, p. 32). It is nevertheless likely that Martha 
continued to undertake some sewing for herself, with the tools of needlework 
remaining prominent in her home. Upon her death in 1906, a mother-of-pearl 
inlaid sewing box was located in her parlour and a Singer sewing machine in her 
dining room (Snowball & Kaufmann 1906), indicating her commitment to sewing 
over the following half century.  
 
Martha Baxter’s gown illustrates the primary challenge of dress as material 
culture: the anonymity of makers. On dressmaker-made specimens, labels did 
not appear until the 1870s (Jocic 2010, p. 8; Somerville & Whitfield 2013, p. 37), 
and even then indicate the dressmaker’s workshop or the store commissioned 
to make the garment, rather than the maker herself (Maynard 1994, p. 85). We 
may never know if a garment was made by a professional needlewoman, or by a 
woman in the home (Malthus 1996, p. 288; Tarrant 1994, p. 116). Attempts have 
been made using the quality of the stitching to indicate the skill of the sewer 
(Haines-Bellamy & Nelson Provincial Museum 2008, p. 10, 29), but where most 
women knew how to sew this is problematic. In her examination of clothing in 
an English museum collection, Mary M. Brooks (1999, p. 181) assesses 
technique, quality of sewing and overall finish for evidence of home 
dressmaking. She notes variations in skill, but is hesitant to describe a garment 
as homemade as some ladies’ maids were skilled dressmakers, while a ‘poor’ 
quality finish did not necessarily indicate domestic production. She suggests that 
small details may provide clues—skill in making a button hole, for example. To 
return to Martha Baxter’s gown, did it matter that she may have made it herself, 
provided she wore it with appropriate genteel consciousness? 
 
Motivations for Home Dressmaking 
In 1865 Rachel Henning (1988, p. 162) observed from her brother’s Queensland 
station, “I have learned a good deal of dressmaking since I came out here”. 
Rachel’s statement carries meaning, particularly in light of research that argues 
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in Britain at the beginning of the Victorian era, home dressmaking was acutely 
class related: poorer women made their own clothes or purchased second-hand 
garments, while women with financial resources called upon dressmakers or 
servants to produce a new gown. Sarah Levitt (1986, p. 8) suggests this was a 
display of wealth as an indicator of class, “achieved most effectively by means of 
expensive, individually-made garments”. Elsewhere in the British world though, 
factors including economic conditions and geographic isolation led to increases 
in home dressmaking.  
 
Research from the settler society of North America suggests the absence of 
ready-to-wear clothing for women and girls until later in the second half of the 
nineteenth century mandated household clothes-making responsibilities 
(Connolly 1999, p. 32; Gordon, SA 2004, pp. 18-9; Severa 1995, p. 90; Wilson, KE 
1999, p. 143), with a delay in the ready-made clothing industry centred on a 
much lower population density than Britain, less urbanisation and an 
undeveloped retail sector (Godley, A 1999, p. 260). For many American women, 
a combination of garments being made at home and using the services of a 
professional dressmaker was required; underwear and dresses for everyday 
wear were more likely to be made at home while dresses for special occasions 
were wholly or partly cut and made by a dressmaker (Gordon, SA 2004, pp. 18-9; 
Severa 1995, p. 90; Wilson, KE 1999, p. 143). A range of approaches were 
common: picked-apart pieces of an existing garment were used as a template to 
create a new dress, or skills gained through a network of women who shared 
their knowledge of cutting, sewing, fashion trends and existing patterns 
(Beaudry 2006, p. 170; Campbell, JA 1999, p. 129; Walsh 1979, pp. 300-1). 
  
Parallel factors led to a similar situation in colonial Victoria though fewer studies 
document dressmaking in Australian homes, leading Margaret Maynard (1994, 
p. 126) to define this area as one “scarcely acknowledged by historians”. She 
links home dressmaking with the slow beginnings of the colonial ready-to-wear 
market for women’s clothing, not manufactured locally in any quantity until the 
later years of the 1870s, and initially limited to looser outerwear such as coats 
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and mantles. On this evidence, Maynard (1994, pp. 125-9) proposes that 
dressmaking in the home made up a far larger share of Australian dress than is 
recognised.  
 
Where dressmakers or needlewomen were unavailable, alternative strategies 
for clothing oneself developed. In Georgiana McCrae’s first year in Melbourne, 
when the population numbered almost 4,500, four dressmakers and milliners 
were listed in the Port Phillip Directory for 1841 (Kerr, W 1841, pp. 253, 40, 7). 
That year, Georgiana sent her servant Jenny Sutherland “to learn dressmaking 
from Mrs Osmond, the gardener’s wife” (McCrae 1966, p. 47). Implicit in this 
statement is that women who didn’t work as professional dressmakers had 
dressmaking skills, and points to the limitations in official statistics and 
directories. Likewise, women seeking work in other roles, such as nursemaid, 
housemaid, or resident needlewoman, could be skilled dressmakers (Argus 
1846, p. 3; 1852d, p. 3; 1852e, p. 5; Geelong Advertiser 1845, p. 3), and it is likely 
that although they weren’t primarily employed for their dressmaking abilities, 
they were invaluable in their employer’s home. 
 
An increasing number of dressmakers advertised their services in Melbourne 
and Geelong over the decade (Argus 1850d, p. 3; 1850g, p. 3; Geelong Advertiser 
1841c, p. 1; 1844, p. 1; 1849, p. 1; Geelong Advertiser and Squatters' Advocate 
1846, p. 3) and in 1847 The Port Phillip Almanac listed 21 dressmakers, mainly in 
central Melbourne (Mouritz 1847). A 1849 report encouraging migration to 
Australia confirmed dressmakers remained in demand in the colonies (Argus 
1849, p. 4). By the time of the 1854 census, more than 2,500 women were 
employed in Victoria in the trades of needlewomen, dressmakers, milliners, shoe 
binders and cap makers, with more than half of them located in the county of 
Bourke, the site of Melbourne (Campbell, N 1854, section 5, p. 10). In regional 
Victoria, numbers were considerably lower. Census figures indicate that some 
areas contained no one describing herself as a dressmaker and many more had 
less than ten women who identified as working in this trade. As is to be 
expected, more densely populated country areas—particularly those developed 
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through the gold rush—had higher numbers of professional needlewomen, 
including the area comprising Geelong and the central Victorian goldfields 
(Campbell, N 1854, section 5, p. 11).  
 
It is apparent that in Victoria dressmaking was not solely the work of 
professionals. On Emily Skinner’s arrival in Melbourne in 1854 to join her digger 
fiancé, and wearing her up-to-date London dress, she was “begged” by her 
landlady to make a copy. A woman with greater genteel consciousness may have 
refused. Emily evidently had some skills but admitted that she “heartily wished 
that I had been wise enough to take lessons in dressmaking before leaving 
England… I had helped sometimes to make my own, and now by dint of careful 
imitating, I succeeded in making a tolerable fit” (Skinner 1995, p. 33). Here we 
can see the transition in Emily’s skills—she moved from assisting to making with 
relative ease. For women occupying the liminal space between working and 
middling status, the readiness to turn their hand to dressmaking enabled an 
income that could be valuable in the face of uncertainties in gold-rush living.  
 
Others isolated from needlewomen due to geographic or financial pressures 
found dressmaking skills advantageous; in this circumstance their labour and 
resourcefulness contributed to appropriate, tasteful and modest dress. 
Following Sarah Midgley’s arrival in Melbourne in 1851 with her parents and 
eight siblings, the family purchased 100 acres of farmland in western Victoria. 
The Midgleys were tenant farmers in England and recognised the opportunities 
presented through farming in the colony. They avoided the lure of fast money 
from gold, focusing instead on the demanding work associated with a new 
property. While domestic chores claimed much of Sarah’s time to the extent 
that she neglected to write in her diary for three years, an entry dated 19 
November 1855, four years after her arrival, reads: “I went to Miss Roberts to 
get measured for a dress, the first one of mine made by another in the Colony” 
(Midgley 1967, p. 21).  
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Sarah’s statement has potential for multiple interpretations. She may not have 
had a new dress in those years, wearing only what she brought with her. Or it 
could be that she had made her own clothing since arriving in Victoria. Sarah 
appears to have had dressmaking abilities as she later refers to making a dress 
for herself and clothing for her neighbour Mrs Knight (Midgley 1967, pp. 47, 96, 
105). Perhaps the new farm demanded all the family’s financial resources and 
Sarah could not afford to have a professional dressmaker work on a gown for 
her. Alternatively, it is possible that Sarah’s access to dressmakers was limited, 
although by 1854 some 64 women claimed needlework professions in the 
district where Sarah lived (Campbell, N 1854, section 5, p. 11). Her diary tells us 
that Miss Roberts was not based in the closest settlement to the Midgley’s farm, 
but that Sarah travelled to the regional centre of Warrnambool for her new 
dress; she may have found a dressmaker closer to home but perhaps chose to go 
to ‘town’.  
 
The ambiguity of Sarah Midgley’s statement contrasts Ada Cambridge’s (2006 
[1903], p. 32) candid acknowledgment of sewing her gowns: “[I] made all my 
own clothes as a girl, even to the wedding-gown… It was many a long year 
before I had a dress-maker’s dress”. Ada’s concern with a genteel appearance 
and the goods that expressed it—a buggy and horses for her husband, a 
clergyman, to visit his parishioners, and a piano—were tempered by what she 
defined as “considerable ingenuity and invention” in other areas of the home 
(Cambridge 2006 [1903], p. 60). Ada and her husband made their own 
household furniture, while she sewed clothing that communicated the middling 
status they sought, locating her work in the culture of moral, economical 
gentility despite Ada working as a writer and novelist during times of financial 
strain.  
 
Isabella Ramsay’s comments in her diary extend this idea further. Isabella and 
her husband, Reverend Andrew Mitchell Ramsay, arrived in Australia in 1847. 
Isabella visited her peers and the poor, entertained guests, cared for her 
children, and went out walking. In 1858 she started a diary, coinciding with the 
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departure of her husband for Scotland, and despite her genteel consciousness 
Isabella wrote of days filled with household labour. She washed and cooked, and 
in November that year when she was without a servant, a caller found her 
cleaning. Isabella’s distress that “he evidently took me for the servant” was so 
great that “I did not make myself know to him” (Ramsay, IE, 10 November 1858). 
Part of her work included sewing clothing. She cleverly economised by having 
the more complicated bodice of a new dress made, while stitching the skirt 
herself (Ramsay, IE, 16 July 1858, 22 July 1858). The following decade Isabella 
devoted considerable time to helping her daughter Hannah make garments for 
her trousseau. While she noted buying a silk dress for Hannah, and purchasing 
trimmings for her dresses, together with fabrics such as calico and red flannel for 
making underclothes, together they sewed a blue merino dress, a silk dress, and 
a velvet jacket (Ramsay, IE, 23 January 1869, 3 February 1869, 6 March 1869, 17 
March 1869, 22 June 1869, 30 June 1869, 31 July 1869, 16 August 1869, 28 
August 1869)—forming a wardrobe of quality fabrics that made claim to their 
social position. 
 
Although increasing numbers of professional dressmakers arrived as the 
population of the colony grew, a shift occurred in attitudes to home 
dressmaking. The British notion that only the poor made their own clothing is 
challenged by the evidence of socially-elite women such as Eliza à Beckett, 
whose Melbourne upbringing included few household duties and a resident 
needlewoman in her family home, exploring dressmaking in Victoria. In her late 
teens around 1860, Eliza, somewhat ambitiously, attempted to make a ball dress 
for herself. That it turned out what she called “a ghastly failure” suggests Eliza 
had vastly underestimated the difficulties involved. Although unwearable for the 
ball, the dress was altered—it is not clear whether by Eliza herself or more likely 
the family’s needlewoman—and the reworked dress “went to a lawn party at 
Government House later, and led a happy, useful life” (Chomley 1920, p. 26). 
Eliza’s attempt to make a gown, not for wear within the home but a public 
occasion, suggests that home dressmaking was becoming socially accepted; Eliza 
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had no reservations, had it been successful, about wearing a homemade 
garment before her peers. 
 
Tools for the Home Dressmaker 
Experience in dressmaking enabled women to manage their appearance, but for 
many, producing a good quality gown was challenged by inherent difficulties—a 
circumstance addressed as the nineteenth century progressed through the 
development of home dressmaking aids. The problem of fit, particularly for 
bodices, was the bane of home dressmakers; it could quickly indicate a garment 
produced at home without the assistance of a dressmaker (Severa 1995, p. 191), 
giving off an unwanted impression of inferior work to observers. Early 
nineteenth-century needlework manuals, such as The Lady’s Economical 
Assistant, first printed in 1808, and The Workwoman’s Guide of 1838, 
concentrated on the relatively simple sewing of underclothing, babies’ linen and 
children’s wear. The Workwoman’s Guide acknowledged limited attention was 
afforded gowns as fashion changed regularly and tastes and figures varied. The 
guide therefore focused on simple patterns for plain gowns worn by servants 
and the working class (Lady 1987 [1838], p. 106).  
 
Instruction for more advanced sewing developed over following decades. 
Sections on dressmaking were published in etiquette manuals (Thornwell 1856, 
pp. 221-6), together with British and North American instructional manuals 
devoted to home dressmaking that included proportional scaled patterns, or 
full-sized patterns in one size only (Emery 2014, p. 28). By the 1870s, increasing 
numbers of guides for home dressmaking were available (Myra 1877; Symonds 
1876; Whiteley 1875). The introduction of mass-produced and size-graded paper 
patterns in Australia by Butterick and Worths guided home dressmakers through 
the difficulties of cut and fit, while Weigel’s Journal of Fashion, which rose in 
popularity from the 1880s and promoted Weigel’s paper patterns, was said to be 
“most appreciated far from the bounds of ordinary civilisation” (Richmond 
Guardian 1917, p. 3). It is common sense to conclude that paper patterns and 
journals were of use to women who sought to dress in style without a 
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professional dressmaker as the nineteenth century advanced; however these 
resources were unavailable to women in the years before and immediately 
following the first of the Victorian gold rushes, requiring alternative sources.  
 
Patterns could be drafted at home from existing garments. They were shared 
between friends, such as Georgiana McCrae who in 1845 sent her daughter “to 
Mrs Simpson, to borrow the pattern of the Queen’s cape” (McCrae 1966, p. 
178). These patterns were often for children’s and men’s wear, underclothing, 
and accessories like caps, rather than for dresses which required individual fit 
(Boswell 1965, p. 107; Dawbin 1998, p. 294; Hamilton, p. 294; Henning 1988, p. 
35)—although old dresses could be unpicked and a pattern cut to resolve this 
challenge. Private tuition was another alternative. Miss Condon, for example, 
taught six dressmaking lessons for 20 shillings, which she proposed would 
“convey a thorough knowledge of Dressmaking in the most finished style” 
(Argus 1855b, p. 1), while Mrs Kennedy taught both in her home and at the 
home of her clients, advertising “Ladies taught the art of dressmaking perfectly 
in six lessons for one guinea. Attendance at their own homes, 30s and car hire” 
(Argus 1865, p. 1). 
 
Domestic sewing machines imported into Victoria from the 1850s further 
enlarged the possibilities for home dressmaking. Long straight lines of stitching, 
such as the seams of a skirt, could be quickly and neatly executed, at a speed 
much greater than was possible by hand. Sewing machines were therefore 
celebrated as a time and labour saving device, although Kimberley Webber 
(Webber 1996, pp. 224-6) proposes these benefits were alone not enough to 
ensure their success in the Australian domestic market. She suggests that the 
endless nature of sewing for most women, combined with more readily available 
cheap printed cotton fabric and the spread of ‘fashion’ as a desirable notion for 
men and women of all classes, streamlined the acceptance of sewing machines 
into Australian homes. 
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Sewing machines were initially seen as class markers and confirmation of a 
family’s wealth (Connolly 1999, p. 33; Fernandez 1999, p. 157). In 1861, Rachel 
Henning (1988, p. 76) described a visit with her sister Amy to their neighbour, 
Mrs Ranken: “She showed us her sewing-machine, which they have just set up. 
Amy is wild to have one, and they are now on sale at Bathurst, but £10 is a good 
deal of money”. Although Singer advertised “The low price places them in the 
reach of all” (Argus 1860b, p. 8), and Mr J.A. Kay’s sewing machine—of 
Australian design and manufacture—was claimed to be so reasonably priced 
“that no family need be without one” (Argus 1862, p. 8), Amy’s careful 
consideration of the cost (despite being married to a banker) indicates that not 
all families had the purchasing ability to obtain one. The reality of wages, at a 
time when a servant’s or governess’s salary could be £30 a year, meant that 
such costs represented a substantial investment.  
 
Increasingly part of genteel homes through the 1860s (Cole, TAW, 6 February 
1867; Dawbin 1998, p. 278; Henty, 31 January 1867), by the 1870s sewing 
machines were found across rural areas (Currie, 21 December 1875) and 
goldfields districts, revealed in the New South Wales photographs of Beaufoy 
Merlin. In one photograph, three women stand in front of a neat weatherboard 
cottage, possibly at the mining town Hill End (c.1872-3), the location for Merlin’s 
American and Australasian Photographic Company (Figure 41). In a second from 
Gulgong (c.1870-5), two women are situated under the veranda of a slab house 
with bark roof, with three children at the front gate (Figure 42). Key to both 
images of the goldfields home is a sewing machine, positioned among the 
female inhabitants like a family member. It is striking that this is the only item of 
domestic technology captured in Merlin’s photographs, and suggests the 
tremendous implications of sewing machines in such locations.  
 
Second-Hand Clothing, Refurbishing and Mending  
Possessing the skills and tools to make new gowns were valuable in the colony 
where clothing could quickly express social standing, although the ability to 
modify existing dress was equally worthwhile when gowns were worn over 
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Figure 41  
Merlin Beaufoy & American & Australasian Photographic Company  
Three Women and a Sewing Machine in Front of Weatherboard Cottage, Hill End [?], New 
South Wales c.1872-73 
Photograph; carte-de-visite, sepia toned  
6.3 x 10.4 cm 
Collection: National Library of Australia, 4608543
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Figure 42  
American & Australasian Photographic Company 
Family Outside a Slab House with Bark Roof, Gulgong c.1870-75 
Photograph; glass photonegative 
8.3 x 10.8 cm 
Collection: State Library of New South Wales, a2822183 
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many years and wearing second-hand clothing was common. Before the mass 
production of textiles, clothes were among a person’s most precious 
possessions, and poorer people may only have had a single suit of clothing, 
unlikely to be new and probably passed through many hands. Given their value,  
clothes were often bequeathed, altered for reuse, handed down to servants, or 
moved into the second-hand clothing market (Baclawski 1995, p. 17; Bowman 
1857, p. 154; Crane 2000, p. 3). Wearing second-hand clothing was a perfectly 
acceptable and often necessary practice, not new in the nineteenth century. 
There was an extensive second-hand trade during the pre-industrial and early 
industrial period in Britain, when only the highest wealth levels did not rely upon 
used clothing (Lemire 1990, p. 256). The trade in second-hand clothing was 
vigorous in Australia from the time of the First Fleet (Riley 2004), and second-
hand clothing was widely worn by the working class during the first half of the 
nineteenth century, with British second-hand clothing having a high resale value 
in the colonies (Elliott, Jane 1988, p. 77). The small-scale entrepreneurship of 
convict Sarah Bird demonstrates how desirable used clothing could be, writing in 
1798:  
I have sold my petticoats at two guineas each, and my long black coat at ten 
guineas, which shews that black silk sells well here; the edging that I gave 1s. 
8d. per yard for in England, I got 5s. for it here. I have sold all the worst of my 
cloaths [sic], as wearing apparel brings a good price. (cited in Clarke & Spender 
1992, pp. 9-10)  
 
The ethics of respectable economy endorsed reuse and adaption, particularly 
when clothing passed through families. As Penelope Selby (1 March 1845) 
explained of the origins of her gowns: “The box arrived here last week 
containing dear [deceased cousin] Mary’s clothes... I am stuck with my own 
stock, which is still good, and with poor Mary’s I shall have enough to last for 
life. My dress is all presents”. Inheriting the clothing of relatives was common. 
Jane Hamilton wore the gowns of her deceased sister Maggie (Hamilton, 23 
August 1860), while Maggie’s wedding outfit was returned to Glasgow to her 
younger sister Jessie Stewart (24 August 1861), who noted: “it will be a very 
useful and valuable dress to use and all the more I will prize it because it 
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belonged to my dear departed sister”. Older clothing was distributed outside the 
family. Isabella Ramsay (7 August 1869) gave her green winsey (linen and wool 
cloth) dress to a cleaning woman so that she might attend church suitably 
dressed, while her daughter gave her a chemise and black silk jacket. Clothing 
thus made its way through families then down the social chain, providing 
worthwhile assistance to those of the lower orders who may otherwise not have 
the resources for appropriate clothing. 
 
Careful cleaning, storage and mending could extend the life of garments and was 
an encouraged practice for all social groups. The Lady’s Guide to Perfect Gentility 
instructed women in the correct approach to the maintenance of clothing, 
explaining “Nothing sooner betokens the real lady than good taste and 
judgement in the purchase of articles of dress in the outset, and afterwards 
good care of what is thus procured” (Thornwell 1856, p. 138). Mended garments 
could be worn for many years, vital for women like Isabella Ramsay with modest 
family incomes. Thus, while her sister’s family “were busy making winter 
dresses”, Isabella “was busy mending mine” (Ramsay, IE, 8 May 1858). Good 
care ensured neat presentation, and confirmed standards of modesty and 
economy—economy as a matter of decency, rather than the economy of 
necessity (although in Isabella’s case, this was also a concern)—countering 
colonial patterns of consumption where any women with abrupt financial 
resources could make spontaneous purchases.  
  
The maintenance of garments in conjunction with refurbishing—adjusting or 
modifying second-hand or out-dated garments—further allowed women to keep 
up appearances in dress. It was a material practice intended to transform the 
look of misfitting, unfashionable gowns, for matters of economy, or as Mrs 
James Foott (1872, p. 39) noted from the bush, to make old clothes look almost 
as good as new. Gowns were deliberately constructed with generous seams and 
long stitches for ease when remodelling them (Baumgarten 2002, p. 40). 
Clothing was altered by taking seams in or out, picking garments apart for 
cleaning, dyeing or turning fabric inside out, replacing sleeves, bodices or skirts 
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with more fashionable styles, adding trims, braid and ruffles, or cutting down 
adults’ garments for children (Campbell, JA 1999, p. 134; Chomley 1920, p. 26; 
Hamilton, 23 August 1860; Hardy, MA, 1860; Henning 1988, p. 143; Macartney, 
J, 14 November 1862, 17 November 1862; McCrae 1966, pp. 115, 60; Russell, P 
1994b, p. 99; Selby, 1 March 1845; Severa 1995, pp. 178, 85; Wilson, KE 1999, p. 
151).  
 
Refurbishing gowns relied in part on an awareness of current fashion. This could 
be obtained from journals where available; Godey’s Lady’s Book, for example, 
contained tinted fashion plates, and was ordered for the ladies’ table of the 
Ballarat Mechanics Institute from 1867 (Ballarat Star 1867b, p. 2). Alternatively, 
recent arrivals provided clues to fashionable styles. Newly-married Elisabeth 
Ramsay-Laye explored Castlemaine in 1852 and 1853 in her Parisian trousseau, 
and noted the presence of other ladies on the goldfields dressed in the latest 
fashions (Ramsay-Laye 1861, pp. 2, 19). These ladies were primary sources of 
information about current modes to women isolated from them. But while 
women in Melbourne and other regional centres had greater contact with 
fashionable styles, even in town tastes varied considerably. The London buyer 
for Geelong-based drapers Bright and Hitchcock was at a loss to explain 
variations in the Melbourne market, noting “the caprice of colonial taste [is] 
often quite different in various parts of Melbourne”, and was equally perplexed 
by the differences in what was considered stylish in England and Victoria (Bright 
& Hitchcock, 24 August 1865).  
 
Two years after her arrival in Port Phillip, Penelope Selby (21 November 1842) 
described in a letter to her sisters that she was “quite at a loss for the fashion… 
having neither seen a person or a gown of newer cut than when I left London”. 
As Penelope found, access to fashionable dress in Victoria could be affected by 
location, and exposure—or a lack thereof—to other women. Women in the bush 
were often unaware of the latest styles worn until they could get into town. 
Penelope went on to articulate the dislocation she felt on their station on the 
Yarra River, 25 miles from Melbourne:  
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… the ladies… are so very smartly dressed in the worthy town of Melbourne. I 
well remember when I was staying there having a good laugh at the old-
fashioned figures that I saw who had evidently come to town after a few years 
rustication in the Bush, so I must not complain if I am paid off in my own coin.   
She concluded it was little use cutting a new gown or altering an existing one as 
she was so out of touch with fashionable England. Implied in Penelope’s writing 
is her ability to make a new gown, or alter one from her wardrobe, if only she 
were more aware of what her peers were wearing.  
 
By 1847, following her move to Port Fairy in western Victoria, Penelope Selby 
(31 October 1847) was anxious to “furbish up my silk gowns… that are precisely 
in the same condition as when I left home”. In her new location, she was 
conscious of her genteel neighbours and being in a “more civilized place”. By 
putting in the sleeves that fashionable ladies were adopting (“Now mine are 
large with a vengeance”, she wrote), Penelope linked knowledge of up-to-date 
fashion with her genteel performance, recognising that clothes could 
communicate with members of her own class, confirming her belonging. Yet the 
temptations of fashion needed to be carefully balanced as fashionable dress and 
genteel dress could be vastly different concepts. Genteel dress was concerned 
primarily with taste, while fashion was at the mercy of vagaries in changing style 
(Lawrence, D 2012, p. 13). Fashion was more readily accessible, while taste could 
prove elusive, and though Penelope sought fashion, it is likely that a display of 
genteel taste was her ultimate aim.  
 
Adjustments to Mary Dunlop’s two piece brown silk dress (Unknown Maker 
c.1863) (Figure 43) were perhaps motivated by a similar desire for a fashionable, 
if not tasteful, silhouette that could extend its wearable life. Made in Scotland 
using a combination of machine-stitched seams, hand overcasting and hand 
finishing, Mary brought her dress to Melbourne in 1863 where she married gold 
digger-then-grazier Alexander Dunlop, and moved to a property in south east 
Victoria. The skirt of her dress was later adjusted. Where originally it was 
pleated around the waist to give a bell shape, adjustments were made to flatten 
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Figure 43 
Unknown Maker 
Brown Silk Bodice of Two Piece Dress, Worn by Mary Dunlop c.1863 
Silk, cotton 
71.5 x 39.5 cm  
Collection: Costume Collection, Melbourne, 4524 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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the skirt at the front and bring fullness to the back, fashionable from the late 
1860s and throughout the following decades. The waist was unpicked and re-
pleated, an additional width of fabric was added at the back, and a new frill was 
sewn at the hemline (Figure 44). These adjustments appear to have been done 
quickly or by a lesser-skilled needlewoman: the top edge of the frill is unfinished 
and a tacking stitch is visible, while loose threads from unpicking remain in the 
fabric. Unlike the upright fleur-de-lys pattern across the bodice and skirt, the 
fabric for the frill is cut on the bias, evident in the angle of the motifs, while on 
the addition of fabric at the back, the pattern faces side to side. It indicates the 
fashionable impulse present in women on the land, as much as their more 
urbane peers, and suggests how skills—however basic—in modifying garments 
were valuable in colonial settings, where dress sources were limited but the 
markers of distinction remained expressive (Lawrence, D 2012, p. 31). 
 
It is fortunate that despite a past preference for collecting costume in good 
condition, clothing that reveals signs of adjustment and repair are present in 
museum collections; particularly when the ‘biography’ of an altered garment can 
be more socially and culturally meaningful than garments in immaculate 
condition (Taylor 2002, p. 18). The material record of surviving gowns beyond 
Mary Dunlop’s indicates that refurbishing was common, and that in addition to 
up-dating a style it was a practice that could give new life through techniques for 
resizing, driven by fluctuating weight—a female biological reality that Leigh 
Summers argues was widespread for middling women in the nineteenth century 
resulting from their pregnancies, diet and inactivity (Summers, L 2000). 
Adjustments to the fit of a bodice, in particular, could have considerable effect 
on an audience. A well-fitted bodice smoothly encased the torso, revealing 
customisation to a wearer. Bodices that strained at the seams or pulled 
unattractively, or conversely that were loose, could indicate they were second 
hand—whether the case or not.  
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Figure 44  
Unknown Maker 
Brown Silk Skirt of Two Piece Dress, Worn by Mary Dunlop [detail of hem] c.1863 
Silk, cotton 
108 x 36.5 cm  
Collection: Costume Collection, 4524 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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Emma Mary Macdonald’s striped black and red two-piece day gown (Unknown 
Maker c.1855), demonstrates two distinct methods used to accommodate an 
expanding waist (Figure 45), suggesting she wore the dress while pregnant or as 
she gained weight. The front-fastening bodice has a high neckline intended to be 
worn with a detachable lace collar, and is trimmed with black ribbon. An 
extension is achieved through the attachment of a wide velvet ribbon at the 
centre front, while insertions of the skirt’s fabric at the bodice side seams 
further increase the width. The adjustments to the side seams, in different 
coloured thread and irregular, larger stitches, and the addition of the machine-
stitched ribbon were undertaken sometime after the gown was first 
constructed, hinting at a second, less-skilled needlewoman to the original maker 
of the gown—perhaps Emma Mary herself in response to her changing body 
shape and her location, her family’s station, Millemon, on the Murray River.  
 
This material practice reveals some of the tensions of class and identity. In 
updating the look and fit of their gowns while the fabric was sound, women 
expressed the understanding that economy in the home was desirable, an 
articulation of concepts of decency. In Victoria, the economy of decency (as 
opposed to economy by necessity) could set the genteel apart from the newly 
wealthy who acquired the latest styles and richest fabrics, often with an explicit 
regard for the costs involved. The evidence of multiple hands and layers of use 
form an important intersection; reflecting the work of women of varied levels of 
skill over an extended period of time, of both a domestic and professional 
contribution to identity made visible through dress. 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter has examined dress as a visual form of communication, powerfully 
asserting identity. In the rapidly changing gold-rush society, clothing was one 
means through which identity could be negotiated: servants desired to dress like 
their employers, while success was expressed by diggers’ and tradesmen’s wives 
through expensive, even extravagant garments and accessories. A range of 
primary sources indicate that genteel women deliberately marked their 
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Figure 45  
Unknown Maker 
Red and Black Striped Bodice of Two Piece Dress, Worn By Emma Mary Macdonald [with 
detail of fabric insertion at side seam] c.1855  
Silk, velvet, cotton 
60 x 45 cm 
Collection: The Cavalcade of History and Fashion, 28 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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difference from those of lower social orders through tasteful dressing based on a 
standard of modesty, and careful maintenance of their clothing. Expressions of 
distaste for the sartorial display of ‘other’ women were strategies intended to 
distinguish the genteel from working or aspiring women. Clothing offered a way 
of displaying the internal—knowledge and taste—externally, and as such was 
integral to expressions of gentility. It transformed intangible conceptions into 
tangible material goods.  
 
Examining a second aspect to dress—the making and modifying of garments—
suggests women’s sewing was significant in articulating social status. Written 
records and surviving material culture indicate that women’s own stitching 
enabled them to dress tastefully and well, and given the outwards signs of what 
dress could communicate to others, appropriate to social standing. For many, 
developing skills in dressmaking were necessary when living in isolation, or in a 
developing colonial society, particularly for those who understood the 
importance of maintaining standards in dress. This exploration of the parallels 
between the materiality of dress and the evidence of primary source documents 
suggests some women did not question the need to make their own garments, 
but, as Annie Baxter Dawbin did in the opening to this chapter, freely admitted 
to it. In adapting to the constraints of their environment, genteel women 
repositioned themselves and their own labours to fit with notions of genteel 
propriety. The notion that only the poor or skilled made their own gowns was 
reassessed and it was more important to maintain visual cues to standing over 
the notion that this work was unseemly for genteel women. 
 
Modifying clothing was an equally valuable strategy that allowed garments to 
have a much longer life: to remain fashionable and in good repair, to change as 
shape and circumstance did, while remaining grounded in understandings of 
genteel economy and the widely acknowledged value attached to textiles. Dress 
was a visible marker, a public expression, and the home-based work that was 
required to make such a statement was worthwhile genteel labour. It was 
advantageous for women who recognised the power in appropriate dressing, 
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and who sought control over their appearance. Women also took control of the 
appearance of their husband and children through the work of their needle, and 
it is to sewing for the family that the following chapter turns. 
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7. A Good Wife and Mother: Clothing the Family  
 
Maggie Hoey arrived on the Bendigo diggings with her husband in January 1856, 
in delicate health and caring for an infant son. Sensing what commentators 
defined as the freedom and democratic state of society on the goldfields, she 
wrote with anticipation to her mother in Scotland: 
Already I like this sort of life far, far better than living in Melbourne and I 
doubt not that I will like it every day more and more… I do think it will be an 
easy-minded life this—no rent, no taxes and plenty of wood and water free; 
nor is there any need for troubling about dress, we can throw anything on and 
go out when the fine cool air sets in in the evening. (Hoey, M, January 1856) 
Standards may have relaxed, however Maggie perhaps cared more for dress 
than she admitted. While she waited for “great things” from her husband James 
and brother-in-law Tom, who had given up their unsuccessful iron store in 
Melbourne, Maggie confessed to her sister Jane that she found her “sewing 
powers of great advantage here”, explaining “some times I have had to study 
economy as much as we had to at Home, so that with making and mending for 
James, Tom and myself and now my little [son] Robert, I need never be idle” 
(Hoey, M, May 1856). Maggie’s skills in needlework and her capacity for 
economy were a valuable combination in gold-rush Victoria, enabling her to 
clothe her family well despite the uncertainties of life on the goldfields. 
 
This chapter investigates women’s domestic needlework practices in sewing 
clothing for their husbands and children. It expands Chapter Six’s examination of 
women’s dress as it communicated social allegiances or aspirations. To be well 
and appropriately dressed was only part of genteel women’s responsibility; this 
extended to ensuring the family met similar standards. While Maggie Hoey 
articulated economy as a primary influence in sewing for her husband, brother-
in-law, son, and indeed herself on the Victorian goldfields, other more subtle 
stimuli were likely to also guide her decisions, where shifting dress standards 
were influenced by physical labour, climate and location. This chapter therefore 
explores the factors that mobilised genteel women to produce clothing for their 
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families. It first examines the confused state of men’s clothing in gold-rush 
Victoria, the distinctive style of dress on the goldfields and in the bush, and 
women’s contributions to their husbands’ appearance, before shifting focus to 
women’s domestic responsibility for well-dressed children. It considers the 
significance of sewing through the nineteenth-century ideology that defined 
women as wives and mothers, develops the concept of clothing as a visible 
indicator to observers of their care of and devotion to husband and children, and 
therefore positions it as a performance of self via the management of the 
appearance of others.  
 
I draw on the work of scholars including Emma Floyd (1998), Dianne Lawrence 
(2012, p. 8), Penny Russell (1994b, p. 5) and Linda Young (2003, p. 56) who 
propose that women adapted genteel values to fit new colonial environments, 
and consider how this might be applied to appearance and the sewing of men’s 
and children’s clothing. Floyd (1998, pp. 86-7) in particular asserts that gentility 
needs to be considered as more than a performance, but as an “internalized 
cultural force with a powerful hold on the psyche of its adherents”. I adopt her 
argument that while the public performances of gentility diminished in country 
and bush areas, private genteel values held strong. Although isolated by colonial 
living, women would not completely surrender genteel notions of appearance 
management. The material practice of needlework and the resulting products 
reveal that, against the odds, certain values were reproduced in new colonial 
settings, particularly as they related to children. Other practices and products, in 
contrast, were adapted to the unique challenges women faced in gold-rush 
Victoria. 
  
Men’s Clothing and Identity 
Menswear offers insights into expressions of social identity, with gender identity 
and its concomitant characteristics immediately discernible through clothing. As 
Joanna Sofaer (2007, p. 3) argues, women’s clothing “identified them as inactive, 
frivolous, and submissive but also created these attributes, while men’s clothing 
allowed them to be serious, active and aggressive”. Utility was a significant 
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element with the fit and construction of men’s clothing facilitating movement, 
enabling participation in wide-ranging activities. And although mid-nineteenth-
century men’s clothing was more uniform in appearance than women’s, 
especially respectable British urban day wear which was homogeneously dark 
and consisted of frockcoats, trousers and waistcoats, men’s clothing was subtly 
variable (Maynard 1994, p. 81). As such, the style, cut, fabric and quality of 
men’s clothing was an external signifier that could be employed to create, 
maintain, disguise or subvert social boundaries, and through the movement of 
people of unknown social origin and the process of settlement, clothing could 
confirm or complicate identity.  
 
Gold-rush commentators were critical of misrepresentations of identity 
projected through clothing, though identity and dress had been confused in the 
colonies since Australia’s convict period (Elliott, Jane 1988, p. 202). Men’s 
clothing could be as misleading as women’s, particularly when men dressed 
above their social status, problematizing readings of identity throughout the first 
half of the nineteenth century. One case reported in Geelong involved “A 
swellish gentleman… with a super-abundance of silver chains dangling over his 
waistcoat” who was the subject of speculation on “whether he was a new justice 
of the peace, a retired millionaire, a land and stock dealer, a bank director, a 
barrister, a physician, or a scion of nobility”. Disapproval was widespread when 
it was discovered that the “genteel young man” was a “convict scourger”—he 
flogged fellow prisoners—but was “allowed to walk about in the disguise of a 
gentleman” (Geelong Advertiser 1841b, p. 2). This fulfilled fears of colonial 
illusion, an appropriation of the link between dress and class, and of correct 
modes of dressing for convicts, free men, and gentlemen. Erving Goffman (1990 
[1959], p. 65) suggests that in the presentation of self “many performers have 
ample capacity and motive to misrepresent the facts” when an audience accepts 
cues on faith, and that misleading observers is prevented only by shame, guilt or 
fear. The propriety of clothing was therefore challenged when those other than 
gentlemen wore fine clothing; they presented a self that did not conform to 
deep reality. 
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Lines were further blurred when gentlemen in Australia deliberately selected the 
clothing of labourers and working men, subverting Georg Simmel’s (1957 [1904], 
p. 545) model of fashion change as a form of imitation in the adoption of 
clothing of the elite by classes below them. Men from not only the working 
classes but those above sought out garments designed and made for the rigours 
of physical outdoor work, with clothing indicating new relationships to work. The 
primary focus of diggers’ clothing was function and durability, and material 
evidence from archaeological work on the Dolly’s Creek goldfield reveals men 
wore plain working clothes, consistent with physical labour (Lawrence, S 2000, 
pp. 153-4). Thomas Ham’s lithograph of Mick O'Farrell in Gold Digger of Victoria 
(1854) depicts the typical costume of a broad brimmed hat, work shirt, sturdy 
trousers and boots, and the tools of the trade: a shovel, rope and cradle (Figure 
46). Absent are the signs of wear noted by other goldfield’s observers. Edward 
Snell’s sketch Society at Bendigo (20 May 1852) provides a less-sanitised version 
of diggers in their costume. Some wear ragged, patched garments and 
misshapen hats, and most look weary from work, reflecting Snell’s own 
experiences digging—of strenuous, constant labour for uncertain reward.  
 
Hence many immigrants divested themselves of the clothes they typically wore 
as their need became practical, recognising manual work required loose, sturdy 
and cool garments. Attempts to dress like a miner resulted in “Overcoats, 
frockcoats and surtouts disappear[ing] and everyone becomes similar in 
outward appearance” (Korzelinski 1979 [1858], p. 21). This excision of coats was 
far-reaching given they could be a visible expression of fashion, with different 
styles available to a market that had the time, money and correct taste to make 
astute purchases (Crane 2000, p. 28). Removing coats also meant exposing 
shirts, long regarded as underwear. Shirts were typically concealed by coats, 
waistcoats and neckwear including cravats, so that only the shirtfront and cuffs 
were visible. The cleanliness of these visible components provided evidence of 
lifestyle, employment, and resources to launder, and gave rise to detachable 
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Figure 46  
Thomas Ham 
Gold Digger of Victoria 1854 
Lithograph  
16 x 12 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H2911 
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collars and cuffs, the parts that soiled fastest but whose separability alleviated 
some of the difficulties in maintaining crisp, spotless shirts (Cole, S 2012, p. 41).  
 
Removing outerwear to bare shirts was thus a major shift in standards of 
formality. This relaxed dress code of the goldfields removed markers of standing 
and preoccupations of correct dress for status, with style and aesthetic 
preference muted in goldfields clothing, a condition emphasised in the Richard 
Daintree and Antoine Fauchery photograph Group of Diggers (c.1858) (Figure 
47). The group wear working clothes: shirts with rolled sleeves are paired with 
moleskin trousers and hats; all have removed their jackets; most have cast off 
their neckwear. It was a transformation that for many men was temporary and 
localised, part of a short-term digger identity that emphasised a perceived 
equality of dress, noted by Seweryn Korzelinski (1979 [1858], p. 55) at Forest 
Creek:  
… society comprises men from all parts of the world, all countries and 
religions, varying dispositions and education, all types of artisans, artists, 
literary men, priests, pastors and soldiers, sailors, wild tribesmen with tattoo 
marking and those deported for crimes—all  mixed into one society, all 
dressed similarly, all forced to forget their previous habits, leanings, customs, 
manners and occupations.  
 
The informal appearance of diggers was incongruous with what men wore at 
‘home’, conveyed through Samuel Calvert’s illustration Brother Harry Returns 
From Australia—Great Sensation in Baker Street (1855) (Figure 48). Re-entering 
his family’s drawing room in the distinct manner and dress of men of the 
goldfields, Harry wears digger’s clothes, is bearded, dishevelled and smoking a 
pipe, to the shock of his genteel family. In relocating Harry back into the 
metropolitan drawing room, Calvert exaggerated the contrasts between polite 
society and life on the goldfields. This unkempt appearance, particularly the long 
beard of miners, was explained as indicative of either “no time to take care of 
one’s appearance, or that no one cares about it” (Korzelinski 1979 [1858], p. 38). 
Harry’s formally-dressed family served by a butler in livery, on the other hand, 
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Figure 47  
Richard Daintree & Antoine Fauchery  
Group of Diggers c.1858 
Photograph; albumen silver  
14.2 x 20.3 cm 
State Library of Victoria, H84.167/30 
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Figure 48  
Samuel Calvert  
Brother Harry Returns From Australia – Great Sensation in Baker Street 1855 
Melbourne Punch, vol. I, p. 38 
Print; wood engraving 
12 x 18 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, MP00/00/56/38 
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indicates a considerable investment in appearance in locales removed from 
gold-rush Victoria.  
 
It is not surprising that men from all social statuses adopted workers’ garb 
where physical labour was required, but this downwards dressing may have had 
other motivations—men avoiding appearing as ‘new chums’. Through the digger 
disguise they circumvented the ridicule associated with being new and 
vulnerable on the goldfields, which could have more serious consequences 
ranging from swindling and theft to violence, leading Russell (2010, pp. 200-1) to 
suggest:  
‘Roughing it’ on the diggings had a new kind of theatricality about it. Early 
squatters in their makeshift bark hunts lived that way partly because they had 
no audience: out in the indifferent bush, there was little social benefit to be 
gained by playing the part of a gentleman. On the goldfields, however, men 
embraced the costume and style of the digger because they were everywhere 
under observation.  
Dressing like a digger therefore offered some protection against the dangers of 
the goldfields for both property and person.  
 
Margaret Maynard (1994, p. 147) proposes that diggers’ dress served an 
additional function, and that in marking a distinction between the experienced 
local and the newcomer, it was significant in the formation of a male Australian 
identity. This discord is emphasised in the Melbourne Punch illustration Dialogue 
Between an Old and New Chum (Grosse & Chevalier 1855), in which the urbane, 
finely-dressed dandy encounters the seasoned digger (Figure 49), and was noted 
by other contemporary observers who underlined the contrast in dress of the 
new immigrant and his veteran local counterpart (Clacy 1963 [1853], p. 22). 
Eight-year resident Henry Mundy (c.1912, p. 304) was quick to identifying 
strangers from old hands, detecting of the men in Melbourne’s Bourke Street in 
1852: “these I could tell were mostly new chums, at least as far as their dress 
and appearance”.  
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Figure 49  
Frederick Grosse & Nicholas Chevalier 
Dialogue Between an Old and New Chum 1855  
Melbourne Punch, vol. I, p. 50 
Print; wood engraving 
9 x 7 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, MP00/00/56/50 
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Success gave some men licence to alter costume and attitude, although genteel 
commentators were at pains to point out the recklessness of their material 
consumption (Snell, 8 April 1852). Commentators critical of newly-wealthy 
diggers for dressing their wives in expensive clothing noted that the men who 
appeared beside them wore a combination of fine and work clothing (Sherer 
1973 [1853], p. 196), a disturbing parody of a gentleman. Their seemingly 
indiscriminate selection of garments was finished with a display of wealth 
achieved through ostentatious jewellery. One digger in S.T. Gill’s illustration 
Improvident Diggers in Melbourne (1869b) dresses in a fine top hat and cravat, 
with gold rings on his fingers, teamed with a Crimean work shirt and a red waist 
sash (Figure 50). A distinctive element of the digger’s attire, these sashes could 
be, as William Kelly (1977 [1859], p. 180) observed, “stuck round with knives, 
daggers, and revolvers”. The costume of the successful digger, as portrayed by 
Gill and other commentators, often depicted a flawed performance of identity. 
The mix of gentlemen’s and labourer’s clothing suggested identity was 
ambiguous, changeable between two statuses, and the overt display of wealth 
was inconsistent with gentility and notions of tasteful dress.  
 
Ready-made Clothing and Tailors in the Colony 
In the mid-nineteenth century men’s clothing was available tailor-made, or 
increasingly, ready-made. Ready-made men’s garments were mass produced to 
standard sizes considerably earlier than women’s and children’s, influenced by 
fashions in menswear remaining consistent for long periods and a demand for 
men’s clothing in shorter time frames (Maynard 1994, p. 125). Slop clothing or 
work-wear—cheap and roughly made, using coarse and hard-wearing 
materials—from Britain was supplied in the time of convict settlement, and 
more such was made in the colonies in convict female factories. It was used to 
clothe convicts and common sailors, and was issued to guards and other 
government employees (Campbell, JT 1818, p. 1; Lakeland 1826, p. 3; Robinson 
1818, p. 2).  
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Figure 50  
S.T. Gill 
Improvident Diggers in Melbourne 1869  
Painting; watercolour 
26.8 x 19.5 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H86.7/36 
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By the 1840s drapery establishments carried a range of ready-made clothing, 
much of it imported from Britain. James Simeon’s Geelong stock included 
gentlemen’s riding coats, moleskin strap trousers, regatta shirts, checked shirts 
and fancy waistcoats in addition to slop clothing, aimed at labourers and 
working men (Geelong Advertiser 1841a, p. 1; 1841d, p. 3), while trousers, vests, 
coats, shirts and hats were exported from London outfitters S.W. Silver & Co 
(Geelong Advertiser 1850c, p. 2). Drapery businesses might contain tailoring 
departments for men’s wear (Argus 1847, p. 3; Geelong Advertiser 1850a, p. 4), 
and following the gold rush Elizabeth Ramsay-Laye (1861, p. 89) observed the 
increasing quality of Melbourne’s shops, describing “The tailors made a great 
display, clothes of every kind were exhibited”.  
 
Ready-made clothing for men became increasingly acceptable to purchase by 
the 1860s, despite some lingering bias by discerning customers of it being cheap 
and roughly made. The quality and fit of ready-made clothing, and what Jane 
Elliott (1988, pp. 283-5) refers to as the “complex colonial phenomenon that… 
gentlemen could and did dress less formally”, reduced the preference for 
bespoke men’s clothing. Unusual in the history and sociology of dress, men 
could legitimately understate their wealth, or dress beneath their class. Selective 
Australian colonists, though, retained a preference for British tailor-made 
clothing. In 1855 Rachel Henning sent her brother Biddulph’s old and worn coat, 
trousers and waistcoat to her sister Henrietta to be used as patterns by an 
English tailor, explaining:  
Clothes are so dear and so bad out here that he wants a lot from England. He 
means to get them from Manchester if he can, and has written to Mr 
Ellesworth about it, but if he cannot manage it Biddulph will ask you to get 
them for him, either in London or Taunton; the latter would be better, as 
Jeanes makes well and cheaply. (Henning 1988, p. 35) 
 
The steady appetite for clothing stimulated the colonial clothing industry, with 
colonial-made clothing increasingly sold beside imported ready-made wear. 
While Geelong store Bright and Hitchcock procured much of its stock from 
England, and indeed was encouraged by its London-based buyer despite the 
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options for ‘colonial purchases’ (Bright & Hitchcock, 21 January 1865), other 
drapers capitalised on the growing colonial clothing industry. Melbourne firms 
such as the Monster Clothing Company and the Leviathan Clothing Company 
suggested that the quality of their colonial-made stock was equal to bespoke 
clothing—although this was certainly an exaggeration, given these drapers 
catered primarily to a working-class custom (Argus 1861a, p. 6; 1863b, p. 7; 
1864, p. 8; Elliott, Jane 1988, p. 277).  
 
The flow of migrants to Australia also buoyed the market for emigrants’ outfits 
in Britain prior to departure, with emigrants’ guides providing an initial source of 
information on the quantity of appropriate clothing, according to the financial 
resources of the emigrant, the purpose of emigration, and the intended duration 
of their stay. The Emigrant’s Guide to Australia suggested that men’s outfits at a 
very minimum consist of two complete suits of clothing, six shirts and six pairs of 
stockings (MacKenzie, E 1853, p. 179). The Emigration Guide and Colonial 
Itinerary to Australia and New Zealand, the Cape of Good Hope, Natal, The 
Faulkland Islands, the Canadas, Vancouver Island, and British Columbia named 
like quantities, in addition to two flannel shirts and two or three coloured shirts 
(Silver 1862, p. 24). The Gold Colonies of Australia, and Gold Seeker's Manual 
specified a minimum of a dozen shirts, two Guernsey shirts, a dozen pairs of 
cotton socks, a pair of good fustian trousers, fustian jacket and waistcoat, pea 
jacket, cloth cap, Sunday-going coat, waistcoat, and trousers (Earp 1853, p. 245).  
 
For a “superior class of emigrant, men of a few hundreds”, Philips’ Emigrants’ 
Guide to Australia suggested far greater quantities, forming a considerable 
wardrobe:  
… three dozen regatta shirts, common, to be used first; one dozen best regatta 
shirts; six best white shirts, for town; twelve pairs drawers, cotton thread; 
three dozen pairs socks, cotton or angola; six pairs worsted socks; six pairs 
shoes or boots, strong but not heavy; one cloth cap; one straw hat and one 
felt hat, as you generally lose one or two overboard; a south-wester; one pilot-
cloth coat; two body coats, alpaca; six blouses; two pairs cloth trousers; three 
pairs alpaca ditto; ten pairs white ducks. (Capper 1852, p. 74) 
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Additional garments were recommended for gentlemen for the bush: rugged 
clothing suitable for the weather and work, including moleskin trousers and 
shooting coats.  
 
Men intending to travel straight from Melbourne to the goldfields though 
preferred fewer items of clothing; it created a lighter load to transport, often on 
their backs, over long distances. John Sherer (1973 [1853], p. 12) and his 
companions each carried “a couple of blue woollen shirts, half-a-dozen worsted 
half-hose, a pair of fustian trousers, two pairs of canvas ditto, and a jacket and 
waistcoat of beaverteen [a heavy twilled cotton]” on their walk to the Mount 
Alexander diggings, and he found this outfit “constituted nearly all that was 
necessary to form the working portion of my equipment”. Other new arrivals 
recognised the inadequacy of their clothing for goldfields conditions and 
purchased a digger’s outfit in Melbourne before departing. James Armour (1864, 
p. 2) and his party left Melbourne in 1852 “Dressed in blouses blue and red, with 
the creases of the shop folds bearing witness to the newness of our purchase, 
and in bright new leather leggings”.  
 
Aware of the impression generated by digger’s garb, and its functionality, men 
like John Sherer, James Armour and their teams styled themselves according to 
their new location. These portraits emphasise single men unburdened by family, 
although increasingly men travelled to Victoria with their wives and children, 
creating a circumstance in which a little acknowledged alternative for obtaining 
men’s clothing emerged—making it in the home. No longer bound to the 
conventional domestic sewing practice of men’s undergarments (as the 
following section discusses), women’s labour extended to tailoring men’s 
outerwear, enabling subtle variation in presentation and levels of comfort. 
 
Men’s Shirts 
When Joseph Brady travelled from Ireland to Sydney as a 22 year old in 1850, he 
carried at least one finely-made linen shirt (Unknown Maker 1849) (Figure 51). 
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Figure 51 
Unknown Maker 
White Linen Shirt, Worn by Joseph Brady 1849 
Linen 
96.9 x 62 cm 
Collection: Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences, 2001/120/1 
Photo: Marinco Kojdanovski 
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In the developing colonies of New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland, he 
made a significant impact as a surveyor and engineer (Kerr, CF 1969), however 
the shirt provides clues to Brady’s family life over his well-documented public 
role. A male emigrant was likely to be equipped, depending on his resources, 
with a number of shirts, and baring the laundry mark ‘Joseph Brady Dec 25/49’, 
this one is believed to be a Christmas gift made by a female member of his 
family, possibly his sister. It has finely-worked pin tucks incorporating broderie 
anglaise bordering the placket, and the shirt’s condition indicates that it was 
rarely worn, or worn only for special occasions (Bendall & Ward 2013).  
 
Large numbers of women working in factories and as outworkers made shirts for 
their livelihood; however shirt making was considered appropriate for women of 
all social levels, hence they were sewn in the home for husbands, fathers and 
brothers (Lieb 1986, p. 32). It was a fact recognised in The Common Things of 
Everyday Life, which defined shirt making as the most important kind of plain 
sewing (Bowman 1857, pp. 149-50), and The Workwoman’s Guide provided 
detailed instructions on cutting out and sewing shirts for both gentlemen and 
men of the labouring classes (Lady 1987 [1838], pp. 137-42)—though they were 
relatively simple to make compared to outer clothing, being loose fitting with 
long straight side seams. 
 
Hand stitched, Joseph Brady’s shirt represents many hours of work for a home 
seamstress. Worn next to the skin shirts were subject to frequent washing and 
needed to withstand the rigours of boiling water and scrubbing without falling 
apart, so small, tight stitches were used and all raw edges turned inside 
(Baumgarten 2002, p. 40). Working women took an estimated thirteen and a 
half hours to sew a shirt by hand (New York Herald 1860, p. 3), or as Sarah Hale, 
editor of Godey’s Lady’s Book wrote in 1867, the average shirt required 20,620 
stitches. For a competent needlewoman working at a rate of 35 stitches per 
minute, she calculated that a shirt would take ten to fourteen hours to complete 
(cited in Perkin 2002, p. 35). It is likely that women who made shirts in a 
domestic capacity, without the economic motivation to work rapidly, took 
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considerably longer, although the skill to work quickly was admired in the home. 
Margaret Brown (1907, p. 6) recalled in her memoirs that her step grandmother, 
Mrs Charter, was celebrated for her skill with a needle. She could hand stitch a 
frilled linen shirt in a day—a feat that Margaret recognised was “almost 
unbelievable in these slipshod, untidy times”.  
 
Good, quick work was promoted when women were responsible for a large 
output of shirts for their family. Jane Blackwood Mack (1881, pp. 1-2) proudly 
noted that her mother “was very skilful with her needle and used to astonish us 
by saying that whilst she attended School regularly she had always to make two 
dozen white linen shirts for her Father and brothers every year”. It was a point 
not lost on Penelope Selby (17 August 1851) when she reflected on her two 
surviving sons, in addition to six stillborn sons and one stillborn daughter, asking: 
“What should I have done if I had had my eight boys about me? The one girl 
would have had plenty of shirt making”. The emphasis on shirt making within 
the home emerged from a view that homemade shirts were technically and 
morally superior to ready-mades. Catherine Helen Spence (1986 [1854], p. 221) 
acknowledged this in Clara Morison: A Tale of South Australia During the Gold 
Fever when she had her characters Grace and Margaret “sewing over again the 
strong shirts they have bought ready-made, which Grace says are only blown 
together” for their brothers to take with them to the Victorian goldfields.  
 
Shirt making expressed a key domestic ideology of the nineteenth century—
women’s concern for the wellbeing of her family and as such could be engaged 
with to strengthen feminine identity. The shirt had an intimate relationship to 
the male body, worn daily next to the skin. Women sewed fine, flat seams using 
soft fabrics, creating an expression of devotion, while symbolically the shirt 
provided protection for loved ones from the outside world. Dorothy E. Smith 
(1987, pp. 136-7) considers that “If men are to participate fully in the abstract 
mode of action, they must be liberated from having to attend to their needs in 
the concrete and particular”. Women’s work inside the home she argues thus 
facilitates men’s work in the public sphere. Shirt making did precisely this; it was 
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a material practice that ensured husbands, fathers and brothers were provided 
with one of the essential garments necessary for the workplace. It prepared men 
for the public sphere via female concern for the male body, and in doing so 
enabled them to be correctly attired for earning the family income—whether 
through business, trade or digging for gold.  
 
Tailoring in the Genteel Home 
Sewing outerwear—suits, trousers and jackets—in contrast, blurred the 
boundaries of genteel and feminine behaviour, challenging sanctioned women’s 
work. Elizabeth Ramsay-Laye (1861, p. 13) recognised the women most 
successful at adapting to new colonial lives were never “above doing what was 
necessary”. This is an understanding that resonates with the expanding scope of 
women’s needlework, with many demonstrating they were capable of sewing 
more than just loose underclothing when required. In 1865 Rachel Henning 
(1988, p. 192) wrote from her brother’s Queensland station, “I know nothing 
about tailoring… but I have learned a good deal of dressmaking since I came out 
here, and no doubt the tailoring could also be acquired when necessary”. By 
1871, we can trace the evolution of her skills in order to clothe her husband, 
with Rachel explaining “I have also just cut out and begun another pair of 
trousers for Mr Taylor… A good deal of home manufacture goes on in the bush, 
and it saves a great deal of money” (Henning 1988, p. 255). Rachel’s suggestion 
that economy was her primary motivator for acquiring tailoring skills was no 
doubt also influenced by location, and Maynard (1994, pp. 127-9) proposes that 
women frequently made clothes for men, especially in rural areas; they were, 
she asserts, not necessarily skilled in tailoring, but found there was a greater 
expectation and need for their skills. My research likewise finds that tailoring 
was more common than is acknowledged.  
 
In the turmoil of gold-rush Victoria, women’s sewing skills directed into men’s 
clothing could be of consequence, particular where supplies where insufficient 
or costs excessive. After three months working the Ovens Diggings and in need 
of new gear, Alexander Campbell (1853) travelled to Melbourne “for our clothes 
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and other necessaries” while his partner moved to the Bendigo diggings. 
Campbell perhaps found the quality, price, or range of clothing available on the 
Ovens Diggings unacceptable, despite the fact that goods were regularly carted 
there (Geelong Advertiser and Intelligencer 1852, p. 1). The prices of clothing 
and other provisions at Ovens, as with other goldfields, fluctuated according to 
the availability of and demand for goods, and could be determined by the delay 
of supplies and population increases (Sydney Morning Herald 1853, p. 3).  
 
But where women were willing to sew clothing such issues might be 
circumvented. Therefore Maggie Hoey’s (May 1856) sewing for her husband, 
brother-in-law and son on the goldfields was valuable, and as she wrote to her 
sister Jane: “The sewing comes quite naturally to me but when shaping is 
required I often wish I had you beside me”. Maggie’s comment highlights the 
fact that although sewing was considered a fundamental female talent, certain 
elements of tailoring required skill and experience. Minimal knowledge of cut 
and construction may have resulted in initial hesitations, further intensified 
through a perception of expertise in tailoring as masculine. Tailoring remained 
male-dominated even as mechanisation induced changes in the industry, 
encouraging women’s employment as cheap labour in the workrooms (Malthus 
1996, p. 273). The skilled work of cutting, fitting and construction continued to 
be controlled by men, with tailors’ theories of bodily proportions, used to create 
patterns, closely guarded (Gamber 1995, p. 458).  
 
Although made out of tough materials the digger’s costume could quickly 
become threadbare, and Edward Snell (29 May 1852) noted after two months 
that his companion’s clothes were beginning to wear out. His mate Tom cut 
“such a strange figure” that Snell was compelled to sketch him in his diary. The 
illustration reveals Tom’s pants patched at the knee and ragged at the calf, 
exposing his boots and legs—short pants that parodied the first trousers of a 
breeched boy rather the garment of a grown man. Snell’s illustration makes 
clear how mending could extend the life of working clothes, and that wearing 
patched garments was commonplace. It is likely that Tom mended his own pants 
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but where women were available to lend their labour, skills in mending and 
darning developed through their needlework education could further prolong 
the life of garments—advantageous in the face of goldfields failure, more 
common than success.  
 
Jane Hamilton (25 November 1864) found adapting to financial pressures on the 
goldfields a necessary consequence of her husband’s struggle to make his 
mining operation viable, acknowledging:  
I have much sewing between one and another [of the family], changes of 
season etc. I had a young lady in last week to help me, but I don’t feel justified 
in spending much in that way, for things are rather at a stand-still in our 
mining matters—it is so fluctuating and uncertain.  
The Hamiltons’ limited financial resources forced Jane to accept a larger share of 
work required to keep her family suitably clothed, forcing certain behavioural 
ideals to be reshaped in an effort to maintain dress standards. This was eased 
where women lacked an audience. As Goffman (1990 [1959], p. 53) suggests, 
discrepancies between appearance and reality can be hidden or underplayed by 
a performer; when evidence of ‘dirty work’ is deliberately concealed from an 
audience, or when performances are modified so that “some of the standards 
will be sustained in public by the private sacrifice of some of the others… whose 
loss can be concealed”. This seems precisely what Jane Hamilton hoped to 
achieve in maintaining her family’s appearance, even where it required her own 
industry when she could no longer afford to call on paid assistance. 
 
Female gentility acquired additional purpose in colonial sites—both on the 
diggings and in the bush—as women established cultural aesthetics and markers 
in their new locations (Lawrence, D 2012, p. 5). In muddled social spaces of 
gentlemen and labourers, domestic practices could mark status, hence adapting 
sewing practices in order to meet certain standards ensured husbands were 
appropriately dressed or wore the well-maintained clothing expressive of this. 
Even where men modified their appearance for the environment, women 
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remained responsible for influencing the dress and behaviour of men in and 
around the home. Maynard (1994, p. 115) therefore asserts that:  
… men and women did become less inhibited about clothing and behavioural 
niceties. Yet the strengths of bourgeois codes of formality were such that, 
wherever possible, conventional dress practices were maintained, controlled 
and indeed nurtured, sometimes by the expenditure of extraordinary effort 
and ingenuity, by women.  
 
Capturing the hardships faced by many women, Thomas Washbourne’s 
photograph Australian Farm Yard, Ovens River (1870) communicates the 
isolation and resulting necessity for increased work (Figure 52). Surrounded by 
bushland, a woman is flanked by two small children and two men, one with a 
horse-drawn plough and the other a bullock team, both vital for bush settlers. 
She carries a wide-brimmed hat, and although removed for the photograph, it 
remains evidence of her extended role both inside and outside the home. For a 
woman in this situation, it follows that her sewing practices responded to need, 
such as those described by Catherine Currie in rural Victoria. While not wealthy, 
the Currie family was respectable and Catherine willingly undertook necessary 
labour. On their property, she made her husband’s coat and waistcoat, and 
wrote of numerous fabric purchases to make other clothing: serge for drawers, 
flannel for a shirt, cord stuff for trousers and shirting (Currie, 26 March 1873, 18 
May 1874, 8 June 1874, 6 November 1874, 12 May 1875). Catherine’s active 
contribution to her husband’s wardrobe was part of an attempt to maintain 
decent standards of appearance, upholding the Currie family’s respectable social 
position. 
 
For many women these practices were publicly silent, but not so for Elizabeth 
Townbridge. Elizabeth accepted that sewing men’s clothing was necessary, and 
she chose to make public the complex colonial phenomenon that work and 
gentility could be reconciled. In 1869, Sharpe’s London Magazine published 
Elizabeth’s experiences, including her declaration:  
I am at work for them [her husband and sons], most unsentimentally too, not 
working slippers, or embroidering braces, as delicate ladies are apt to do in 
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Figure 52  
Thomas J. Washbourne  
Australian Farm Yard, Ovens River 1870 
Photograph; albumen silver 
10 x 15.5 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H96.160/1597 
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the old country, but—I only write it in a whisper—making their cloth caps and 
trousers. (cited in Floyd 1998, p. 102) 
Floyd suggests that this ‘whisper’ was a carefully constructed one for a genteel 
woman like Elizabeth; an action that recognised the division between gentility 
and colonial necessity, while at the same time testing the genteel ideals of public 
and private. In doing so, Elizabeth negotiated an emerging colonial gentility that 
included a sewing of necessity, but that went beyond simply accepting a new 
role to publically announcing it. Her open statement underlined genteel 
collusion in increased plain sewing, beyond conventional expectation, and the 
adaption of certain practices to the colonial environment. Shifting notions of 
gentility and women’s work in Australia could here be reworked into a new 
construction of colonial femininity. 
 
However, factors such as location, cost and few alternatives explain only in part 
why some women actively turned to making men’s clothing as it is apparent that 
genteel women in more settled areas, with access to tailors and drapers, also 
sewed for their husbands. Emily Childers’ diary records the family’s social life in 
Melbourne and details of her husband Hugh’s successful career in the colony’s 
government. In 1853, she noted “Busy tailoring for Hugh” and the next day had 
finished her “little tailoring affairs” (Childers, 8 December 1853, 9 December 
1853). Her underlining of the task suggests that it was perhaps exceptional in 
her experience or expectations. While we can only speculate on the nature of 
Emily’s work, Isabella Ramsay (2 January 1869, 11 January 1869, 11 February 
1869) made both outer and underwear for her husband, Reverend Andrew 
Mitchell Ramsay. Making a shirt was not unusual; however her sewing of a coat 
was more challenging for Isabella and eleven days after first starting she noted 
she was “busy finishing Papas coat” (Ramsay, IE, 13 January 1869).  
 
Emily Childers possessed solid financial resources while Isabella Ramsay made 
do with a limited family income, and both lived in Melbourne with access to 
alternative sources for men’s clothing, leading us to question the motivation for 
their labour. It is possible to suggest that some sewing was influenced by 
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women’s concern for public presentation. Sewing offered a mechanism to 
control the appearance of men: by maintaining and extending the life of their 
clothing, or through providing neat, new, and perhaps stylish garments that fit 
with expectation. It is an understanding that allows us to recast urban women, 
like women in bush and goldfields areas, as vital contributors to the family in 
colonial Victoria. Other needlework can be attributed to the ideology that 
genteel women provide care and protection for their family, a notion more fully 
expanded in the following section on sewing for children. 
 
Clothing Children: Love and Devotion 
The nineteenth-century genteel ideal of womanhood placed women at the 
centre of the home and family where their primary role was as wife and mother 
(Hall 1992, p. 75), highlighting maternity as an essential characteristic of 
femininity. Dror Wahrman (2004, p. 13), tracing a late eighteenth-century shift 
in the concept, locates the move “from maternity as a general ideal, broadly 
prescriptive but allowing for individual deviations, to maternity as inextricably 
intertwined with the essence of femininity for each and every woman”. Ideas 
about motherhood transformed from normative and inevitable to a meaningful 
expression of femininity, with a new emotive character—motherhood as a 
fulfilling career.   
 
Maternal themes are infused through the domestic production of clothing for 
children, and it is for this reason that we should examine it beyond the practical 
concerns of keeping a child clothed and warm. Though continuous labour, 
sewing for children was thought to externalise a mother’s love and make visible 
her ‘natural’ maternal instincts. It provided proof of her devotion, was a tangible 
indicator of family unity, and was therefore seen as virtuous (Gordon, SA 2004, 
p. 35; Lady 1987 [1838], p. iv; Lieb 1986, p. 32; Strasser 1982, p. 126). Poorly-
clothed children, in contrast, suggested not only poverty but maternal neglect, a 
deep social anxiety that challenged fundamental concepts of womanhood. 
Severe judgement fell on working women who neglected their sewing duties, 
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while those incapable of the simplest sewing were considered inadequate as 
women, unable to fulfil their duty as mothers (Richmond 2009, p. 45).  
 
Girls wore dresses in styles similar to their mothers, although with shorter skirts 
covered by pinafores or aprons for daily wear, while boys wore tunics or dresses 
until the age of six or seven when they began to wear pants: knickerbocker suits 
or pantaloons, and as they aged those more closely resembling their fathers’ 
attire (Frost, Lenore 1991, pp. 90-1; Maynard 1994, p. 81). The young child in a 
short dress shovelling earth from a wheelbarrow in S.T. Gill’s lithograph of an 
industrious family, Gold Diggers, Bendigo (1852a), could therefore be their son 
or daughter (Figure 53). Provenance records enable a more confident attribution 
of a tartan dress (Unknown Maker c.1850s) to the boys in the Bucknall family 
(Figure 54). Stitched by hand, the dress features a collar and bretelles running 
from shoulder to waist, decorated by fabric-covered wooden buttons. The 
bodice and long sleeves are lined, the skirt is full with a deep hem, and it fastens 
at the centre back with metal hooks and eyes. The open seams are raw at the 
edges, and the use of thicker thread forming somewhat irregular stitches implies 
domestic rather than professional work.   
 
The Bucknall family arrived in Port Phillip in 1843 and established their station 
Rodborough Vale in central Victoria, pursuing wealth through sheep over 
following years despite their close proximity to the central Victorian goldfields 
(Bucknall, G & McDonald 1984, p. 17). While the maker of the dress is unknown, 
it is likely to be the product of a female family member, perhaps Caroline 
Bucknall. Around the age of sixteen and while attending a ladies college kept by 
Mrs Henderson and her daughters in East Melbourne, Caroline made clothing 
for her infant brother Albert, born in 1849. Caroline’s mother Sarah instructed 
her in a letter: “I have sent some print, for you to make Alberts frock… I should 
like you to buy some print or gingham, and make him another. Do not buy 
anything expensive as he spoils it very soon” (Joyce n.d., p. 3). It is conceivable 
that Albert wore the tartan dress just a few years later, and that Caroline made 
it.  
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Figure 53  
S.T. Gill 
Gold Diggers, Bendigo 1852 
Lithograph 
15.5 x 20.4 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H7805 
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Figure 54 
Unknown Maker 
Boy’s Dress c.1850s 
Cotton 
58 x 30 cm 
Collection: National Trust of Australia (Victoria) 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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Caroline Bucknall had the family resources, access to materials, and the 
necessary time as she received her genteel education to help clothe her brother.  
Earlier settler women though often experienced the burden of necessity in 
clothing their children, eased in part through the positive recognition for their 
maternal commitment. Following her arrival in Melbourne in 1841, Georgiana 
McCrae (1966, p. 45) discovered that the trousers she “had made in London” for 
her son George were “already two inches too short”. Perhaps recognising the 
limited alternatives in early Melbourne, she turned to her own sewing skills over 
subsequent years to clothe her seven children, making tartan suits, trousers, 
shirts, caps and dresses, in addition to altering her children’s clothes (McCrae 
1966, pp. 40, 71, 88, 9, 109, 22, 32, 42)—with this sewing making up a greater 
share of her needlework than any other kind in her journal. For one week in 
1842, Mrs Osmond, the gardener’s wife and a skilled needlewoman, helped 
Georgiana with the boys’ winter suits (McCrae 1966, p. 65), but the rest of her 
sewing appears to be unassisted. Two jackets (c.1840s-a, c.1840s-b) made by 
Georgiana for her sons survive and establish her as a capable needlewoman 
committed to providing neat, appropriate garments for her growing children: 
both are short in the body, with rolled collars, fasten with cloth-covered buttons, 
and have long sleeves, full and gathered at the shoulder, that The Workwoman’s 
Guide defined as a suitable style for boys (Lady 1987 [1838], p. 88).  
 
The following decade, and despite increasing numbers of professional 
needlewomen available to assist genteel mothers, Emily Childers prepared her 
infant son Charlie’s shirts in her Melbourne home (Childers, 6 March 1852, 20 
March 1852). They are likely to be similar to a surviving hand sewn lawn infant’s 
shirt (Unknown Maker c.1840-1850s), or a group of five almost identical infant’s 
shirts that form part of a baby’s layette (Unknown Maker c.1874) (Figure 55). 
The shirts tie at the back, and are decorated with lace at the neck and sleeve 
edges. Both examples are finely hand stitched so as not to irritate tender skin, 
emphasising the care that went into ensuring a baby’s comfort with seams that 
lay flat and narrow. Where they were worn daily and washed frequently, 
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Figure 55  
Unknown Maker  
Infant’s Shirt c.1874  
Cotton 
24 x 18 cm 
Collection: Kyneton Museum, KTN 644 e 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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large numbers were necessary. The Workwoman’s Guide indicated that twelve 
to eighteen shirts were required. It was the quality of the materials, not the 
style, that the guide suggested differentiated the shirts of the poor and working 
classes, who might use a soft calico, and the higher classes, who could afford 
fine lawn or cambric. Together with shirts, caps, pinafores, bands to be worn 
around the stomach and hips, nightgowns and napkins (nappies) were among 
the extensive list of necessary items that women sewed for their babies (Lady 
1987 [1838], pp. 16, 22). 
 
Simple babies’ shirts are now scarce. Their everyday use and disappearance 
from the material record contrasts the survival of christening gowns, 
represented in greater numbers than any other item of children’s wear in 
museum and private collections. The christening marked an infant’s first public 
appearance, and the gown worn at this occasion made visible its mother’s 
needlework skills: embroidery, lace insertions, tucks, trims and other decorative 
elements, together with fine seams and small stitches, on the finest fabric 
obtainable, preferably cotton lawn. Handed down through siblings, then 
generations, the bodices or sleeves were replaced when damaged, stained or 
strained (Lees, SE c.1864). 
 
Where the survival of children’s everyday clothing is rare, primary sources give 
shape to the garments women made: undergarments like petticoats, and daily 
wear such as dresses, trousers, coats and shirts (Childers, 6 March 1852, 20 
March 1852, 23 August 1852, 3 December 1852, 6 December 1852, 11 
December 1852; 11 June 1855, 17 July 1855; Ramsay, IE, 6 December 1858, 5 
February 1859, 3 February 1869, 12 April 1869, 6 October 1869). It was time 
consuming work, particularly where they had large families and children grew 
quickly. Eliza Lucas (1913, p. 6) recalled that in 1852 three female friends, the 
wives of Melbourne merchants, helped her mother make dresses for six 
daughters—a vast workload for one woman. Susannah Lucas had been a 
“dressmaker before marriage so she did the cutting out and these three kind 
friends came over every afternoon to help Mother make the dresses”.  
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The time taken to produce children’s clothing was a theme repeated through 
women’s writing. In Melbourne in 1855 Celeste de Chabrillan (1998, p. 109) 
turned to making dresses, hats and underwear to “fill in my time and to take my 
mind off things”—trouble on the goldfields, and the difficulties experienced in 
the colonies by her French compatriots. Much of her work was focussed on 
clothing her adopted daughter, and as she recognised: “With Solange, there is 
no lack of work to do”. Mary Ann Hardy, described by her husband Wilson, a 
fruit distributer of growing success, as “not brought up to the duties of domestic 
life [though] she is naturally not incapable of fulfilling them” (Hardy, W, 14 May 
1860), considered the domestic duties relating to her children a priority. Mary 
Ann excused herself for not gardening in a letter to her sister, as “I have the 
entire charge of the three children, and I assure you it takes all the time I can 
spare to do the sewing for I do not put it out except perhaps a dress for myself” 
(Hardy, MA, 25 May 1865). Thus although her own dresses were made by a 
dressmaker, Mary Ann’s work clothing her children demonstrated that she was a 
loving mother.  
 
A Mother’s Identity and Her Children’s Clothing 
To set themselves apart from the lower orders, genteel mothers carefully 
managed the appearance of their children; a strategy for influencing the 
construction and maintenance of their own identity. Dressing children was a 
performance of self, made visible through the cues of clean clothing, 
appropriate to place and time. A photograph (Trood 1855) of Flora Minter and 
her sister Ellen—aged twelve and ten—holding a photograph and in matching 
dresses suggests the girls are in mourning, almost certainly wearing black (Figure 
56). The pleating on the bodice, wide neckline and full sleeves are typical of the 
mid-nineteenth century, as is the skirt, knife-pleated at the waist. The use of a 
considerable quantity of fabric in the bodice, sleeves and skirt was both 
fashionable and practical, allowing the dress to be enlarged in the future. Its 
shape suggests a crinoline is worn, and while Ellen’s skirt finishes above her 
boots, her older sister’s appears to be approaching the full-length of an adult. 
The difference in their ages is further emphasised through hair style—younger 
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Figure 56  
Trood  
Flora and Ellen Minter 1855 
Photograph; albumen silver carte-de-visite 
10.7 x 6.5 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H16572 
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girls wore their hair down—and ornamentation; Flora wears a black velvet 
ribbon tied at her neck. The sheen on the fabric, suggesting their gowns are silk 
taffeta, highlights irregularities in construction. The bodices of both girls are 
imperfectly fitted. Flora’s skirt seam is puckered near the hem, while the hem is 
caught awkwardly into the lining, implying that the dresses are the work of a 
needlewoman of average skill, and possibly of domestic production. 
Nevertheless, the girls are well attired—the care and thought that has gone into 
their dress by their mother is evident. 
 
A second photograph (Unknown Photographer c.1855-57) of the Minter sisters 
relocates them from the studio to the family’s garden where they pose with 
their parents and siblings (Figure 57). Three of the sisters wear matching 
dresses, while the younger wears a white pinafore over her frock, making visible 
how clothing could reflect family status not only through its material form; a 
white dress or pinafore tested a mother’s capacity to launder as much as it did 
the behaviour of her children. An obedient child wearing white revealed a 
mother’s training, while on a disobedient child, it would quickly be dirtied. When 
worn correctly it was a symbol of the genteel family whose self-possession in 
public, and ideally also in private, was a central behavioural value. White was 
therefore suitable for the children of a gentleman’s family, and as Mildred 
Snowden (1933, p. 3) recalled of her childhood, “for parties and pantomimes we 
always wore white… muslin dresses stitched by mother. Low necked and short 
sleeves and blue sashes and shoulder ties and hair tied, for years our party 
dresses were of that pattern”. 
 
It’s not surprising to find that children of the genteel Castlemaine family of 
Bertha and Ernest Leviny wore white, as a surviving cotton poplin dress attests 
(Unknown Maker c.1870) (Figure 58). Featuring cloth-covered buttons down the 
centre front of the bodice, the dress is trimmed with hand-worked broderie 
anglaise at the sleeves and forming a v-shape on the bodice, with machine-
made Valenciennes lace at the neck edge. Much of the dress is machine stitched 
and the Levinys’ youngest daughter Hilda recalled “We had a treadle machine 
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Figure 57 
Unknown Photographer 
Dr Michael Minter and family c.1855-57 
Photograph; albumen silver 
14 x 22 cm 
Collection: State Library of Victoria, H16576 
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Figure 58  
Unknown Maker [possibly Bertha Leviny]  
Child’s Dress c.1865 
Cotton poplin 
76 x 54 cm 
Collection: Buda Historic Home and Garden, 210 
Photo: Lorinda Cramer 
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because mother used to make the children’s underclothes” and doubtless other 
garments (Buda Historic Home and Garden 2006, p. 2). That the dress survives 
suggests its public role—being little worn, it is possible that it was put aside for 
special occasions. Resolving the tensions between goldfields or bush living and 
correct dress, families reserved fine clothing for formal occasions such as 
religious ceremony or receiving visitors. These were important performances of 
identity, apart from the daily burdens of colonial life.   
 
Where best garments were infrequently worn, they retained value through 
extended use. Certain construction techniques, in combination with the skills to 
adjust a gown, enabled clothing to be modified as children grew or as they were 
passed down to siblings. The Leviny dress has hand-stitched adjustments, 
evidence of the gown being worn by more than one child: its length has been 
altered for a smaller body by shortening the sleeves and the waist. However 
adults’ clothing was also resized for this purpose and could build social 
interaction. Georgiana McCrae (1966, p. 141) proudly noted that her sister-in-
law was “very much taken with little Lucia’s appearance” when wearing a 
striped frock cut down from an old dress of hers.  
 
To meet the demands of daily dress, adults’ old clothing was adjusted, an 
approach that was useful for maintaining appearance where fabric supplies were 
unreliable or where families lived in isolation. Penelope Selby (1 March 1845) 
made a waist coat and jacket for her son out of her husband’s old surtout, a type 
of overcoat, while Isabella Ramsay (14 October 1858) made a frock for her 
fifteen-year-old daughter Hannah out of her old black silk dress. When Robert 
Hoey was old enough to wear knickerbockers, his aunt and guardian Jane 
Hamilton (24 May 1865) cut down an old suit of his father’s. These examples 
confirm a method that allowed adult clothes, no longer suitable for wear, to be 
reused in the family—where cutting down existing garments was a common 
sense means of maintaining standards in dress. Hence, the considerable time 
and effort spent adjusting clothing was worthwhile as children’s dress retained 
significance for an audience. 
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Clothing Children on the Goldfields 
Women on the goldfields encountered the interminable task of sewing for 
children while simultaneously negotiating the challenges of isolation and 
shortages of material. At the Bendigo diggings, Jane Hamilton (24 August 1862) 
referred to an endless amount of needlework for her niece and nephew, who 
she cared for following the death of their mother. Jane acknowledged “Robert 
and Maggie are growing very fast… I find it hard to get to sewing for everybody 
now-a-days”. She made pinafores and knickerbocker suits, and requested that 
her mother in Scotland send more fabric that she could use for clothing the 
children in. Jane found fabric expensive, and difficult to obtain on the goldfields, 
yet was determined to dress her wards appropriately. In the maternal role she 
had adopted for her sister’s children, their dress had implications for her genteel 
femininity. The visible evidence of neat and tidy children was no doubt harder to 
achieve outside more settled areas of the colony, and to find them such in these 
very locations was ample evidence of her genteel sensibilities. Jane was not the 
only woman to find sourcing fabrics difficult on the goldfields. At her store on 
the Ballarat goldfields, Martha Clendinning (n.d., p. 17) explained she was 
“constantly being asked for clothing materials by the women”. Practical 
considerations prevented her from stocking it; Martha’s store was in half of her 
tent home, and “goods of that nature would have required more room than we 
could spare”.  
 
Alternatively, some children’s clothing was available for purchase in stores, such 
as that made by Emily Skinner. Moving to the goldfields with her husband 
William, their dreams of a quick fortune soon faded. Makeshift tents were 
replaced with rough cottages, which gave way to tents again as the Skinners 
moved from one goldfield to the next. Faced with poverty, Emily took in washing 
and ironing. She also used her sewing skills to make children’s dresses for 
goldfields stores, working with a woman whom she described as having been 
“reared in luxury”. Despite her need to earn money for survival, Emily attempted 
to disguise this paid employment as a genteel pastime, and she reflected “Many 
happy afternoons we passed, sewing together. Sometimes we would take our 
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work and a book for one of the girls to read aloud” (Skinner 1995, p. 68). Emily 
and her friend were motivated by financial necessity—where their husbands 
were unable to make a living, it fell to these women and their skills—but rather 
than acknowledge their important contribution to the family income, Emily 
couched their sewing in terms of genteel behaviour.   
 
That Emily made children’s dresses to sell in stores on the diggings deserves 
closer examination, and Martha Clendinning’s (n.d.) memoirs provide some 
context to the environment that Emily’s work was sold in. In her goldfields store, 
Martha sold products from tea and tobacco to baby’s clothing, a shrewd 
business decision that responded to the uneven nature of supply and high 
demand in goldfields districts. As William Westgarth wrote that year from the 
Bendigo diggings, “A tent full of stores was second only to a tent full of the gold 
itself” (Westgarth 1853, p. 144). Martha quickly realised that the clothes she 
sold in her store were desirable for working women with disposable incomes, 
and that babies’ clothing wasn’t only a necessity but could be used to express 
success. Women saw the nicer fabrics and their capacity to purchase them in 
terms of luxury, even though Martha herself knew them to be “simple… of all 
white material and tastefully made”. She wrote of one sale: 
“What beautiful things”, exclaimed a digger’s wife, “they make for babies 
now. I never saw anything like these when I lived in the old country”, and truly 
she spoke, for the wife of an English country labourer never had anything but 
unbleached calico, coarse flannel and poor, common print with which to 
clothe her little ones… Those who possessed babies managed by hook or by 
crook, in many cases, to obtain a share of their husband’s gold, and visited our 
store for some of the precious articles. (Clendinning n.d., p. 17) 
 
Here a divide between making and purchasing emerged. Genteel women made 
clothing for their children as a show of maternal care, but that was enabled by 
their access to materials, familiarity with appropriate styles of clothing, and the 
time to do so. Successful diggers’ wives, in contrast, purchased pretty clothing 
for their children because they had acquired the financial resources to do so. For 
them, a display of wealth as well as maternal virtue could be achieved through 
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dressing their children in fine garments, avoiding some of the labour of devotion 
that was central to genteel women’s sewing, and hinting at the pleasures of 
consumption that would emerge in coming decades.  
 
Conclusion 
The evidence laid out in this chapter demonstrates how fundamental the 
relationship between a woman and her family’s clothing was: she managed what 
they wore, cleaned and maintained the condition of their garments, produced 
new clothes and extended the life of old ones. As contemporary comments and 
illustrations show, clothing standards relaxed on the goldfields and in the bush 
due to the practicalities of labour, weather and the influences of isolation and 
shortages. Nevertheless, that wives and mothers observed certain registers of 
dress, particularly for public occasions, in order to support the family claim to 
genteel standards is beyond doubt. Women’s labour over the clothes of men 
and children was therefore critical to the practices of appearance management 
in the colony. 

Considerable time and skill were invested into making clothing in the home. This 
is hardly surprising given the attributes of a good wife and mother—protector, 
nurturer and comforter—were linked with her skills in needlework. In sewing 
finer items of clothing, such as men’s shirts, babies’ and children’s wear, the 
ideals of domestic femininity were evidenced, while stitching these items in 
demanding settings—in the transience of the goldfields or the isolation of the 
bush—revealed a determined commitment to genteel values despite the 
dislocations of the migration experience. The visual cues created by dress that 
established a wearer’s identity, implicated a genteel wife or mother. 
 
Men’s outer garments, however, challenged accepted nineteenth-century 
sewing practices. Traditionally the work of tailors or professional needlewomen, 
tailoring was adopted in the home in response to colonial pressures. While 
rarely publically acknowledged by women, sewing men’s clothing was 
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meaningful and valuable work. The results were critical for respectability, and 
depending on the family, gentility, maintaining correct codes of dress. 
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Conclusion 
 
Positioning the needle as a tool for constructing identity, and inspired by the 
growing depth of research on the important place of women in gold-rush 
history, I combine these fields of study to contribute to scholarship with a 
distinctive approach. I unpick the claim that needlework was an agent that made 
identity visible; demonstrating the ways in which feminine and genteel identities 
were produced and articulated through needlework during the Victorian gold 
rushes, via an exploration of the layers of meaning embedded in women’s 
sewing practices. The foundation of my argument is that though largely 
unacknowledged and daily domestic work for most women, sewing acquired 
meaning when enlisted to express identity—providing nuanced communication 
of genteel femininity in the colony. Such statements were heightened in gold-
rush Victoria where identities were unstable or impermanent; when luck in the 
‘lottery’ of gold seeking was indiscriminate, gentlemen worked side by side with 
their social inferiors, genteel women stepped outside conventional modes of 
feminine behaviour, and abrupt wealth, small-scale success or bitter 
disappointment were potential outcomes for every digger’s labour—making 
Victoria the location of hitherto unknown social mobility.  
 
While my work situates women within the colonial home, and in some ways 
sustains the gendered division of the domestic and public spheres, I contend 
that through their sewing women made valuable contributions to the home, 
family and domestic economy; and that the impact of their work resonated 
beyond its walls. Gendered material practices, particularly needlework, became 
vehicles for establishing, asserting or maintaining social status, contributing 
essential elements to impression and appearance management. As such, my 
chapters focused on discrete themes—needlework as employment or leisure, 
essential in the education of girls—and genres—fancywork, plain sewing, 
dressmaking and tailoring—exploring those practices that transferred to the 
colony with seemingly little disruption and others that were tested by colonial 
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circumstances. In concluding this thesis, I reframe my work to consider the 
distinct and meaningful differences between the public performance and private 
practices of needlework. I stress that both contributed to identity, and that the 
explicit display of sanctioned sewing and the contrasting concealment of other 
forms was deliberate, while acknowledging where and when these boundaries 
were blurred. I suggest that the effects of intimate domestic practices were 
therefore of consequence in gold-rush society, placing women firmly at the 
centre of colonial history.  
 
My work is not the first to establish that acts of fancywork before one’s peers 
enabled the presentation of the genteel self; however it does relocate 
decorative needlework into settings of privation in the undeveloped colony to 
explore how it remained a signifier of leisure and the symbolic ‘work’ of genteel 
women. The knowledge and resources necessary to create these products, the 
space or stage for its performance, combined with the placement of fancy-
worked objects in the parlour, on a woman’s husband, gifted to friends, or sold 
in the charity bazaar, strengthened constructions of the genteel home and 
family much as they did throughout the British world. It made visible the 
transfer of a British middle-class culture to Victoria, the subsequent formation of 
a colonial-inflected gentility, and acquired increased value in the social turmoil 
of gold-rush Victoria: promoted as a land of opportunity, where the poor could 
become rich in the blink of an eye (and lose it almost as quickly if careless), or 
where steady, provident choices could lead to improved standards of living for 
the aspirational migrant.  
 
Where genteel women found themselves challenged by fortune or failure, 
where homes were transient, servants could not be found or controlled, and 
isolation and privation were commonplace, fancywork could be deployed in 
idealised performances of identity. Even when overwhelmed by other more 
utilitarian forms of sewing—a real possibility when few colonial women were as 
leisured as their British counterparts—the effort invested in finding the time and 
materials to produce modest luxuries had implications for managing identity. 
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Considered against this backdrop of social and geographical upheaval, the 
practice of fancywork made visible attempts to uphold genteel culture in new 
homes and locations, where frames of personal identity could wither, sustain, or 
be appropriated most inappropriately. As such, women’s engagement with 
fancywork was defensible in the face of increasing criticism and the 
simultaneous push for productive, industrious colonial women. I stress that 
despite the tendencies to reduce fancywork to insignificant and frivolous, it was 
in fact a significant act of assertion in the colony, yielding tangible evidence of 
genteel values and behaviours.  
 
The visibility of genteel needlework extended beyond fancywork, and via the 
nineteenth-century ideologies that defined women through their maternal and 
moral roles, sewing for children and the poor became a compelling symbol of 
domestic duty and public virtue. Sewing was a fundamental component of 
motherhood, part of the prescriptions of nineteenth-century femininity, and 
making clothing for children could in many cases be considered a reflection of 
love and devotion. As a visible indicator to observers of maternal capacity, 
genteel mothers managed their children’s clothing, cleaned and maintained its 
condition, produced new clothes and extended the life of old ones. Despite the 
revision and downwards dressing in the colony, mothers continued to recognise 
that certain registers of dress, particularly on public occasions, were essential to 
family claims; in circumstances of transience or isolation this revealed an 
unwavering commitment to preserving genteel standards. Mothers therefore 
carefully dressed their children, often in laundry-demanding white, recognising 
that such cues asserted family status—they were practices that made visible her 
identity in the socio-cultural economy of the colony.  
 
Publically engaging with plain sewing was more complicated for genteel women, 
and in most cases it was invisibilised to an audience through careful strategies to 
shield their labour. Within a narrow band of activity however, utilitarian sewing 
became a purposeful performance of gentility—and a construction of exemplary 
moral behaviour. When undertaken as Christian charity, sewing for the poor was 
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a particularly effective display of family status—indicating time and resources, 
together with public virtue. It was especially significant in Victoria where 
destitution was widespread among the most vulnerable segment of gold-rush 
society: not only deserted wives and children, but men and their dependants 
unable to find or earn a living. Reframed in this way, plain sewing became 
evidence of female benevolence, communicating virtuous and dutiful femininity. 
Hence, where the work of plain sewing shifted to recipients outside the home, 
its nature and purpose formed the foundation and measure for conceptions of 
female benevolence in the colony. In doing so it blurred conventional 
understandings of plain sewing as labour, to instead suggest leisure. 
 
In the ways described here, I suggest that fancywork, sewing for children and 
the poor were clear expressions of genteel femininity in the colony. Such acts 
materialised gentleness, purity, piety, domesticity and devotion, elevating these 
forms of needlework to firmly fit within culturally and socially endorsed genteel 
performance. Given their centrality to social position, genteel and feminine 
behaviours were developed then shaped over long years of home and school-
based training; a process I stress remained important even at the margins of the 
empire, and even in challenging conditions. Instilling and refining needlework 
skills and associated values, an undertaking that was deliberately and repeatedly 
enacted from an early age, was fundamental to the gendering of girls and the 
social production of genteel womanhood. Acquiring accomplishments endured 
as an essential part of educating Victorian girls as ladies, no matter how trying 
the environment or how geographically removed from polite society, while skills 
in plain sewing became increasingly valuable to female migrants and their 
daughters as status was tested in the field of gold-rush living. Both utilitarian 
and decorative forms of needlework were vital to the ongoing processes of 
asserting identity in the colony, but in vastly different ways.  
 
Plain sewing was often conceived as working-class employment through its 
functional, mundane, and repetitive nature, yet my research establishes that in 
reality it was necessary work that most women did in one form or another in 
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gold-rush Victoria, where tensions between useful and idle and their 
relationship with the genteel ideal of womanhood clashed, and through which 
revised notions of what constituted genteel behaviour emerged. I therefore 
advance the notion that shifts in how genteel women negotiated the blurred line 
between work and gentility can be traced via utilitarian needlework practices.  
 
By mid-century, commentators, moralists and female migrants promoted 
diligence and duty—factors that constructed the useful, industrious woman. 
They stressed how changes in circumstance could bring about a real need to add 
to the household economy through plain sewing and other forms of labour, and 
underlined the moral imperative of being capable of the work required to care 
for the family. Certain conventional British ideas remained strong, however the 
seemingly incompatible connection between a woman’s leisure and her 
usefulness was re-examined. Compromises were extended in goldfields and 
bush conditions to embrace the needlework of necessity.  Primary sources make 
clear that these conceptual and behavioural shifts found currency with many 
genteel female migrants as they successfully adapted from the old world to the 
new, and that colonial femininity took on new purpose through an alignment 
with industrious behaviours.  
 
While genteel behaviours were a mark of status, a fracture with old-world 
practice could co-exist, if carefully managed. I argue that public performances of 
the genteel self in the colony were maintained (if not heightened) for the benefit 
of one’s social peers, while incompatible but necessary activities were enacted 
away from the public gaze—concealed to counter their challenge to women’s 
leisure as a fundamental tenet of the genteel lifestyle. Hidden as it was, female 
industry contributed significantly to assertions of identity and, as such, women 
found themselves taking on certain tasks not at the expense of genteel identity 
but in order to sustain it. This was especially vital where markers relating to the 
comfort of the home, the cleanliness of the family and a modest, tasteful 
outward appearance were expected by genteel observers—and it seems likely 
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that there was tacit collusion in the labour of genteel practitioners and the silent 
recognition by their audience. 
 
Through plain sewing, women ensured their home had sheets on its beds and 
curtains on its windows, their family wore a full complement of undergarments, 
that clothing was carefully maintained and mended, and that textile items 
remained in good repair—these products were subtle yet purposeful 
expressions of genteel living. Preserving the material standards of home and 
family was effective non-verbal communication that distinguished the genteel 
home and its inhabitants from the aspirational or lower ranks, a critical 
distinction in gold-rush Victoria. Though discreet, everyday sewing had a far-
reaching impact, empowering women to manipulate their material worlds into 
something that resembled the homes they had left behind. 
 
Domestic dressmaking and tailoring practices similarly reveal the shifting 
ideologies of women’s labour in Victoria, where the junctures between genteel 
standards and colonial necessity tested certain ideals. Clothing was an especially 
visible marker of status in the colony, leading genteel women to reposition their 
labours in order to maintain appearances. Modifying women’s clothing was a 
valuable practice for all that ensured the long life of garments, kept them 
fashionable and in good repair, allowed them to change as shape and 
circumstance did, to be passed from one woman to another, while recognising 
the genteel commitment to economy—a recognition of the value of textile 
goods that transferred from Britain throughout its colonies, and was heightening 
in goldfields or bush living. Making dresses anew required considerable skill to 
achieve the desirable fit of the bodice, and was thus more commonly the work 
of professional dressmakers and needlewomen. But where factors demanded 
otherwise, it is evident that genteel women made their own gowns. The skills to 
sew gowns that fitted well, using appropriate fabrics and trims, enabled women 
to express their modesty and taste—and the frequently undisclosed work 
required to make such a statement was worthwhile genteel labour. These 
practices gained in strength over following decades, becoming increasingly 
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visible as sewing machines, paper patterns, fabrics, and the dissemination of 
fashionable styles grew more readily accessible, vastly enlarging the possibilities 
for sewing women’s clothing in the home.  
 
The labour of domestic tailoring was likewise accepted by genteel women in 
response to the challenges of living in gold-rush Victoria, and though 
underplayed by many, was openly announced by others. Although men’s 
clothing was generally available ready-made or tailor-made in the colony, 
shortages could occur, quality was variable, and it came at a cost; factors which 
influenced increased tailoring in the home. It is clear that women adapted their 
skills to the unfamiliar sewing of menswear, and that mending their clothing was 
a valuable, if not essential, practice given the rigours of many men’s new 
relationship to physical work. While little acknowledged, my research reveals 
how advantageous these sewing practices could be, ensuring husbands wore the 
neat clothing of their status while simultaneously providing a material means 
through which women communicated devotion. My intention has been to 
position these ideas within notions of genteel economy and responsibility for 
one’s family, where women recognised the sewing needed to manage the visible 
signs of standing.  
 
By investigating the range of practices and products of domestic needlework in 
the home, I have examined just one of the distinct forms of women’s labour to 
influence identity. Further research on other practices within the genteel home 
would add to our understanding of the ways that social status was negotiated 
through women’s active participation during this turbulent period. Surviving 
material culture and primary sources offer rich insights into how women 
struggled with or defied expectations, responded to the demands of colonial 
living, negotiated their places in new environments, and redefined their 
identities in a tumultuous society. Resolving the web of conflicting issues 
required compromises: between femininity and work; gentility and work; 
usefulness, idleness and womanhood; factors that were complicated in the 
circumstances of gold-rush living. While some sewing practices conformed to 
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convention, in certain areas and often simultaneously, the boundaries of others 
were tested. Domestic needlework in its various forms—whether fancywork for 
the parlour, undergarments for the family, linen for the home, simple clothing 
for the poor, women’s own dress, or their husband and children’s clothing—
should thus be considered a valuable material expression for the ways in which 
women constructed and expressed genteel identity in gold-rush Victoria, 
contributing to an emergent Australian middle class whose values soon 
constituted the largest segment of Australian society. 
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